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Official Comment 
 
Regarding Proposed Rule EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389-0001 by the Environmental Protection Agency (US 
EPA) to Regulations.gov. 
 
Federal Register :: Proposed Finding That Lead Emissions From Aircraft Engines That Operate on Leaded 
Fuel Cause or Contribute to Air Pollution That May Reasonably Be Anticipated To Endanger Public Health 
and Welfare (html) (pdf) 10-17-2022, Document # 2022-22223. 
 
A Proposed Rule by the Environmental Protection Agency on 10/17/2022. 
Rulemaking Docket (EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389). 
 
Proposed Rule (PR) EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389-0001 (html) (pdf). Proposed Finding that Lead Emissions 
from Aircraft Engines that Operate on Leaded Fuel Cause or Contribute to Air Pollution that May 
Reasonably Be Anticipated to Endanger Public Health and Welfare. Posted by the Environmental 
Protection Agency on Oct 17, 2022. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Submitted by 
 
Matthew A. Grisius: a Concerned Father, Grandfather and Angry Taxpayer - 12-26-2022 (#1) 
(https://close1d2.org) – Major Exposé / Updates coming 1Q / 2Q 2023, Please check back often! 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Background information 
 
Regulations for [Tetraethyl Lead (TEL)] Lead Emissions from Aircraft (html) | Environmental Protection 
Agency (US EPA).  
 
NOTE: SEE EPA Particulate Matter PM2.5 comparison (image) showing combustion particle relative size, 
e.g. particulate matter less than < 2.5µ (microns) for Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) and other metals, almost 
thirty times smaller than human hair. 
 
Proposed Finding that Lead Emissions from Aircraft Engines That Operate on Leaded Fuel Cause or 
Contribute to Air Pollution that May Reasonably Be Anticipated to Endanger Public Health and Welfare 
(html) | Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). 
 
Fact Sheet: EPA Proposes Endangerment Finding for Lead Emissions from Aircraft that Operate on 
Leaded Fuel (pdf) (477.27 KB, October 2022, EPA-420-F-22-022). 
 
Technical Support Document (TSD) for the EPA's Proposed Finding that Lead Emissions from Aircraft 
Engines that Operate on Leaded Fuel Cause or Contribute to Air Pollution that May Reasonably Be 
Anticipated to Endanger Public Health and Welfare (pdf) (EPA-420-R-22-025, October 2022), Assessment 
and Standards Division, Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ), U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (U.S. EPA). 
 
Petitions and EPA Response Memorandums related to Lead Emissions from Aircraft that Operate on 
Leaded Fuel (html) | Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). Related documents from October 2022 
thru October 2006. 

https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389-0001?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/10/17/2022-22223/proposed-finding-that-lead-emissions-from-aircraft-engines-that-operate-on-leaded-fuel-cause-or?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-10-17/pdf/2022-22223.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/agencies/environmental-protection-agency?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/10/17?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/docket/EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389-0001?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OAR-2022-0389-0001/content.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://close1d2.org/
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Tetraethyl-lead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/regulations-lead-emissions-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-09/pm2.5_scale_graphic-color_2.jpg?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-proposes-endangerment-finding-lead-emissions-aircraft-engines-operate-leaded-fuel?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-10/420f22022.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-10/420r22025.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/organization-chart-epas-office-transportation-and-air-quality-otaq?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/petitions-and-epa-response-memorandums-related-lead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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View Rule: EPA/OAR, RIN: 2060-AT10, Publication ID: Spring 2022. Priority: Other Significant. Title: 
Proposed Finding That Lead Emissions From Piston-Engines Used in Aircraft Cause or Contribute to Air 
Pollution That may Reasonably be Anticipated to Endanger Public Health and Welfare (html) | Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs (html) | Office of Management and Budget (html) |  Executive Office 
of the President (html) | WhiteHouse.gov | Reginfo.gov | U.S. General Services Administration (GSA). 
 
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) Action History & Additional Resources 
 
EPA’s Data and Analysis of Piston-engine Aircraft Emissions of Lead at U.S. Airports (html) | 
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). Related documents 2020 thru 2010. 
 
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Related Materials on Lead Emissions From Piston-Engine 
Aircraft Using Leaded Aviation Gasoline (html) | Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). Related 
documents 2007 thru 2015. 
 
Lead (Pb) Air Pollution (html) | Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). 
 
16 organizations and 146 individual signatories from across the US sent urgent email 05-23-2022 (pdf) to 
EPA Michael Regan in support of both an “Endangerment Finding” for leaded aviation gasoline (Avgas) 
AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel, as well as a complete ban on Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel. 
The request asked the EPA to expedite the elimination of 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas at the 
earliest possible opportunity to protect vulnerable populations from continued harm. 
 
Comment submitted by Earthjustice et al (html) 03-18-2022 (pdf) 03-16-2022. It is long past time to 
finally end Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) exposure to prevent the irreversible harms it causes. These comments 
are submitted by 126 groups and 53 individuals on EPA's Draft Lead Strategy. 23,771 members of the 
public submitted personalized comments. EPA has a major opportunity to transform federal 
environmental protections from lead exposure as a result of statutory deadlines, court orders, 
settlement agreements, and voluntary commitments that require it to adopt numerous rules related to 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) over the next several years. In accord with this Administration’s environmental 
justice commitments, EPA should commit to specific and swift revisions to existing policies, considering 
cumulative exposures to Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) across all routes and pathways. Earth Justice made the 
final set of comments submitted to EPA available (pdf). SEE: Groups Ask EPA to Regulate Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL) Pollution Around Nation’s Airports (html) 08-24-2022. 
 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL): Brief History 
 
Inside the 20-year campaign to rid the world of leaded fuel (html) 08-30-2021 | United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP). The World realized one major problem: leaded exhaust is toxic. As leaded 
fuel spread to every corner of the world, it was followed by epidemics of heart disease, cancer, stroke 
and, most vividly, developmental delays in children. 
 
Era of leaded petrol over, eliminating a major threat to human and planetary health (html) 08-30-2021 | 
United nations Environment Program (UNEP). The end of leaded petrol follows a 19-year campaign led 
by the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) and partners. Official end of use of leaded petrol will 
prevent more than 1.2 million premature deaths and save USD 2.45 trillion a year. 
 

https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=202204&RIN=2060-AT10&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/information-regulatory-affairs/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/executive-office-of-the-president/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.whitehouse.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.reginfo.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gsa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/epas-data-and-analysis-piston-engine-aircraft-emissions?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/advance-notice-proposed-rulemaking-and-related-materials?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/lead-air-pollution?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oregonaviationwatch.org/docs/AvgasBanSupportLetter-23-May-2022.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0086?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0086/attachment_1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/comments_submitted_to_epa_public_comment_draft_of_the_epa_strategy_to_docket_epa-hq-olem-2021-0762__0.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2021/groups-ask-epa-to-regulate-lead-pollution-around-nations-airports?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/story/inside-20-year-campaign-rid-world-leaded-fuel?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unep.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/press-release/era-leaded-petrol-over-eliminating-major-threat-human-and-planetary?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unep.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Leaded Gasoline Use in Vehicles Has Now Officially Ended Worldwide (html) 08-31-2021 | Smart News| 
Smithsonian Magazine. A refinery in Algeria used the world’s last stockpile of the fuel. 
 
After 99 years, the world officially eliminated the use of leaded gasoline as gas stations in Algeria 
stopped offering leaded fuel, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) said this week, calling for an 
accelerated transition to zero-emission vehicles [automobiles]. 
 
A century of tragedy: How the car and gas industry knew about the health risks of leaded fuel (html) 12-
09-2021 | Phys.org. It has been 100 years since that pivotal day in the development of leaded gasoline. 
Expert comments as a historian of media and the environment, see this anniversary as a time to reflect 
on the role of public health advocates and environmental journalists in preventing profit-driven tragedy. 
 
Leaded petrol is gone – but lead pollution may linger for a very long time (html) 09-06-2021 | Phys.org. 
The consensus around leaded fuel's unacceptable threat to human health was hard won, entailing a long 
fight between scientists, regulatory authorities and industry. In a recent ray of good news, it seems the 
world has finally turned a corner on the use of this toxic chemical in fuel. As of July 2021, the world 
has officially eradicated leaded fuel according to the UN, meaning it's no longer sold for cars and lorries 
anywhere in the world. Lead does NOT biodegrade or disappear over time. It can remain in soils for 
thousands of years, where it can be blown back into the atmosphere. It's worth noting that today's 
airborne concentrations of less than 10 nanograms per cubic metre appear to be small compared to the 
average of greater than 1,000 in the 1960s. But there is strong clinical evidence that low-level exposure 
to lead can affect the development of the brain and nervous system in children, resulting in impaired 
cognitive function, attention and behavioral problems. No safe level for lead in children has been 
identified, and the air is just one source—it can also linger in old pipes, toys and paints. 
 
Cumulative leaded automotive gasoline use is historically estimated at 76 trillion gallons — releasing 8 
million metric tons of lead into the environment. NOTE: this unbelievable number only includes 
historical “Automotive” usage! While INNOSPEC » Octane - INNOSPEC. The LAST & FINAL company 
producing Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) on the entire planet actively continues to profit & dupe the world with 
“Responsible Tetraethyl Lead Supply and Stewardship”, seriously, is this for real? 
 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL): Still the World’s Best Kept & Most Protected Aviation Secret in the US 
 
However, August 30, 2021 is the ACTUAL day the world stopped use of leaded gasoline ONLY for land 
based transportation using Automobiles, Trucks & Motorcycles. One of the BEST kept Health, Safety & 
Welfare secrets: General Aviation (GA) airports around the United States still provide enormous 
amounts, hundreds of millions of gallons of 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) AKA 
Avgas fuel for piston-engine aircraft including piston-engine helicopters. Use of Leaded aviation 
gasoline AKA Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) continues openly 
unchecked, unabated and protected in aviation. 
 
Many indifferent irresponsible aircraft owners, operators, pilots (1/3) and related Special Interests & 
Industry Lobbyists still tout benefits of a known Toxic Poison they believe outweigh identified well 
known dangers of Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), GM’s Midgley’s Mighty invention, stalling as long as possible. 
While many other responsible aircraft owners, operators, pilots (2/3) are shocked, dismayed and 
appalled at the blatant acquiescence, artificial delays & inaction and are tired of continuously bearing 
the brunt of the cost and blame for poisoning Millions, e.g. “Paying the Exorbitant Price(s)” on behalf of 
Society!  

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/worldwide-use-leaded-gasoline-vehicles-now-completely-phased-out-180978549/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/press-release/era-leaded-petrol-over-eliminating-major-threat-human-and-planetary?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/news/2021-12-century-tragedy-car-gas-industry.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/tags/leaded+gasoline/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=search_authors&mauthors=bill+kovarik&hl=en&oi=ao&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/news/2021-09-petrol-pollution-linger.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/30/leaded-petrol-era-officially-over-as-algeria-ends-pump-sales?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/08/1098792?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/EHP7932?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/om030621b?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://innospec.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://innospec.com/fuel-additives/transportation/octane/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/26050/options-for-reducing-lead-emissions-from-piston-engine-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Comment 
 
Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) represents an Aviation “192 million 
gallon a year” Public Health, Safety & Welfare Loophole, Crisis and true Nightmare permanently 
damaging millions including extremely vulnerable populations on a daily basis, a Public Health debacle. 
 
NOTE: SEE EPA Particulate Matter PM2.5 comparison (image) showing combustion particle relative size, 
e.g. particulate matter less than < 2.5µ (microns) for metals such as Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), almost thirty 
times smaller than human hair. 
 
Almost Six Decades of careful investigation, research, study after study after study resulting in a 
voluminous amount of human data & human evidence of permanent damage clearly show that 100LL 
Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) is directly responsible for millions of 
premature deaths, preventable illnesses and negative health effects while communities of millions of 
residents especially vulnerable populations including babies, pregnant moms and school children 
continue to be permanently harmed. When it comes to babies, children & other vulnerable populations 
the science is crystal clear, ANY exposure to Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) causes irreversible and life-long health 
effects. 
 
To reasonable people almost six decades of indifference, inaction, acquiescence, artificial delays, 
excuses, hype, dis / mis information, lobbying, influence peddling, propaganda, bullying, threats, 
intimidation and outright lies absolutely defy contemporary comprehension illustrating the complete 
total disregard, and utter lack of any real progress totally devoid of any demonstrable effort to truly 
“Protect Anyone” from Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) anywhere in 
the United States. Six decades of “Reasonable Anticipation that Public Health and Welfare certainly 
ARE & HAVE BEEN Endangered”! 
 
Almost 60 Years, Six decades of duping the American Public with Special Interest, Industry Lobbyist 
gibberish, double-talk and non-sense coupled with protection & impunity provided courtesy of 
“Burrowed In” Local, County, State & Federal Government Department employees laden with glaring, 
open, obvious multiple conflicts of interest, including the Civil Air Patrol (CAP) and the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA). 
 
The 2022 / 2023 timeframe seems way past time, long overdue, to exercise fair, appropriate, practical 
common sense to warrant an Immediate EPA “Endangerment Finding” and “Complete Ban” of Leaded 
Aviation Gasoline (Avgas) AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene 
Dibromide (EDB) to protect ALL American citizens from “Involuntary Poisoning” whose “Bodily Integrity” 
rights are protected by the United States Constitution! 
  

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-09/pm2.5_scale_graphic-color_2.jpg?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!
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20,000 so-called aviation facilities in the United States provide 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas, 
over 16 million people are within 1 kilometer of those facilities, this includes 3 million children. 
Over 600 schools are located within half a kilometer (500 meters or 1640 feet) of such sites. 
This includes three Michigan Plymouth Township & Canton Township area Schools, two which are 
Plymouth Canton Community Schools (PCCS) all within hundreds of feet of both “Run Up” areas at 
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) owned non-essential non-strategic Personal Hobby, 
Sport, Recreational Social Entertainment Venue Canton Plymouth Mettetal 1d2 airstrip (pdf) in Canton 
Township Michigan (MDOT) (MDOT) AKA the ”MDOT 1d2 Frat House”. NOTE: Impossible to ignore an 
Alarming 47% increase of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD) in Plymouth Canton Community School System (PCCS) students (html) 07-17-2019 | Hometown 
Life | USA Today | Gannett. 
 
Negative Health Outcomes at Levels 10 times Lower than Tragically Outdated Current US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
 
It’s generally well known since 2021 that observed associations between exposure to airborne lead 
concentrations and poor behavioral outcomes occur at extremely low concentrations, in fact 10 times 
lower than the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) set by the US Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). The increased vulnerability to ambient airborne lead exposure and behavioral problems in 
12-year-old youth whose exposure to airborne lead NEVER exceeded the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) standard. SEE: Identifying sensitive windows of airborne lead exposure 
associated with behavioral outcomes at age 12 (html) April 2021 |. Environmental Epidemiology. 
 

• The Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) as part of the 2021 CASAC Lead Review 
Panel (html) | Advisory Reports (html) | United States Environmental Protection Agency (US 
EPA). 

• Integrated Review Plan for Lead NAAQS Review - Integrated Science Assessment (html) | Clean 
Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) | United States Environmental Protection Agency (US 
EPA). Additional information regarding IRP and final Consultative report. 

 
Based on the: Integrated Review Plan (IRP) for the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Lead. 
Volume 2: Planning for the Review and the Integrated Science Assessment (pdf), EPA-452/R-22-003b, 
March 2022, described in  Federal Register :: Release of Volumes 1 and 2 of the Integrated Review Plan 
(IRP) for the Lead National Ambient Air Quality Standards (html) (pdf), the Clean Air Scientific Advisory 
Committee (CASAC) released their findings & consultative report EPA-CASAC-22-003, “Consultation on 
the EPA’s Integrated Review Plan for the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Lead. Volume 2: 
Planning for the Review and the Integrated Science Assessment” (pdf) 04-22-2022, along with EPA 
Agency Response to EPA-CASAC-22-003 (pdf) 06-10-2022. 
 
As part of the 2021 CASAC Lead Review Panel (html) Dr. Bruce Lanphear, M.D., M.P.H., Professor at 
Simon Fraser University and Investigator at BC Children's Research Institute in Vancouver, British 
Columbia, is a board-certified physician in public health and preventive medicine [SEE page A-25 of 
findings & consultative report (pdf) EPA-CASAC-22-003] comments: 
 

• If airborne lead monitors around Michigan airports [448!] did not exceed the primary lead 
standard, it indicates that the current primary lead standard fails to protect the public, including 
a vulnerable subpopulation [> 1 million Michigan children!]. 

https://www.plymouthtwp.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.canton-mi.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pccsk12.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/-/media/Project/Websites/MDOT/Travel/Mobility/Aero/Michigan-Airports/General-Aviation-Airports/I-R/Plymouth-Canton-Plymouth-Mettetal.pdf?rev=0373d3ed60164c649337a6a1f4e4512c&hash=6D21EC434FDA7717454A46977BE38303&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.canton-mi.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.canton-mi.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/whitmer/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/aeronautics?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/aeronautics/contact-aero?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=asd&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=adhd&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hometownlife.com/story/news/2019/07/16/increase-autistic-students-creates-challenges-school-districts/1490091001/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hometownlife.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hometownlife.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usatoday.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gannett.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/naaqs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://journals.lww.com/environepidem/Fulltext/2021/04000/Identifying_sensitive_windows_of_airborne_lead.8.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://journals.lww.com/environepidem/pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:1:9119681273921:::::&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:14:5117755159052:::14:P14_COMMITTEEON:2021%20CASAC%20Lead%20Review%20Panel&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:12:15771742894234:::12&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=105:18:852095146945:::RP,18:P18_ID:2613&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=105:1:3340463878671:::::&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-03/pb-irp-v2-march2022ed2.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/03/10/2022-05085/release-of-volumes-1-and-2-of-the-integrated-review-plan-for-the-lead-national-ambient-air-quality?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-03-10/pdf/2022-05085.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:0:15771742894234:APPLICATION_PROCESS=REPORT_DOC:::REPORT_ID:1096&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:0:631943935019:APPLICATION_PROCESS=DOWNLOAD_FILE:::FILE_ID:1590&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:14:5117755159052:::14:P14_COMMITTEEON:2021%20CASAC%20Lead%20Review%20Panel&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://casac.epa.gov/ords/sab/f?p=113:0:15771742894234:APPLICATION_PROCESS=REPORT_DOC:::REPORT_ID:1096&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• If the air monitors surrounding the Reid-Hillview airport did not consistently exceed the existing 
primary lead standard, it indicates that the existing standard fails to protect children from lead 
toxicity. 

• NOTE: New evidence on the size of lead particles in exhaust from automobile emissions and 
aircraft emissions – which are much smaller than TSP and may be transported directly to the 
brain via the olfactory nerve – indicate that Pb-TSP is unlikely to be an adequate indicator of 
lead exposure. Moreover, up to 20% of lead in aircraft emissions is in the vapor phase (also 
known as alkyl or organic lead) that can be readily inhaled or dermally absorbed (page 2-10, US 
EPA. 2013 Final report: Integrated Science Assessment for Lead (pdf) 1886 pgs. US 
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC, EPA/600/R-10/075F. June, 2013, Contains 
Errata Sheet created 5/12/2014. 

 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) began phasing out leaded gasoline for most uses in the 
United States in the 1970s. It was fully phased out by 1996, with a few exceptions: Avgas AKA 100LL 
Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), some industrial purposes, and National Association for 
Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) races. The exception was made for NASCAR because, at that time, their 
cars could not sustain high-speed endurance races without leaded gas, plus the true scope & extent of 
danger from Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) were not fully disclosed or even discussed publicly then. Auto racing 
technology eventually advanced to the point where leaded gas wasn't needed anymore, and NASCAR 
voluntarily switched to unleaded gas in 2007. 
 
The change created a unique environment for examining the impact of short-term Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 
exposure. Unlike airports and industrial sites, where residents nearby are exposed more regularly to 
airborne Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), NASCAR tracks were only used periodically for racing events using leaded 
gas with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 
 
“You don't have much other ambient Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) around these tracks. From a researcher's 
point of view, that offered a really nice experiment” researchers said. There is already a major body of 
research that shows connections between living around airports and industrial sites and health risks, 
and with reduced test scores among children. This paper suggests that even spending a few days or a 
week in one of these Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) poisoned areas may be enough to increase the risk of an 
adverse outcome if you are pregnant. 
 

• Airborne lead exposure: how much is harmful to health? (html) 09-30-2022 | BrandeisNOW | 
Brandeis University. 

• Does short-term, airborne lead exposure during pregnancy affect birth outcomes? Quasi-
experimental evidence from NASCAR’s deleading policy (html) (pdf) 06-02-2022 – ScienceDirect. 

• Does short-term, airborne lead exposure during pregnancy affect birth outcomes? Quasi-
experimental evidence from NASCAR's deleading policy (html) – PubMed | National Library of 
Medicine  (NLM) |  National Institute of Health (NIH) | U.S. Department of Health & Human 
Services (HHS) | USA.gov.  

• Conclusions: short-term exposure to airborne Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) during pregnancy adversely 
affects birth outcomes. Reducing even very brief exposure to airborne Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 
during pregnancy may improve birth outcomes. 

 
 

http://ofmpub.epa.gov/eims/eimscomm.getfile?p_download_id=518908&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nascar.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.brandeis.edu/now/2022/september/airborne-lead-exposure-short-term.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.brandeis.edu/now/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.brandeis.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412022002811?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412022002811/pdfft?md5=72b7632f730b558e45b156b1b6c0a2c4&pid=1-s2.0-S0160412022002811-main.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35749996/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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A closely related study shows how ambient Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) exposure also impacts learning in 
elementary school by leveraging the same natural experiment where the same large national 
automotive racing organization, National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR), switched from 
leaded to unleaded fuel. 
 

• A Thousand Cuts: Cumulative Lead Exposure Reduces Academic Achievement (html) Alex 
Hollingsworth, Jiafang Mike Huang, Ivan Rudik, and Nicholas J. Sanders, October 7, 2022| 
Journal of Human Resources (JHR) | University of Wisconsin (UoW) Press. Supplementary 
Material, Appendix A (pdf). 

• A Thousand Cuts: Cumulative Lead Exposure Reduces Academic Achievement (html) (pdf) 
Revised October 2022| National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). 

• SocArXiv Papers | A Thousand Cuts: Cumulative Lead Exposure Reduces Academic Achievement 
(html) (pdf) Last edited: September 08, 2022. 

• EconStor: A Thousand Cuts: Cumulative Lead Exposure Reduces Academic Achievement (html) 
(pdf) Alex Hollingsworth, Mike Huang, Ivan Rudik, Nicholas J. Sanders 04-2022. 

• Conclusions: the study found the same short-term exposure with increased levels and duration 
to airborne Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) negatively affect academic performance, shift the entire 
academic performance distribution, and negatively impact both younger and older children. 

 
Key Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Research: Incompetence, 
Omission or Coverups Includes Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) and Airport 
Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Promoted, Sponsored & Championed by the National 
Academies (NA) Sciences (NAS), Engineering (NAE), Medicine (NAM) | Transportation Research Board 
(TRB) | Transportation Research Board Cooperative Research Programs (TRBCRP) 
 
A 2022 Four Part Pulitzer Funded Special Report: How Leaded Aviation Gasoline Is Poisoning a new 
Generation of Americans (html) 06-16-2022 | Pulitzer Center, also available at: Toxic Fuel [100LL Leaded 
Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) AKA Avgas] — Quartz, reports in Part 2: Leaded airplane fuel is 
poisoning a new generation of American children (html), that Dr. Sammy Zahran turned to Michigan to 
analyze lead levels in 1 million children living around Michigan civil aviation airports (June 2017). Not 
only did the levels of lead in children’s blood rise in proximity to airports, they tracked the monthly 
peaks and valleys of air traffic. Many believe that this 2014 study was as close a link to avgas and child 
lead exposure as scientists had ever found! 
 
The original study was performed in Michigan and published on 08-15-2014 in an early version of the 
study: The Effect of Leaded Aviation Gasonline [sp] on Blood Lead in Children (html) (pdf) 2014! | 
Munich Personal RePEc Archive (MPRA) | Universitätsbibliothek Library  (html) | Ludwig-Maximilians-
University Munich (html). 
 
The study referenced Child Blood Lead Level (BLL) data from 1,043,391 Michigan children to 448 nearby 
airports in Michigan, as well as a subset of Michigan airports with detailed data on the volume of 
General Aviation (GA) piston-engine aircraft traffic including piston-engine helicopters. 
 
How is it even possible that this key seminal study of Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) related Child Blood Lead Level (BLL) data & study was overlooked, obscured or 
ignored, for well over a half a decade, literally unknown during or after the height of the Flint Lead 
Poisoning Debacle? How & where and was the “official” data obtained? 

http://www.nascar.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://jhr.uwpress.org/content/early/2022/10/03/jhr.0222-12169R2.abstract?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://jhr.uwpress.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.wisc.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://uwpress.wisc.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://uwpress.wisc.edu/journals/pdfs/0222-12169R2_supp.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nber.org/papers/w28250?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w28250/w28250.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nber.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/wz73u?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/wz73u/download?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.econstor.eu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.econstor.eu/handle/10419/260804/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/260804/1/cesifo1_wp9674.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/projects/how-leaded-aviation-gasoline-poisoning-new-generation-americans?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/se/avgas/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2173461/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/691686?journalCode=jaere&&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/1/MPRA_paper_62238.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.ub.uni-muenchen.de/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.lmu.de/en/index.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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This continues to be one of Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) mysteries & best kept 
secrets in the State of Michigan, second only to bogus MDOT “Aviation in Michigan” phony related costs, 
literally millions of misused taxpayer dollars, the largest single waste of taxpayer money in the entire 
history of Michigan! Key SMEs at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) were NOT even aware of 
this key study as early as 2017-2018, it appears that actually nobody outside of small handful of SMEs 
were aware of this key study linking Child Lead exposure to Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 
 
The Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) promoted, sponsored & championed by the 
Transportation Research Board Cooperative Research Programs (TRBCRP) | Transportation Research 
Board (TRB) | National Academies (NA) Sciences (NAS), Engineering (NAE), Medicine (NAM) paid to 
conduct research lasting: 681 days | 1 Year 10 months 11 days | 22 months 11 days: 
 
ACRP 02-57 [Final] Reducing the Impact of Lead Emissions at Airports (html) 
Funds: $200,000 
Effective Date: 7/28/2014 
Completion Date: 6/8/2016 
 
Background: While leaded fuel has been banned in almost all other transportation applications, it is still 
being used by piston engine aircraft. For over two decades, there have been efforts to find a 
replacement for leaded avgas. While a replacement has not yet been fully developed or vetted, it is 
believed that there will likely be fueling infrastructure and other airport challenges before any 
replacement can be fully implemented. Addressing these challenges will take many years to ensure that 
the industry is able to safely transition. There may be practices that airports can adopt to reduce 
baseline lead emissions and/or exposure and may be able to mitigate, if not reduce, lead emission 
impacts. For example, one mitigation strategy may be to move the run-up area. But, airports need to 
understand all considerations of the mitigation strategies. 
  
Objective: The objective of this research was to develop guidelines for airports on minimizing lead 
emission impacts. 
 
Status: This has been published as Report 162: Guidebook for Assessing Airport Lead Impacts. 
 
In the FINAL ACRP 162 report there is NO mention or reference to key pivotal research that was known 
& identified at the time: 
 

“S. Zahran, T. Iverson, S. McElmurry, and S. Weilar.  The Effect of Leaded Aviation Gasoline on 
Blood Lead in Children.  August 2014.  Available at http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/“ 

 
However, there is an overlooked remnant, a remaining “breadcrumb”, an early overlooked & obscured 
“working version”, a copy of the research report that clearly shows the SMEs WERE aware of this key 
study at the time: 
 

Project No. ACRP 02-57, COPY NO. 1, “REDUCING THE IMPACT OF LEAD EMISSIONS AT 
AIRPORTS” http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/acrp/acrp_rpt_162.docx 

 
NOTE: this paper has zero identifying information to link or even relate “Project No. ACRP 02-57, COPY 
NO. 1” to Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Research “Report 162: Guidebook for Assessing 

https://www.trb.org/ACRP/ACRP.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/programs/cooperative-research-programs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/transportation-research-board?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nasonline.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nae.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=3703&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/174934.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/acrp/acrp_rpt_162.docx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Airport Lead Impacts”, as well as several key typos that render & obscure the initial reference or 
mention of the study practically useless and un-findable: 
 

• NO easily findable link to this key pivotal MS Word Doc / reference anywhere 

• Misspelled Well Known Lead Author’s name: “Zaharn” S/B “Zahran” 

• The URL link contains a dot “.” Should really be a dash “-“ or link does NOT work  

• Broken link: “http://mpra.ub.uni.muenchen.de/62238/” 

• Correct link: “http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/ 
 
Are these ‘Innocent’ omissions or typos? Or purposely overlooked, obscured, or excluded as part of an 
attempted coverup stalling tactic that appears to have worked, e.g. this delayed public exposure or 
notice for several precious years? Again, why wasn’t this key reference included in the Final ACRP Report 
162: Guidebook for Assessing Airport Lead Impacts (html)? The SMEs surely understood the significance 
of THIS reference? If not WHY NOT? What’s the excuse now? 
 
Appears to be pretty sloppy amateur or possibly sneaky “conflict of interest(s)” moves for a Team of 
World Class “Advanced” research SMEs on behalf of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) that were 
well paid $200,000.00 USD to produce a single 94 page MS Word document resulting in a 33 page final 
PDF file. Wow, that’s roughly $6060.00 USD per finished final page! What’s wrong with this picture? 
 
Are Aviation Industry Members AND Cohorts with Other Pariah Industries or Groups like Tobacco, 
Lead, & Big Oil Complete with the Defenders & Protectors of Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel 
with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) AKA the General Aviation (GA) Avgas Coalition (GAAC)? 
 
Aviation Industry players along with Special Interests & Industry Lobbyist giants have successfully 
leveraged & employed the same tactics that made the Tobacco & Lead Industry Pariahs in the global 
public health conversation. In the last two decades, the Public Health Community has generally agreed 
that neither Pariah Industry has ANY role in setting any policy or sponsoring subsequent health policy 
research at all. The Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) bans industry participation in 
policy deliberations. Most major global public health organizations and national health departments 
have sharply limited their interactions with representatives of the either industry, and many universities 
and journals no longer accept or publish research supported by the Tobacco or Lead industry. 
 

• World Health Organization (WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). 

• WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (html) - PAHO/WHO | Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO). The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC) is the 
first (2005) treaty negotiated under the auspices of the World Health Organization (WHO). The 
WHO FCTC is an evidence-based treaty that reaffirms the right of ALL people to the highest 
standard of health. 

• World Health Organization (WHO). 

• Framework Convention Alliance (FCA). As of Nov 1, 2022 - the Framework Convention Alliance 
(FCA) is now officially the Global Alliance for Tobacco Control (GATC). 

 
However, no such agreement has been reached on the appropriate role for industry, corporations and 
trade associations in other sectors such as Aviation. The rampant perceptions of dishonesty, collusion, 
multiple conflicts of interest, unethical behavior and outright deception & lies abound. Open, Obvious, 
Blatant conflicts of interest along with demonstrable patterns of health deficits and disease over the last 

http://mpra.ub.uni.muenchen.de/62238/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/174934.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.who.int/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://fctc.who.int/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.paho.org/en/documents/who-framework-convention-tobacco-control-1?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.paho.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.who.int/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.paho.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.who.int/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://fctc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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6 decades, 60 years, surely make any judgements or even any opinions appear to be disingenuous, 
inappropriate, misguided, completely biased, patently misleading and or false! 
 
Do the Special Interests & Industry Lobbyists control the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) or 
Aviation Industry or vice-versa? Is it collusion or collaboration or both? It appears the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) has enough time to attend Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist Fly-Ins, picnics, and 
barbecues across the country without addressing deadly Public Health, Safety and Welfare loopholes, 
while “Green Washing” and ignoring the issues & their accompanying dire consequences. What could 
possibly be behind all the combined reasons to deter, delay and derail policies used by all of these 
Pariah that COULD save millions of lives and avoid preventable health outcomes: 
 

• fear-mongering “Safety”: “Sky is Falling” unquantifiable contrived fake phony almost fraudulent 
claims 

• greenwashing “Sustainability”: unquantifiable contrived fake phony almost fraudulent claims 

• using Patriotism, Loyalty, Defense or Military Service, and “Love of Country” as convenient 
shields, including “Arsenal of Democracy”, Veterans Day, Fourth of July, other holidays, etc. 

• using Family, Children, Schools, learning or STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts or 
Mathematics) as convenient shields 

• callous indifferent merchants of preventable harm, damage, illness, disease, mayhem & death 

• conspiracy/cover-up artists 

• threatening, violent, elite, privileged, arrogant selfish community pariah 

• false ‘sense of entitlement’, wealth, protection, impunity 

• inconvenience, personal time, money & effort 

• exploit multiple artificially created loop hole(s), government dysfunction, “grid-lock”, blame 
game, etc. 

• captive audience(s) 

• political connections 

• massive unencumbered highly profitable markets 

• blood money 

• toxic pied-piper 

• corporate leviathans 

• bumbling fools, buffoons, clowns & town idiots including Pro-Aviation-Lead, power hungry or 
disgruntled “Burrowed In” Local, County, State & Federal Government employees 

• beleaguered, legitimate industry 

• non-taxpayer problems: General Aviation (GA) Industry decline, disappearing influence, 
shrinking market reach, government funding, mythical Commercial Airline pilot shortages, ANY 
flight training activities, aviation clubs AKA flying clubs AKA Social Clubs, increasing pilot / 
aircraft age & shrinking demographic, personal or financial constraints, increasing General 
Aviation (GA) Popularity & Access, other privately owned commercial business concerns, etc. 

• multiple conflicts of interest: ALL, SOME or NONE of the above or are there MORE Special 
Interest or Industry Lobbyist excuse(s) double-talk & gibberish? 

 
Aviation, Aircraft, Lead, Oil Industries and related Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist groups continue to 
spend millions to push back as any new unleaded fuels will need to overcome way more than 
bureaucracy. Industry players are defending their control over Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel 
with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) and ANY replacement(s), according to numerous public interviews with pilots, 
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aviation executives, and ex-oil company employees. BTW: Suitable Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation 
Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) replacements have been available for years! 
 
Collaboration, Cooperation, Collusion, Conspiracy or Common Convenient Coincidences? 
 
A conspiracy, also known as (AKA) a plot, can be a secret plan, agreement or scheme between persons 
(called conspirers or conspirators) for harmful or sometimes unlawful purpose especially with political or 
specific ideological motivations, e.g. Special Interests or Industry Lobbyists, while keeping their 
agreement secret, obscured, certainly un-advertised or not openly broadcast or communicated to the 
public or to people affected by their efforts. In a sense, a conspiracy refers to a group of people united in 
their goal to usurp, alter, overthrow, delay, obstruct, influence, impede, impair or defeat an established 
power, norm, rule or regulation. 
 
Depending on circumstances, a conspiracy may also be a crime, but with utmost certainty a civil 
wrongdoing. The term generally implies wrongdoing or illegality on the part of the conspirators, as 
people would not need to conspire to engage in activities that were lawful or ethical, or to which anyone 
could, should or would object. In summary a conspiracy can be thought of as a ruse or series of devious 
stratagems (maneuvers) to outwit or trick opponents or adversaries to achieve an end goal. 
 
Some Common Accepted Basic Definitions Related to a Conspiracy 
 

• Cartel:  a coalition, cooperative alliance or arrangement between groups intended to promote a 
mutual interest. Members of a cartel generally maintain their separate identities and financial 
independence while engaging in cooperative policies, actions, pledges, promises, vows, or 
statements. A cartel can be seen as the worst type of violation, including antitrust, and one that 
warrants zero tolerance, but can also be the hardest to detect, deter, prevent or prosecute. 

• Coalition: an alliance for combined action, especially a temporary alliance of distinct parties for 
joint collective action(s) to achieve joint purpose(s) or outcome(s). 

• Collude – Collusion: concealed, secret or illegal cooperation, a conspiracy for a deceitful 
purpose, especially in order to cheat or trick others. Formal agreements in the open are usually 
not used to avoid leaving any easily detectable information trail that could be used as evidence 
in a public forum or formal proceeding. Tacit Collusion is usually done via informal agreements 
(wink wink, nod nod) and can be accomplished without explicitly speaking to other members 
publicly, using an implied or obvious unspoken understanding as the basis for cooperation. 

• Cover-up: coordinated, planned effort to conceal wrongdoing, harmful or wrongful acts such as 
ignoring well identified, known toxic threats & dangers to Public Health, Safety and Welfare. 

• Deceit – Deceitful: guilty of or involving deceit; deceiving or misleading others. Commonly such 
acts are irresponsible involving lying, insincerity, e.g. making false or dishonest statements. 

• Defraud: interfere with or obstruct one or more lawful governmental functions by deceit, craft 
or trickery, or at least by means that are dishonest, to lie, mislead, misrepresent to trick people, 
to get something by dishonesty or deception. To defraud stresses depriving people of rights and 
protections and usually connotes a deliberate perversion of the truth. 

• Devious: dishonest, often in a complex, complicated way, skillful use of underhanded tactics to 
achieve a goal or end result. 

• Dishonest: implies a willful perversion of truth in order to deceive, cheat, or defraud, e.g. based 
on facts that simply do NOT exist. 
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• Oligopoly: small number of relatively large groups focused on similar, highly related, usually 
mutually beneficial but slightly different interests, goods, services or markets addressed. 
Oligopolistic groups band together to collude to dominate or influence specific area(s) of 
interest. 

• Untruthful: stresses a discrepancy between what is said and fact or reality, e.g. what acts are 
actually performed, what is actually accomplished and what’s actually measurable or 
demonstrable. 

 
Some Common Accepted Ingredients Required for a Conspiracy 
 

• Presence of an Agreement – in many common situations & cases informal, e.g. tacit collusion 

• Membership in the Agreement – banding together as a coalition or cartel 

• Intent To Participate – shared or overlapping public goals, strategy, tactics or actions, pledges, 
promises, vows, or statements, etc. 

• Overt Actions - pervert the course of truth, accountability, justice by deceitful dishonest means, 
e.g. regarding Involuntary Poisoning violating the "Bodily Integrity" rights of millions protected 
by the United States Constitution via deception, propaganda, misrepresentation, misleading 
statements and outright lies. 

 
General Aviation (GA) Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Cartel (GATELC) Previously Remembered as General 
Aviation (GA) AvGas Coalition (GAAC) 
 
Are the following the “not so secret” affairs of a deceitful dishonest untruthful oligopolistic cartel 
colluding to cover-up & defraud the American public, swindle, in a corrupt underhanded way by 
exploiting complex politics & influence peddling of dysfunctional but necessary essential government 
collaboration & cooperation across different government branches with unique charters & 
responsibilities, with the intent to “muddy the waters”, e.g. using deceitful dishonest means to create 
friction, problems or inhibitors for the purposes of influencing, delaying or changing deadlines & 
timeframes with seemingly indefinite impossible unreachable immeasurable milestones for any 
regulatory or other action against Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL)? 
 
The real questions are: are these the Overt Actions of a Conspiracy, Cartel or Coalition or is this just a set 
of Common Convenient Coincidences? Should the General Aviation (GA) Avgas Coalition be 
remembered as the General Aviation (GA) Avgas Cartel (GAAC) or should it be remembered as the 
General Aviation (GA) Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Cartel (GATELC)? Many believe the true moniker should 
really be: General Aviation (GA) Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Cartel (GATELC). 
 
Everyone should examine the track record of the almost last sixty (60) years, almost six (6) decades, by a 
seemingly common Gang of Usual Suspects, eager & willing participants with unified actions that result 
in identical negative outcome(s) repeated over and over and over ad nauseum. Let public record speak 
for itself, ALL Taxpayers should be made aware and provided with complete information to be their own 
judge especially when it comes to defending & protecting the Health, Safety and Welfare of vulnerable 
populations of pregnant moms, babies, school children and elderly. 
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Defenders & Protectors of Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL): General 
Aviation (GA) AvGas Coalition (GAAC) 
 
Since when does a Toxic Fuel AKA Avgas AKA Leaded Aviation Fuel 100LL with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 
require or even need a “Coalition” or a “NOT So Secret Society” for “GreenWashing” & “Protection”? 
Only the “Defenders” & “Protectors” from “Threats” against Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) AKA the General Aviation (GA) AvGas Coalition (GAAC) know for sure: 

• GA Avgas Coalition reacts to threat against avgas in California (html) 05-12-2011 — General 
Aviation News. The coalition also includes several representatives of the petroleum industry, but 
they did not join in with the aviation industry representatives in issuing the statement, as some 
are named as potential litigants. 

• GA Avgas Coalition: Threatened Lawsuit Over Avgas Ignores Extensive Efforts Underway Or 
Already Completed (html) 05-28-2011 – General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA). 

• GA Avgas Coalition Praises FAA's Announcement to Solicit Candidate Fuels in Search of an 
Unleaded Avgas (html) 06-10-2013 | NBAA - National Business Aviation Association. 

• GA Avgas Coalition Praises FAA’s Announcement To Solicit Candidate Fuels In Search Of An 
Unleaded Avgas (html) 06-10-2013 – Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA). 

• FAA Wants Avgas Replacement in Five Years (html) 06-11-2013 - FLYING Magazine. Evaluations 
of unleaded fuels to start next summer. The General Aviation Avgas Coalition (GAAC), comprised 
of several aviation groups including the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), General 
Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) and National Business Aviation Association (NBAA), 
praised the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) announcement. 

• Federal Register :: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Lead Emissions From Piston-
Engine Aircraft Using Leaded Aviation Gasoline (html) (pdf) 04-28-2010. 

• INNOSPEC » Octane - INNOSPEC. The LAST & FINAL company producing Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) on 
Planet Earth actively continues to profit & dupe the world with “Responsible Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL) Supply and TEL Stewardship”, really? 

 
Comments of the General Aviation Avgas Coalition (GAAC): On  The Advance Notice Of Proposed 
Rulemaking On Lead Emissions From Piston-Engine Aircraft Using Leaded Aviation Gasoline (pdf) 2010 | 
American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers (AFPM), EPA Docket No. EPA–HQ–OAR–2007–0294, on 
behalf of the following list of “Who’s Who  in Aviation” members: 
 

• General Aviation AvGas Coalition (GAAC) Pariah: 

• Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA). Your Freedom to Fly. Your Freedom to Pay for it 
Yourself. Your Freedom to Pay for Massive US cleanup of Your Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Mess! 

• Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) | Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

• General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA). 

• National Air Transportation Association (NATA). 

• National Business Aviation Association (NBAA). 

• American Petroleum Institute (API). 

• American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers (AFPM) | We Make Progress. AFPM was 
previously known as: National Petrochemical and Refiners Association (NPRA). 

• Recent General Aviation AvGas Coalition (GAAC) member organizations include: 

• American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE). 

• Helicopter Association International (HAI). 

https://generalaviationnews.com/2011/05/12/ga-avgas-coalition-reacts-to-threat-against-avgas-in-california/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/news-and-events/press-releases/ga-avgas-coalition-threatened-lawsuit-over-avgas-ignores-extensive-efforts-underway-or-already-completed/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/news-and-events/press-releases/ga-avgas-coalition-threatened-lawsuit-over-avgas-ignores-extensive-efforts-underway-or-already-completed/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/press-releases/ga-avgas-coalition-praises-faas-announcement-to-solicit-candidate-fuels-in-search-of-an-unleaded-avgas/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2013/june/10/ga-avgas-colition-praises-faas-announcement-to-solicit-candidate?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.flyingmag.com/news-faa-wants-avgas-replacement-five-years/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.flyingmag.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2010/04/28/2010-9603/advance-notice-of-proposed-rulemaking-on-lead-emissions-from-piston-engine-aircraft-using-leaded?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2010-04-28/pdf/2010-9603.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://innospec.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://innospec.com/fuel-additives/transportation/octane/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.afpm.org/sites/default/files/issue_resources/General_Aviation_AvGas_Coalition_Aug2010.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.afpm.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/eaa?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ci.oshkosh.wi.us/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.wisconsin.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nata.aero/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.api.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.afpm.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aaae.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://rotor.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Aviation, Lead & Big Oil Industry, Special Interests, Industry Lobbyists, Marketing & Public Relations 
Firms Use identical ‘GreenWashing’ Tactics from Common Playbook Separately & Together to Dupe 
the American Public! 
 
‘GreenWashing’ involves making unsubstantiated claim(s) to fool, trick, deceive or dupe the public into 
believing that products, actions, statements, efforts, vows or pledges are actual environmentally 
friendly commitments and / or have a greater positive environmental impact than they actually do, or 
even ANY positive quantifiable impact at all in many cases! 
 
Using common tactics & practices from the same playbook show that the combined forces of the 
Aviation, Lead & Big Oil Industries supported by related Special Interests, Industry Lobbyists, Marketing 
& Public Relations Firms obscure massive long-term commitments & investments and that there are NO 
real plans or real actions to clean up or address any meaningful Public agenda barreling ahead with 
plans to pump more highly profitable dirty fuels such as Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) for years to come as in past efforts. 
 
There They Go Again: Oil Industry Opposition to Protecting Children from Toxic Lead Pollution (html) 02-
11-2011 | Environmental Defense Fund (EDF). The old “Sky is Falling” Safety Defense Playbook claims 
from 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) proponents such as the General Aviation 
(GA) Avgas Coalition (GAAC) have derailed any protections for children’s health literally for decades. 
Same stuff, different day in 2022 / 2023. 
 
The Aviation Industry, Special Interests & Industry Lobbyists continue their decades-long anti-science 
campaign of misinformation roadblocking true, science-based findings, determinations and evident 
Human Collateral Damage and continue to acquiesce, delay, postpone, ignore and outright lie about the 
consequences of poisoning from Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 
 
Aviation & Lead Industry Leverage & “Play Follow the Leader” Mimicking the Most Profitable 
Powerful Cohort Leader’s Long-running Disinformation Campaign Track Record with Their Own 
 
The public record over the last decade demonstrates how the fossil fuel industry is ‘GreenWashing’ its 
public image with promises and actions that Big Oil executives knew would not meaningfully reduce 
emissions, even as the industry moved aggressively to lock in continued fossil fuel production for 
decades to come.  
 
These efforts are particularly offensive because of the amount of money the biggest oil companies are 
making. The fossil fuel industry’s failure to make meaningful investments in a long-term transition to 
cleaner energy is particularly outrageous in light of the enormous record profits these companies are 
raking in at the expense of consumers — including nearly $100 Billion in combined profits for Exxon, 
Chevron, Shell, and BP just in the last two quarters of 2022. So, the Aviation & Lead Industries just tag 
along for the ride so to speak. 
 
Lead Industry Influence in the 21st Century: An Old Playbook for a “Modern Metal” (html) (pdf) 09-30-
2022 |American Journal of Public Health AJPH | Vol. 112 Issue S7. The hazards associated with lead 
exposures have been well known for centuries while the industry actively promoted lead products. Less 
well known is how the Lead Industry continues to promote the “safe and responsible” use of lead and 
support research to question the underlying science and avoid regulation. Lead industry associations 
continue to employ some of the same themes that have proven successful in the past. Efforts to 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/playbook?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2011/02/11/there-they-go-again-oil-industry-opposition-to-protecting-children-from-toxic-lead-pollution/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.edf.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/full/10.2105/AJPH.2022.306960?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.2022.306960%3Fdownload%3Dtrue&hl=en&sa=T&oi=ucasa&ct=ufr&ei=171-Y4_nBueR6rQPj_qo2Ao&scisig=AAGBfm2a9koWQwDraIRYz9SbU5QAFElzlw&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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forestall regulatory initiatives to reduce emissions and restrict lead applications continue. Lead in 
Aviation Fuels continues to be sold in the United States decades after the ban on lead in gasoline. An 
argument that has been repeatedly used is that because lead products are not universally banned, lead 
is a “then-lawful product for a then-lawful use.” Industries have shifted to adopt new messages and 
promote lead usage, delay regulations, and even rebrand lead as “green” AKA “GreenWashing”. Some 
entities, even work to “promote and support the ‘safe and responsible’ use of lead,” which is “critical to 
achieving a sustainable and low carbon future.” Sound familiar? 
 
From Big Oil to Big Green: Holding the Oil Industry to Account for the Climate Crisis eBook (html) 2022| 
Books Gateway | MIT Press | Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Documents how “Big Oil” has 
managed to avoid being held financially accountable for past harm while claiming a false misleading 
‘GreenWashing’ transformation from ‘Big Oil’ to ‘Big Green’. Open Access DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/14293.001.0001. 
 
Hearing: Fueling the Climate Crisis: Examining Big Oil’s Prices, Profits, and Pledges (html) 09-15-2022 | 
Environment (117th Congress) | House Committee on Oversight and Reform (html). 
 
Press Release: Ahead of Hearing, Committee Releases Memo Showing Fossil Fuel Industry is Misleading 
the Public About Commitment to Reduce Emissions (html) 09-14-2022 | Environment (117th Congress) | 
House Committee on Oversight and Reform (html). Investigation of Fossil Fuel Industry Disinformation 
Memo (pdf) 09-14-2022, 22pg. Selected investigation documents. (pdf) 226 pg. 
 
Big Oil PR Firms Reject Invite to Hearing on Climate Disinformation (html) 09-14-2022 – Truthout. The 
congressional hearing will confront oil companies’ lies and profiteering — and the ads that make it 
possible. Meriam-Webster has added the word “greenwash” to its dictionary, a development not lost on 
Public Relations (PR) industry critics and climate campaigners who have spearheaded the effort between 
Big Oil propaganda and the PR / Marketing firms who craft and help market such deceitful messaging. 
 
Big Oil - statistics & facts (html) 05-22-2022 | Statista. 
 
The Power of Big Oil (html) April 2022 | FRONTLINE | Public Broadcasting System (PBS). A three-part 
documentary series, FRONTLINE investigates the decades-long failure to confront the threat of climate 
change and the role of the fossil fuel industry. Part One: Denial, April 19, 2022 / 1h 25m | Part Two: 
Doubt, April 26, 2022 / 54m | Part Three: Delay, May 03, 2022 / 54m. 
 
Some Cities, States Say Big Oil Should Pay for Climate Damage (html) 04-13-2022 | The Pew Charitable 
Trusts. Fixing damage will cost tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars. And many local leaders think 
Big Oil companies should pay for it. 
 
The clean energy claims of BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil and Shell: A mismatch between discourse, actions 
and investments (html) (pdf) 02-16-2022 - PubMed Central (PMC) | National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) | National Library of Medicine (NLM) | National Institute of Health (NIH) | U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) | USA.gov.  Until actions and investment behavior are 
brought into alignment with discourse, accusations of greenwashing appear well-founded with public 
statements dominated by pledges rather than concrete actions. 
 
Press Release: At Historic Hearing, Fossil Fuel Executives Admit Climate Crisis Is an “Urgent” Threat 
(html) 10-28-2021 | Environment (117th Congress) | House Committee on Oversight and Reform (html). 

https://direct.mit.edu/books/oa-monograph/5313/From-Big-Oil-to-Big-GreenHolding-the-Oil-Industry?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mitpress.mit.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mit.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/14293.001.0001?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/legislation/hearings/fueling-the-climate-crisis-examining-big-oil-s-prices-profits-and-pledges?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/subcommittees/environment-117th-congress?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/ahead-of-hearing-committee-releases-memo-showing-fossil-fuel-industry-is?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/subcommittees/environment-117th-congress?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2022.09.14%20FINAL%20COR%20Supplemental%20Memo.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2022/FossilFuelDocumentsForRelease.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://truthout.org/articles/big-oil-pr-firms-reject-invite-to-hearing-on-climate-disinformation/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://truthout.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.merriam-webster.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/greenwashing?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.statista.com/topics/6818/big-oil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.statista.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/documentary/the-power-of-big-oil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pbs.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2022/04/13/some-cities-states-say-big-oil-should-pay-for-climate-damage?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pewtrusts.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pewtrusts.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8849545/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8849545/pdf/pone.0263596.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/at-historic-hearing-fossil-fuel-executives-admit-climate-crisis-is-an-urgent?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/subcommittees/environment-117th-congress?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Hearing: Fueling the Climate Crisis: Exposing Big Oil’s Disinformation Campaign to Prevent Climate 
Action (html) 10-28-2021 | Environment (117th Congress) | House Committee on Oversight and Reform 
(html). 
 
Fueling the Climate Crisis: Exposing Big Oil's Disinformation Campaign to Prevent Climate Action (text) 
(pdf) 10-28-2021, 105 pg| Congress.gov | Library of Congress (LoC). 
 
Oil companies discourage climate action, study says (html) 09-28-2021 – Harvard Gazette | Harvard 
University. Harvard researchers chart evolution from denial to misdirection as House inquiry widens to 
expose Big Oil telling the public one thing and then saying and doing the opposite behind closed doors. 
 
Press Release: Oversight Committee Launches Investigation of Fossil Fuel Industry Disinformation on 
Climate Crisis (html) 09-16-2021 | Environment (117th Congress) | House Committee on Oversight and 
Reform (html). 
 
A prescription for Big Oil (html) (pdf) February 2020 - The Lancet Planetary Health (html) | The Lancet. 
At the start of 2020, the British Medical Journal (BMJ) became the latest health focused institution to 
take a stand against major polluters—it will no longer accept research funded by, or advertising from, 
fossil fuel companies. It also launched a campaign to get other medical institutions to divest from the 
industry. In an editorial announcing its plans, the journal said: “This is not a matter of playing party 
politics or anti-corporate posturing. Taking action is a duty to the people we serve and to future 
generations. And we can act: by divesting from health harming industries.” 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/S2542-5196(20)30039-5. 
 
NOTE: rampant “Aviation Industry Propaganda & Influence Peddling” always has and continues to ignite 
extreme threatening violent rhetoric, coupled with revenge & retaliation via disingenuous low flying 
take-offs & landings meant to bully, harass and intimidate the general public with impunity practiced  
and expertly executed by many aircraft owners, pilots, especially aviation clubs AKA flying clubs AKA 
“Social Clubs” and the Civil Air Patrol (CAP), a pathetic local ”MDOT 1d2 Frat House” based Civil Air 
Patrol (CAP) AKA Civil Air Pariah (CAP), to protect & preserve their literally unquestioned free reign of 
control & abuse over schools & densely populated neighborhoods, while of course abusing public 
funding duping the American Taxpayer. Just ask anyone across the entire United States that resides, 
works or plays near an uncontrolled, literally & figuratively speaking, airport that doesn’t own, operate 
or have any business interest in any aircraft related endeavors! 
 

 
So, what about the (ahem) Future of Civilization and Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) over the next decade. If you 
believe the Aviation propaganda sure sounds like there isn’t any future for anyone W/O Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL) until 2030 or sooner, right? 

https://oversight.house.gov/legislation/hearings/fueling-the-climate-crisis-exposing-big-oil-s-disinformation-campaign-to?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/subcommittees/environment-117th-congress?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.congress.gov/event/117th-congress/house-event/LC67716/text?s=1&r=23&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.congress.gov/117/chrg/CHRG-117hhrg46026/CHRG-117hhrg46026.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.congress.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.loc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2021/09/oil-companies-discourage-climate-action-study-says/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.harvard.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.harvard.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/oversight-committee-launches-investigation-of-fossil-fuel-industry?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/subcommittees/environment-117th-congress?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(20)30039-5/fulltext?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2542-5196%2820%2930039-5&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/home?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thelancet.com/home?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.bmj.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.bmj.com/divestment?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.bmj.com/content/368/bmj.m167?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1016/S2542-5196(20)30039-5?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mi183.cap.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Detailed Study Shows Majority of United 
States Aviation Facilities Underutilized: Regional Commercial Grade Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) Towered Airports Ready for Immediate Distribution of Multiple Existing Unleaded Aviation 
Fuel’s Across Entire United States! 
 
WHAT - National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) conducted a detailed study to articulate 
a consistent and complete vision for how Regional Air Mobility (RAM) could provide safe, convenient, 
sustainable air transportation. 
 
NASA states that increasing the accessibility of Regional Air Travel more passengers might opt for air 
transport for mid-distance journeys of 50 to 500 miles via Regulated Regional Commercial Grade 
Airports while providing accessible resources for ANY future air mobility needs as technologies, 
capabilities and markets develop, mature and deploy for public use. 
 
WHY - Regional Air Mobility (RAM) could fundamentally change how many in the US travel and receive 
goods by bringing the convenience, speed, and safety of air travel to all Americans, regardless of their 
proximity to a travel hub or urban center. 
 
HOW - NASA discovered that 90 percent of the population live within a 30-minute drive of a regional 
airport, with only 60 percent in the same proximity to a Large Commercial Airport. While America is 
home to more than 5,000 airports, only 30 of these mega-airports serve more than 70% of all travelers. 
 
The majority of US airports are underutilized due to air transportation services trending towards putting 
more people into larger aircraft on well-traveled routes. 
 
It’s quite obvious there’s a massive glut of Regional Commercial Grade Aviation infrastructure that is 
readily available & capable for implementation, support, immediate adoption and deployment of  
multiple existing Unleaded Fuels as well as providing infrastructure for future air mobility energy needs 
including potential follow-on Unleaded Aviation Fuels under development as well as EV & Hydrogen 
infrastructure with Federally mandated or escalated direction, planning, & funding saving time, tax 
payer money and effort, but most importantly protecting critical Health, Safety & Welfare of vulnerable 
populations immediately. 
 
Through targeted investments, Regional Air Mobility (RAM) could increase the safety, accessibility, 
affordability and sustainability of regional travel while building on the extensive underutilized Federal, 
State, and Local investment in our nation’s infrastructure & airports AKA National Plan of Integrated 
Airport Systems (NPIAS). 
 
Now is the time to shift the vast amount of wasted abused taxpayer money to Long Term “Targeted 
Investments” in Municipal & Governmental Owned Public Access Regional Airports capable of 
supporting Commercial Aviation rather than DUPING Taxpayers into supporting Outdated, Out of Touch, 
Ridiculous “One-Size-Fits All” Personal Hobby Sport Recreational Social Entertainment Venues justified 
with Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist statistics, double-talk & gibberish. 
 
BTW: the vast majority of these General Aviation (GA) “Aviation Assets” including fully 1/3 if not more of 
the so-called “General Aviation Fleet” and associated airstrips are NOT Taxpayer problems now and 
NEVER have been Taxpayer problems that have absolutely nothing to do with the future of anything. 
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These so-called “Aviation Assets” continue to provide Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) for a miniscule set of “Elite Users” with complete impunity & protection. 
 
“Targeted Investments” translates into designating one Regional Level Airport / development & 
experimentation facility per each US County as a minimum starting point that are a Local Municipal, 
County, State or Federally owned Commercial Grade Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Towered 
facility to maximize Safety and boost public confidence & acceptance. 
 
BTW: 100% of the Continental US population is within 100km (62.1371 miles) of an international airport 
according to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 
 
Starting Minimal Initial Investment should be as simple as distributing, relatively inexpensive, readily 
available, easily movable above ground fuel storage tanks or smaller Mobile trailer or truck mounted 
tanks making Fuel Storage for existing Unleaded Fuels widely available immediately. 
 

 
 
 
This should be truly a “No Brainer”, especially when comparing the cost of fuel tanks to astronomical 
associated costs and delays of the current bloated wasteful bureaucracy laden National Plan of 
Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) & Airports Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) AKA “Government 
Handouts” AKA “Aviation Welfare” AKA “FAA Life Support” replete with unmanageable massive size & 
complexity, outdated scope, slow-motion processes, silly non-sensical budget allocations and glacial 
timelines! 
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Surely makes many really wonder why so many aircraft can’t just utilize good ole Mogas. In a nutshell, 
Mogas which is otherwise known as motor gasoline or autogas, is used by ground vehicles, while Avgas 
AKA 100LL leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) is specifically developed for aircraft use. Part 
of the somewhat exaggerated er overblown excuse er process of supplying a single dedicated aviation 
fuel which involves stricter specification and higher quality control measures, e.g. higher cost plus 
ensuring “Aviation Safety” is maintained er mis-fueling so nobody gets confused as to which fuel tank 
they should pump from labeled with large RED warning stickers & placards, oh goodness me, way too 
complex. 
 
SEE: 10 Mogas myths (html) 03-16-2011 — General Aviation News. 
 

• Mogas has been an FAA-approved aviation fuel since the 1980s and has excellent safety record. 

• 91 octane E0 Mogas has 3%-5% more BTUs/gallon than 100LL. 

• PURE-GAS.org lists more than 17,700 Mogas sellers across the country in 2022. 

• Fly Unleaded also provides Mogas availability details & maps. 

• Perhaps not available at all retail stations, however many fuel terminals around the country sell 
ethanol-free fuels to airports, marinas, farms, etc. 

• There are many creative low-cost pump options, such as small military surplus type fuel trailers, 
or newer models available in sizes from 100 gallons to 2500 gallons or more. Aviation Fuel 
Systems (html) | U-Fuel has a line of smaller, self-service Sport Fuel stations ideal for GA airports 
wishing to add mogas. 

 
 

https://generalaviationnews.com/2011/03/16/10-mogas-myths/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://pure-gas.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://flyunleaded.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ufuel.com/aviation_fuel_systems.phtml?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ufuel.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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SEE: New study shows Autogas [Mogas] can power 80% of piston aircraft (html) 07-12-2012 — General 
Aviation News. 
 

• Study revealed that 127,168 fixed-wing and rotary piston aircraft can operate with autogas 
today under the EAA or Petersen STCs. This represents 80% of the 159,007 active aircraft in the 
latest General Aviation Statistical Database from the General Aviation Manufacturers 
Association (GAMA). 

• Including E-ABs and LSA aircraft to those covered under STCs brings the total to 83% of all piston 
engine aircraft that could be operated today on autogas. 

• Not counted here are several thousand ultralight aircraft, typically powered by two-stroke 
engines or the same powerplants found in modern LSAs (Rotax, Jabiru, etc.) that are generally 
run best on autogas. 

• The bottom line: Somewhere between 80% to 83% of all active piston engine airplanes and 
helicopters registered in the U.S. could operate on autogas today, dramatically reducing the cost 
of flying and lead emissions from general aviation 

 

 
 

 
 

https://generalaviationnews.com/2012/07/12/new-study-shows-autogas-can-power-80-of-piston-aircraft/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Hoisted by Their Own Petard 
 
The US Federal guidelines for managing and maintaining the two Federal plans (NPIAS & ACIP) used for 
so-called airport development no longer represent a coherent logical objective Contemporary Strategy 
or Master Plan to accommodate the future of anything anymore and has devolved into a hopelessly 
antiquated “Tactical Short Term Agenda” driven & focused on a handful of ~30 mega airports complete 
with inadequate & outdated Air Traffic Control (ATC) PLUS a totally subjective random patchwork of 
“Government Handouts”, Entitlements & Assurances seemingly driven & manipulated by Special 
Interests and Industry Lobbyist agendas AKA Airports Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) AKA “Aviation 
Welfare”. 
 
The almost decade old bloated unrealistic completely “out of touch” wasteful guidelines for NPIAS/ACIP 
contains all Commercial Service Airports, many unneeded “Reliever Airports” that have NEVER been 
used as such, and selected subsidized Public-owned General Aviation (GA) airports many of which are 
non-governmental privately owned Commercial Businesses and or airstrips expressly for Personal Hobby 
Sport Recreational Social Entertainment Venues, a key part of declining and irrelevant General Aviation 
(GA) “Aviation Assets”, a true tax burden provided for a handful of “Elite Users” unfairly, unjustly, 
unknowingly subsidized by ALL US taxpayers. 
 
BTW: there is NO need to cut any corners, providing experimentation & development centers for 
deployment of existing Unleaded Fuels while laying the foundation for future air mobility needs is a 
worthy Long Term taxpayer goal with true ROI for the entire US. However, with millions & millions of 
Taxpayer Dollars wasted on self-perpetuating personal hobby, sport, recreational entertainment social 
venues, it’s time to cut ridiculous wasteful costs: 
 

• Consolidate, downsize and “Right size” bloated, phony wasted Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) budgets justified with bogus local estimates of imaginary ROI. Anyone even remotely close 
to the industry has known this laughable truth literally for years, literally. 

• No need for taxpayers to Subsidize or “Prop Up” or even distribute ANY Unleaded Fuel(s) to 
unneeded, underutilized privately owned commercial businesses & facilities that can & should 
pay their own way! 

• Divert ridiculous Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) funding, subsidies and guaranteed non-
sensical invented “Assurances” to focus on back to basics “Targeted Investments” 

• Preserve only what’s in the best interests of taxpayer with common-sense long-term goals, 
responsibilities and investments with true taxpayer ROI. Just ask any taxpayer or conduct a 
referendum on wasted Aviation related taxpayer dollars to get the truth! 

 
It appears that NONE of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Resources, Plans or Reports reveal 
anything more than a broad brush, 50 thousand foot overview of Goals & Strategies for 2023 
“Alternative Fuels for General Aviation” activities. Of course, from the outside the situation appears to 
be all “Mom and Apple Pie” as expected with a complete lack of ANY Tactics or Implementation details 
anywhere. 
 

• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Plans & Reports (html) |  

• Aviation Gasoline (html) | Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 

• Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions (EAGLE) Initiative, last updated 12-14-2022. 

https://www.faa.gov/about/plans_reports?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/avgas?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/unleaded?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• FAA, Industry Chart Path to Eliminate Lead Emissions from General Aviation by the end of 2030 
(html) 02-23-2022. 

• PAFI Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative, Future Unleaded Aviation Gasoline. EAA AirVenture July 25, 
2017 (pdf) 

• PAFI Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative - Future Unleaded Aviation Gasoline. EAA AirVenture 2015 

• July 21, 2015 (pdf) 

• PAFI Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative - Future Unleaded Aviation Gasoline. Presented to EAA 
AirVenture, July 26, 2016 (pdf) 

• PAFI Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (pdf) 12-09-2013  
 
Of course, NOBODY is gonna get it all right. Just need to nail the BIG stuff, once in a while, even just one, 
or even just part of one which has proven to be elusive for six decades and counting. 
 
The problem does NOT appear to be the amount of money, amount of time, or the number of really 
smart people. However, the collective data, information & knowledge highlight the fact that a single 
Unleaded Aviation Fuel will most likely NOT be able to address ALL diverse operational and economic 
factors of ALL aircraft across ALL sites, ever, truly a FALSE misleading goal. 60 years, six decades appear 
to demonstrate there is just way too much uniqueness for any single solution to capture & address and 
that realization is starting to sink in. The general Public consensus inside and outside (pro & con) the 
industry seems to be that: 
 

• They’re NOT doing anything revolutionary 

• They’ve been studying this issue for decades. Literally decades of studies and meetings 

• Political agendas (multiple conflicts of interest) are the controlling factor, NOT the technology 

• You can't get a straight answer out of anybody as to how this is REALLY supposed to work 
 
However, a there might be a few clues provided in the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 2022 
Annual Modal Research Plan (html) Last updated: Thursday, February 17, 2022 (pdf) 07-21-2021 | US 
Department of Transportation (US DOT). FY 2022 Annual Modal Research Plans, July 1, 2021, the FY 
2022 Annual Modal Research Plans, Alternative Fuels for General Aviation (pg 49), Enacted ($4,986,000) 
but it’s not clear at all what was actually accomplished by spending almost $5 million Taxpayer USDs in 
2022 alone. 
 
What is even more distressing is directly spelled out in the abbreviated FY 2023 Program Descriptions, 
Alternative Fuels for General Aviation (pg 128): 
 
Unfortunately, the aviation and petroleum marketplace, in concert with existing government regulations 
and policies, do NOT support a safe, orderly and economically viable fleet-wide transition to a new 
fuel or fuels, hence the need for the joint government and industry collaborative [Red Flag] initiative 
known as Piston Aviation Fuel Initiative (PAFI) [an abject failure]. The Alternative Fuels program 
collaborates with 40 different entities in this program. Its primary purpose is to serve as a vehicle in 
which unleaded fuel is broadly and safely introduced to the general aviation fleet if research shows the 
fuel has the same level of safety as the existing leaded aviation gasoline. [What about Mogas?] Another 
purpose is to facilitate and spur continued private research and development of unleaded fuels for 
general aviation. The PAFI program itself does not develop, formulate, refine, or distribute fuel, the 
private sector does that [via “Government Handouts” AKA “Aviation Welfare” for the commercial 
business to capitalize and or monopolize]. Same stuff for the last six decades, right? 

https://www.faa.gov/newsroom/faa-industry-chart-path-eliminate-lead-emissions-general-aviation-end-2030?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/avgas/media/media/PAFI_2017.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/avgas/media/media/PAFI-Oshkosh-2015.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/avgas/media/media/pafi_airventure_2016.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/avgas/media/media/PAFI_ASTM.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.transportation.gov/administrations/assistant-secretary-research-and-technology/federal-aviation-administration-2022?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/2022-02/AMRP%20FY2022-2023%20FAA%20FINAL.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.transportation.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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There are ZERO actual details as to what 2023 goals are or will encompass other than the usual gibberish 
and double-talk such as Anticipated Program Activities on pg 128, of course minus any real 
commitments, actual achievable timeline or concrete deliverables. Supposedly the “Transition” is going 
to happen on a “Wing and a Prayer” so to speak. 
 
From the outside the FAA State of Preparedness, Planning and Readiness appears to be completely ad 
hoc, e.g. make stuff up as you go AKA “Fly by the Seat of Your Pants” AKA rely on perhaps faulty, 
warped, biased or outdated instinct rather than logic or knowledge. The actual issues have gotten way 
too large and complex for ANY single staff, department or branch of the government to adequately 
handle or even put their arms around to hunt for solutions. 
 
Taxpayers Demand Government Accountability Office (GAO) Intervention for Accountability, Relief & 
Remedy to Protect Human Capital 
 
Many times, decision-making is oversimplified, and appears [too] obvious on the surface - especially to 
outsiders. In theory, people plan the work, collect data & information, which drives decisions working 
the plan, evaluate checks & balances, results are turned into knowledge, plans are adjusted, experience 
evolves to wisdom. 
 
Again, in theory, collecting the data, a bottom-up approach, can suggest not only approaches to “what?” 
and “why?”, but suggests “what’s next?” (sequence, order, priority, timing) but also “how to do it right” 
with appropriate checks & balances simplified here: 
 

• What (desired goals, outcomes, results) 

• Why (inputs, requirements, etc.) 

• How (steps, tasks) 

• Do work (produce outputs) 

• Verify: were steps "how" to do it appropriate 

• Validate: did steps produce desired "what" 

• Adjust steps, inputs 
 
A simplified plan might then be: 
 

• Collect data, information, evidence, proof through measurement, logging, tracking, recording or 
testing 

• Organize, store, share 

• Evaluate past experiences 

• Develop initial action plan (plan the work) 

• Take actions, decisions (work the plan) 

• Analyze initial results, correct initial plan 

• Analyze long-term consequences of actions, capture total experience 

• Feedback loop 
 
Reality is more pragmatic, however: people get overwhelmed with size, complexity, scope and extent 
and get stuck at lower levels, especially the data or information level. Major shortcomings, gaps and 
threats appear when analytical and decision-making processes are in parallel and do NOT intersect 
anywhere for any number of reasons. There may be way too little or way too much time spent to move 
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onto next levels, some steps, willfully or not, might be skipped, influenced, sabotaged or purposely 
ignored (acquiesce), and there might bad inputs, etc. 
 
Taxpayers Have Provided “Benefit of the Doubt” Way Too Long 
 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) contamination & poisoning has gone way beyond the mere hint or slight 
appearance of impropriety with seemingly apparent & rampant dysfunction and “Burrowing In” at Local, 
County, State and Federal Levels plus the complete lack of and total disregard for any concrete Human 
protections anywhere. While related shortcomings or problems do NOT appear to be: 
 

• Limited amounts of money, time, number of really smart people or any other resources  

• Limited amounts of technological, scientific or medical data, information, evidence, knowledge, 
understanding, experience, expertise, wisdom, informed decisions, etc. 

 
It’s the same results, same pre-determined outcomes, for decades, via the same combined Kangaroo 
Court while a hamstrung Taxpaying Public is completely defenseless & ineffective against: 
 

• Coordinated multi-pronged, multi-faceted, multi-industry effort with unlimited budgets, 
complete with Special Interest & Industry Lobbyists with Media Fan-clubs and Cheerleaders 

• Single mission, Single goal: Preserve Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL) availability at any cost (Human or monetary) 

• Single Tradeoff: Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) vs Millions of 
Human Families, Pregnant Moms, Babies, School Children & Elderly 

• NO basic checks & balances, NO over-arching guard-rails or safe-guards, NO audit-trail or 
Transparency anywhere 

 
Taxpayers Demand Department of Transportation (DOT) Office of Inspector General (OIG), the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) Office of Audit and Evaluation (AAE) and the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) Intervention to Address the Appearance of Impropriety: Rampant 
Potential Conflicts of Interest, Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist Collusion & Influence Peddling, 
Health, Safety & Welfare Rights Violations, Lack of Transparency, Safeguards, Audits, etc. 
 
Now IS the right time for Yet Another U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) investigation to 
explore any potential FAA opportunities present in this apparent chaos. Usually in the midst of chaos, 
there is also opportunity, Taxpayers need Objective Evaluation of these Chaotic opportunities NOW 
more than EVER. The Health, Safety & Welfare topics have been completely lost and ARE completely Out 
of Sight and Out of Control under Special Interest & Industry Lobbyists spells, whims & marketing 
budgets. 
 
Taxpayers demand Congress issue a Federal MANDATE to conduct GAO 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Transition Full Investigation to remedy this debacle IMMEDIATELY. 
 
The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) historically has been a watchdog agency, the guardian 
of Taxpayer Dollars, that answers difficult, complex convoluted questions through objective fact finding 
using stringent methodologies and unbiased investigative techniques. The GAO supports Congress in 
meeting its constitutional responsibilities and helps improve the performance and accountability of the 
federal government for the benefit of the American People. 

https://www.gao.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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The GAO is: 
 

• known as the "investigative arm of Congress" and "congressional watchdog" 

• legislative branch government agency that provides auditing, evaluative, and investigative 
services for the United States Congress 

• supreme audit institution of the federal government of the United States 
 
The Department of Transportation (DOT) Office of Inspector General (OIG) has responsibility to promote 
efficiency and effectiveness and to prevent and detect waste and abuse in departmental programs and 
operations. OIG does this through independent and objective audits and investigations. OIG also 
consults with the Congress about programs in progress and proposed new laws and regulations. 
 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Office of Audit and Evaluation (AAE) is a staff office that 
reports directly to the FAA Administrator and provides an independent venue for the conduct or 
oversight of objective, impartial investigations and evaluations. The AAE is the FAA focal point for public 
and FAA employee reports related to: 
 

• aviation safety violations 

• waste, fraud, abuse and mismanagement 

• internal FAA rule or policy violations 

• whistleblower disclosures 
 
The AAE also serves as the FAA liaison for DOT Office of Inspector General (OIG), Government 
Accountability Office (GAO), and Office of U.S. Special Counsel (OSC) audits and investigations involving 
FAA organizations and programs. AAE ensures that FAA response to these audits and investigations are 
thorough, ensure that corrective actions identified as a result of audits and investigations are 
implemented. 
 
Way Too Much Human Capital at Stake to Let Others Gamble With 
 
 There is way too much Human Capital at stake, e.g. millions of expendable Human “Guinea Pigs”, 
“Cannon Fodder” and “Collateral Damage”, whole Families including Pregnant Moms, Babies, School 
Children & Elderly for the sake of literally a handful of “Elite Users”. Here is mere sampling, a non-
exhaustive history, a seemingly almost abysmal record of ONLY the public shortfalls, gaps and threats 
that Taxpayers are allowed to see in a complex chaotic biased mélange of FAA, EPA, Special Interest & 
Lobbyist agendas that cannot be counted on to objectively perform, produce results or protect 
Taxpayers in any fashion in any reasonable timeframe at this late juncture: 
 

• Transforming Aviation: Stakeholders Identified Issues to Address for 'Advanced Air Mobility' 
(html) (pdf) 05-09-2022 | U.S. GAO. Thirty-six stakeholders GAO interviewed described a 
number of issues that will need to be addressed by industry and the federal government before 
Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) operations can be widely implemented. NOTE: FAA should 
immediately factor in NASA RAM studies and recommendations previously mentioned. 

• Aircraft Noise: FAA Could Improve Outreach Through Enhanced Noise Metrics, Communication, 
and Support to Communities (html) (pdf) 09-28-2021 | U.S. GAO. FAA combines the intensity 
and duration of noise and the number of flights overhead on an average day to quantify the 
noise at locations under a new flight path. We found this approach doesn't provide a clear view 

https://www.transportation.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.oig.dot.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/aae?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.oig.dot.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.osc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-22-105020?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-22-105020.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-103933?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-21-103933.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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of what communities may experience. For example, one loud flight has the same predicted 
effect as 100 quieter flights. 

• Aviation Certification: FAA Needs to Strengthen Its Design Review Process for Small Airplanes 
(html) (pdf) 11-16-2020 | U.S. GAO. In 2016, the FAA shifted from prescriptive design 
requirements to performance-based safety regulations—specifying results but not prescribing 
methods to achieve them. But, the FAA hasn't developed performance measures for the revised 
regulations or a plan to do so. 

• Aviation Safety: FAA's Office of Aviation Safety Should Take Additional Actions to Ensure Its 
Workforce Has Needed Skills (html) (pdf) 11-09-2020 | U.S. GAO. FAA doesn't regularly assess 
these workforces to find the areas where needed skills are lacking. 

• Aviation Safety: Actions Needed to Evaluate Changes to FAA's Enforcement Policy on Safety 
Standards (html) (pdf) 08-18-2020 | U.S. GAO. FAA changed how it enforces safety standards in 
2015. FAA has not assessed whether the new policy is improving safety. 

• Aviation: FAA Needs to Better Prevent, Detect, and Respond to Fraud and Abuse Risks in Aircraft 
Registration (html) (pdf) 03-25-2020 | U.S. GAO. FAA generally relies on self-certification and 
doesn’t verify key information such as applicant identity or aircraft ownership. Shell company or 
limited liability company ownership can also make it difficult to determine who ultimately 
(beneficial owner) owns an aircraft. We made 15 recommendations, including that FAA verify 
key owner information. No improvements have been implemented. 

• Airports: Information on Prices for Aviation Services and FAA's Oversight of Grant Requirements 
(html) (pdf) 11-26-2019 | U.S. GAO. At busy airports, aviation fuel prices were higher when 
there was less competition between service providers, in particular where there was only one 
provider. However, not all airports have enough demand to support multiple providers. While 
FAA oversees airport grantees, it does not regulate these prices. 

• AOPA: GAO audit of FBO pricing misses the mark (html) 12-31-2019 – Aircraft Owners and Pilots 
Association (AOPA). After more than a year of investigation, the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) released its congressionally mandated report on FBO pricing and FAA oversight of 
requirements airports must follow to obtain federal grants for airside safety project 
improvements. Audit report skims over other charges pilots could potentially incur, including 
ramp, tiedown, security, facility, infrastructure, and access fees. It appears that the GAO did 
little in this area because these fees are difficult to discover, there is no reason all FBOs fees 
shouldn’t be transparent, not just fuel prices. According to FBO staff fees for services other than 
fueling can be lengthy and unwieldy to post on their websites for multiple reasons. Federal 
Airport Improvement Program (AIP), airports receiving grants [AKA “Aviation Welfare”] are 
obligated to charge “fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory fees and prices. The House 
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, asked the GAO to review FBO prices, 
transparency and FAA’s oversight of grant assurances to airports, totaling more than $37 billion 
since 2007. 

• GAO Investigating FAA Oversight of FBOs (html) 10-26-2019| AINonline. GAO is investigating the 
FAA’s oversight of FBOs to ascertain if they are conducting their businesses in accordance with 
or in violation of federal requirements. Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) claims the 
investigation will examine how well the FAA is exercising its responsibility to oversee airports 
that receive Airport Improvement Program funds and the assurances that come with the grants, 
including the requirement that airports and businesses on them must charge only “fair, 
reasonable, and nondiscriminatory fees and prices.” Over the past two years, AOPA has been 
asserting that FBO pricing is often unfair. National Air Transportation Association (NATA) claims 

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-85?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-21-85.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-94?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-21-94.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-20-642?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-20-642.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-20-164?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-20-164.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-20-16?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-20-16.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2019/december/31/aopa-gao-audit-of-fbo-pricing-misses-the-mark?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/business-aviation/2018-10-26/gao-investigating-faa-oversight-fbos?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ainonline.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nata.aero/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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attention is focused on the small minority—often large-chain FBOs with a monopoly position at 
an airport. Typical industry infighting and finger pointing Taxpayers are usually unaware of. 

 
Zero Sense of Urgency So Conduct Yet Another Study: ACRP 03-73 [Pending] Airport Guide for 
Transitioning to Unleaded Aviation Gasoline for Seemingly Endless Ad Hoc Planning Purposes 
 
Again, as mentioned previously, there are NO real plans or real actions to clean up or address any real 
meaningful Public agenda to be found anywhere, just barreling ahead with plans to pump more highly 
profitable dirty fuels such as Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) for years 
to come, until 2030 or sooner, right? However, there is yet still another year, a whole twelve months to 
spare to do yet another study. Those pregnant moms, babies, school children & elderly can wait just a 
tad longer, or until 2030 or sooner, right? 
 
The Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) promoted, sponsored & championed by the 
Transportation Research Board Cooperative Research Programs (TRBCRP) | Transportation Research 
Board (TRB) | National Academies (NA) Sciences (NAS), Engineering (NAE), Medicine (NAM) sent 
Request for Proposal (RFP) to conduct research lasting: 365 days | 1 Year | 12 months: 
 
ACRP 03-73: [Pending] Airport Guide for Transitioning to Unleaded Aviation Gasoline (html) 
Funds: $500,000 
Contract Time: 12 months 
Staff Responsibility: Joe Navarrete (jnavarrete@nas.edu), Senior Program Officer, 1-202-334 1649 
Effective Date: UNKNOWN 2023 
Completion Date: UNKNOWN 2023 / 2024 
 
Background:  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has announced a proposed determination 
that emissions of lead from aircraft that operate on leaded fuel cause or contribute to air pollution that 
may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health and welfare. The Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) and the aviation industry have set a goal and made a commitment to eliminate the 
use of leaded aviation gasoline (AvGas) by the end of 2030 without adversely affecting the safe and 
efficient operation of the existing piston-engine fleet. Achieving this goal will require airports to play a 
significant role, namely, taking steps to accommodate and offer unleaded AvGas while maintaining 
100-octaine [sp] low-lead (100LL) availability. 
 
Objective: The final deliverables will include:  a 10-15 page Primer; Guide; Tools and resources; Final 
report documenting the entire research effort and results; Technical memo titled, “Implementation of 
Research Findings and Products”; Summary of Key Findings; and Further Recommended Research 
Memo. 
 
Status: Proposals have been received in response to the RFP.  The project panel will meet to select a 
contractor to perform the work. 
 
More ridiculous non-sequitur statements: 
 

• More boiler-plate non-sense requirement “without adversely affecting the safe and efficient 
operation of the so-called existing piston-engine fleet”, all while continued operations are 
“Status Quo”. Hopefully nobody’s weekend getaway, vacation or Fly-in Picnic, Barbecue or 
another Social Event might be inconveniently interrupted. 

https://www.trb.org/ACRP/ACRP.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/programs/cooperative-research-programs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/transportation-research-board?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nasonline.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nae.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=5401&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
mailto:jnavarrete@nas.edu
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• Instead of asking anyone to “Play a Significant Role” to achieve ANY so-called goal Federal 
MANDATES are required for immediate action otherwise NOTHING will continue to happen all at 
glacial speed, for the next 8 years until 2030 or sooner, right? 

 
What? Transitioning to Unleaded Aviation Fuels is Going to Take How Long? At least Eight (8) More 
Years until 2030 or sooner, right? Same Stuff, Different Decade 
 
In 2012, Friends of the Earth (FOE) (html) (html) and Earthjustice filed a lawsuit against the EPA, 
challenging the agency’s failure to respond to a 2006 petition from Friends of the Earth asking for the 
regulation of lead emissions from general aviation aircraft under the Clean Air Act. In 2014, the same 
groups, along with Oregon Aviation Watch (OAW), a public advocacy group based in Hillsboro, 
petitioned the EPA to make an immediate endangerment finding. The agency denied the petition. The 
same tune is played over and over again, que Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist Group General 
Aviation Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Cartel (GATELC) Ominous Identical Dueling Banjo Theme Song: 
 

• Lawsuit Against EPA On Aircraft Lead Emissions Fails To Consider Actions Already Underway 
(html) 03-09-2012 - General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA). 

• Lawsuit Against EPA on Aircraft Emissions Fails to Consider Actions Already Underway (html) 03-
09-2012 | NBAA - National Business Aviation Association. 

 
To recap IDENTICAL ‘collaborative’ main points and progress stated in 2012: 
 

• unreasonably delayed response 

• assess and minimize the impact of leaded avgas 

• stringent air quality standards for lead [necessary but not sufficient alone to protect from TEL] 

• need to collect more information 

• FAA, not the EPA, has final regulatory authority over all changes in aviation fuel due to critical 
safety of flight considerations 

• EPA must consult with the FAA and cannot establish standards that would adversely affect 
safety 

• FAA would have responsibility for implementation and would have to explore the establishment 
of new fuel specifications 

• represent a reasonable approach to a multi-faceted problem 

• near-term availability of leaded aviation fuel is not threatened in any way 

• safety of flight as our foremost consideration [“Sky is Falling” defense re AKA mis-fueling] 
 
Fast Forward to EPA’s October 2022 Proposed Endangerment Finding Special Interest & Industry 
Lobbyist SME Comments 
 
EPA’s Proposed Endangerment Finding: What It Means for GA’s Use of Leaded Avgas Now and in the 
Future (html) 10-07-2022| Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). 
 
To recap key statements regarding Announcement of EPA’s Proposed Endangerment Finding: 
 

• Not unexpected and is the first step in a multi-year, multi-step regulatory process that will 
most likely conclude with the eventual removal of lead from avgas. 

https://foe.org/blog/2010-12-lead-in-aviation-fuel/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://foe.org/news/epa-endangerment-finding/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2012/environmental-group-sues-epa-to-get-the-lead-out-of-aviation-gasoline?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.oregonaviationwatch.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/news-and-events/press-releases/lawsuit-against-epa-on-aircraft-lead-emissions-fails-to-consider-actions-already-underway/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/press-releases/lawsuit-against-epa-on-aircraft-emissions-fails-to-consider-actions-already-underway/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/eaa/news-and-publications/eaa-news-and-aviation-news/news/epa-endangerment-finding?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/eaa?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• Without compromising the safe and efficient operation of the fleet and the economic health of 
the general aviation community. 

• EPA notice does not change the current production, distribution, sale, or use of 100 low-lead 
(100LL) fuel. A primary tenet of EAGLE is to ensure that 100LL remains available for the safe 
operation of the current fleet as the community transitions to unleaded fuel. 

• General aviation’s continued use of leaded avgas through the transition period will likely attract 
opposition and result in growing pressure on airports and operators at the state and local levels. 
In addition, more airports face challenges from local anti-airport activists looking to close or 
significantly reduce operations. The EPA announcement will undoubtedly be used by those 
groups. 

• Goal is to avoid a patchwork of airport-specific requirements leading to inconsistent fuel 
availability. That could create a situation where aircraft could be mis-fueled, leading to safety 
and operational concerns. 

• Ultimately working toward the same goal: a fleet-wide transition to an unleaded fuel by the end 
of 2030 

• Currently, the FAA does not regulate avgas because the FAA has no authority to regulate fuels. 

• Note that lead cannot be removed or “banned” from avgas by the EPA or FAA until all of these 
regulatory steps prescribed under the Clean Air Act are taken - likely not for a number of years. 

• On September 1, the FAA issued supplemental type certificates to allow General Aviation 
Modifications Inc.’s (GAMI) 100-octane unleaded fuel (G100UL) to be reportedly used in every 
spark-ignition engine and every airframe powered by those engines. 

• In addition to GAMI, three high-octane unleaded fuels continue to be evaluated. Swift Fuels is 
working through the FAA Supplemental Type Certification process while Afton/Phillips 66 and 
Lyondell/VP Racing are using the EAGLE fleet authorization process. 

 
Does any of this gibberish, double-talk and non-sense sound familiar? Are any of these really Taxpayer 
concerns? 
 
HOPA – the Homeowner and Parents Associations (HOPA) AKA Taxpayers all across America AKA 
Families and Residents AKA We the People are certainly anti-Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs) to 
actively protect Communities of densely populated neighborhoods & schools and especially related 
vulnerable populations. These efforts include eliminating wasted taxpayer money spent on a handful of 
“Elite Users” while removing underutilized, superfluous hobby, sport recreational social entertainment 
venues located anywhere near homes & schools making funds available for beneficial Community 
investments & improvements. 
 
Time to eliminate Freeloading non-essential non-strategic facilities that are NOT taxpayer problems and 
never have been. There are certainly more than enough other infinitely more suitable and easily 
accessible facilities that can be utilized in their stead as NASA studies can attest to. BTW: the economic 
health, rosy or not, of the General Aviation (GA) Community is NOT a Taxpayer Problem and NEVER has 
been. 
 
Taxpayers and their Families are Sick (literally) & Tired and do NOT want to continue paying for or make 
any future Investments required to support Outdated Non-Strategic Toxic Dead-End Technologies, 
Dangerous Aircraft & Practices that have NOTHING to do with the future of ANYTHING, again literally for 
a handful of “Elite Users”. 
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HOPA also assumed the EPA announcement would undoubtedly be immediately seized on and used by 
those Pro-Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Provocateurs, Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist Progressively Anti-
Science, Anti-Pregnant-Mom-Babies-School-Children groups like the General Aviation (GA) Tetraethyl 
Lead Cartel (GATELC) and their ilk. [Distant Start Wars Yoda Voice Echoing in the background: they 
descended on it like flies on poop they have]. 
 
In 2011, the FAA stood up an ‘unleaded avgas transition aviation rulemaking committee’ and in 2014 
launched the FAA-industry Piston Aviation Fuel Initiative (PAFI), neither of which generated ANY 
significant results, both basically Taxpayer funded failures. In the real world you’d be fired, literally, for 
stuff like this that has failed once, let alone failed twice and is destined to repeat itself and fail again, or 
until the clock runs out, by 2030 or sooner, right? 
 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions (EAGLE) initiative, 
a plan that details the elimination of leaded aviation fuel by the end of 2030 was only announced in 
February 2022 and will build on the failed PAFI program progress if you want to call it that, which is 
being way too generous, and it’s way too soon to measure any real progress or any Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) other than bluster and hot air tainted with TEL. 
 
Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist phony community outreach AKA events, fly-ins, open houses and 
Flying Junk Piles (FJPs) have absolutely nothing to do with actual Community relationships, education or 
addressing Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs) at all, and certainly ZERO to do with any Science 
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM). While some so-called events are open to the 
public, most of these events are Kaffeeklatsch social gatherings, gossip parties, fly-ins AKA picnics & 
barbecues for closely knit Families & Friends that also receive any advertised scholarships funded with 
local personal money earmarked as such, as part of feeble Community marketing efforts. Nobody buys 
into this wishful thinking & garbage over the last 40 years other than a majority of owners, operators or 
those with related aviation commercial business interests. 
 
This is yet another Lather, Rinse, Repeat of the decade old “Sky is Falling” Safety Defense Playbook 
whereby any innocent member of the So-called General Aviation Fleet could carelessly choose amongst 
more than a single, one (1) that is, amongst a few, maybe four (4) or so Fuel Pumps and could create 
Mythical Hypothetical situations where aircraft could be mis-fueled by NOT READING Prominent LARGE 
RED STICKERS & PLACARDS, creating actual REAL safety and operational concerns. Wow, this is pretty 
pathetic indeed. 
 
SEE “Sky is Falling”: There They Go Again: Oil Industry Opposition to Protecting Children from Toxic Lead 
Pollution (html) 02-11-2011 | Environmental Defense Fund (EDF). 
 
Wow, NOW it’s 2022/2023 NOW it’s OK to propose, certify & add a total of FOUR alternative fuels, 
including GAMI G100UL and three others from Swift Fuels, Afton/Phillips 66 and Lyondell/VP Racing? So 
much for the phony excuses regarding the painstaking justification & efforts to avoid a: 
 

“patchwork of airport-specific requirements leading to inconsistent fuel availability. That could 
create a situation where aircraft could be mis-fueled, leading to safety and operational 
concerns” 

 

Just another “      Boo-Hoo, Woe is Me Moment” identical to the last six decades of complete Self-
Contradictory acts of subterfuge, deceptive tactics and tricks, more obvious BS and lies. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/kaffeeklatsch?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2011/02/11/there-they-go-again-oil-industry-opposition-to-protecting-children-from-toxic-lead-pollution/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.edf.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Why at this late stage is Mogas NOT being included, considered again, or NOT considered to begin with? 
In fact Mogas is NOT even mentioned anywhere? 
 
Mogas has been approved and in use for decades thus ALREADY meets all safety, technology, cost, is 
readily available with ZERO lead time, and has nothing to do with noise (?) in already established FAA 
standards. Why NOT use Mogas? Anything other than an affirmative YES is additional obvious BS bunch 
of lies quietly looking to be swept under the rug yet again. 
 
Commitment to Continued Non-Committal TEL-Cartel Implied Commitment Favorite Words & Phrases 
 
More gibberish, double-talk and non-sense, stalling & delays ZERO actions. If any personal doctor or 
financial advisor repeatedly used these words or phrases over and over and over we’d all know we’re in 
BIG trouble: 
 

• most likely 

• eventual removal 

• primary tenet 

• eventual removal 

• ultimately working toward 

• already promising steps 

• taken in that direction 

• more to come in the near future 

• will move cautiously and methodically toward 

• ultimately 

• might take the form 

• likely not for a number of years 

• to be reportedly used 

• will help guide 

• continue to be evaluated 

• outcomes of these efforts will also be considered 

• likely not for a number of years 
 
Unacceptable Misleading Timing, Phases, Milestones, Deliverables 
 

• Overall: multi-year, multi-step regulatory process, end of 2030 or sooner, right? 

• First step: EPA’s Endangerment Finding. one year, by end of 2023 

• Step 2a: EPA’s Aircraft Emissions Standards. approximately two years 

• Step 2b: FAA’s Fuel Standards. approximately two years 

• Step 3: FAA’s Certification Standards. another multi-year process involving proposed 
rulemaking, public comment, and internal government coordination. The publication of a final 
rule does NOT in and of itself implement an immediate “ban” on the use of leaded avgas. 

 
The Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist gibberish, double-talk and non-sense continues. 
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Waiting for the industry to do the right thing with its own expert finely crafted marketing & messaging, 
phony justifications, bizarre biased myopic statements & decisions, more delayed planning & timelines 
coupled with demonstrable patterns of health deficits and disease over the last 6 decades, 60 years, 
surely make any judgements or even any opinions appear to be disingenuous, inappropriate, misguided, 
completely biased, patently misleading and or mostly false when applied to 99.998% of taxpayer needs 
is NOT an option. 
 
Hollow words, pledges and vows plus lack of any real action that do NOT present let alone even 
approach a realistic timeline that meets the urgency of this public health crisis debacle and the grave 
environmental injustice posed by the continued use of the toxic poisonous Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded 
Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 
 
Literally mountains of technological, scientific and medical based data, facts & evidence representing 
decades of effort supporting the EPA’s proposed finding, the direct and socialized costs of the EPA’s 
failure to regulate Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) emissions, the profound health harms of continued Tetraethyl 
Lead (TEL) exposure coupled with the public health and environmental justice imperatives Mandate 
SWIFT if not IMMEDIATE Total BAN of Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 
nationwide. There are literally NO factual or compelling Public Health, Safety or Welfare reasons to the 
contrary to be found anywhere. 
 
Again, seems to ALL boil down to a single mission with a single priority: 
 

Avgas AKA 100LL with TEL vs Pregnant Moms, Babies, School Children & Elderly? 
 
Slightly Forward to EPA’s December 2022 Proposed Endangerment Finding Commercial Pilot / Media 
Editor-In-Chief SME Comments 
 
Transitioning to Unleaded Aviation Fuels (html) updated 12-13-2022 - Plane & Pilot Magazine. Getting 
the lead out of aviation fuel won’t be easy, and the time to do it is short. To recap: 
 

• So when airport authorities start using the presence of lead as an excuse for shutting down 
airports, they are not entirely to blame. 

• FAA issued a broad approval for the use of GAMI’s 100UL in hundreds of small planes. While this 
announcement might seem like an answer, it is only the start, as GA faces an uphill battle to 
make an unleaded aviation fuel available fleetwide, and all the investment that will take. 

• It’s an issue, by the way, that no one in Washington except the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) cares much about. 

• If you’re shaking your head that this kind of industry-wide commitment is only happening now 
instead of decades ago, you’re not alone. Aviation is a dinosaur, insofar as our use of lead 
additives in our gasoline is concerned. [NOTE: General Aviation (GA) remains truly a 60s 
dinosaur considering many other factors including safety record, modernized equipment & 
accessories, average age of pilots & aircraft, etc.] 

• Introduced a new fuel, which in a marketing coup it named “100 Low Lead,” which gave 
everyone the impression that the new fuel was a huge improvement. It wasn’t.  The new 100 
Low Lead formulation was, in fact, lower in lead than only one of the fuels it replaced, and the 
name leads the public at large to assume that our low-lead fuel must have very small amounts 
of lead in it, but 100 LL has as much lead in it as auto fuel of the early 1970s. 

https://www.planeandpilotmag.com/news/pilot-talk/2022/10/03/transitioning-to-unleaded-aviation-fuels/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.planeandpilotmag.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• It was a lot less of an improvement in our lead emissions than you might think, if it was an 
improvement at all. 

• So we find ourselves today, some 40 years and change down the road from when auto gas 
started to get the lead out, suddenly getting serious about going to unleaded fuel. It’s a bit 
much. The self-congratulatory tone, especially, is hard to take. 

 
Yet another “Urgent Call to Action”! Time to do IT is short. Only eight short years, about the sixth 
iteration, six decades, almost another full decade until 2030 or sooner, right? What is IT? Why, and for 
what reason(s) should IT be done? Whom should pay for IT? Sound familiar? 
 
Another feeble attempt, this TIME seems serious NOW that Technological, Scientific and Medical 
Evidence & Proof have “Caught Up” with whining Pro-Lead Provocateurs & Freeloaders and their 
continuing lies that are NOW threatening THEIR non-essential non-strategic non-mission critical daily 
personal hobby, sport, recreational social entertainment aviation operations & leisure activities 
including the cozy convenient personal edification & enjoyment of the Elite Select Few paid for by many. 
And it certainly appears nobody is denying the self-pitying “Woe is Me” tell all confession that General 
Aviation (GA), along with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), bear the brunt of the blame for 
Aviation Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Debacle. 
 
However, nobody is actually stepping up to accept or really do anything yet other than line up at the 
Federal Government Money Tree / Fountain / Trough to spend Taxpayer money, let alone ANY REAL 
responsibility or accountability for the Aviation Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Debacle. Aviation Industry, Special 
Interest & Industry Lobbyists continue deflecting, finger pointing & blaming everyone else certainly 
avoiding any appearance of legally accepting ANY responsibility or accountability like the plague while 
“glad-handing” any mentions of Sustainability and “Moving Forward” simultaneously ignoring the 
enormous Aviation Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) ongoing Debacle plus the environmental disaster that will 
remain silently swept under the rug, left behind of course for everyone else to clean-up. 
 
The Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Debacle Contamination & Casual Poisoning of Others HAS forced Taxpayers to 
look at Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs) to untangle, decipher & determine the root cause, and whom is 
paying for ridiculous outdated technology & infrastructure AKA “Aviation Dinosaur” and closely examine 
the completely unimportant, unprioritized, non-urgent cavalier attitude towards slow-motion obvious 
common sense Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) poisoning of anyone nearby which has NOT mattered for the last 
six decades  
 
Again, nobody is using the mere presence of Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) as an excuse for shutting down 
airports. BTW: it’s NOT just “Airport Authorities”. Taxpayers have finally realized they do NOT want to 
make the ludicrous “Investment” that it will take to enable a handful of “Elite Users” for 1/3 of the “So 
Called Piston Engine Aviation Fleet” loaded with Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs) and ZERO Socially 
Redeeming Values (SRVs), basically ZERO ROI for 99.998% of taxpayers. 
 
It is not uncommon for GA airports to operate at a loss. Airports are capital-intensive enterprises, and 
the amount of money needed to meet Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) safety and operational 
requirements generally, for the majority of facilities that is, far outweighs the ability of General Aviation 
(GA) Facilities & airstrips to generate revenue. 
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These facts alone highlight Federal MANDATES are required to invest in Municipal or Governmental 
owned Local, County, State or Federally owned Commercial Grade Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Towered facilities to ensure long term ROI using ANY taxpayer dollars.  
 
Maintaining Infrastructure, facilities, or the Capital Costs, usually budgeted but not always, are the 
astronomical ongoing costs incurred to maintain long-term assets. This includes real actual examples of 
abusing Federal CARES Act dollars for weekend overtime to cut the lawn, trimming decorative bushes or 
updating and replacing landscaping including mulch, free coffee & internet access, promoting Special 
Interest or Industry Lobbyists events, signage or internet advertising, Offsite Business Meetings at Five 
Star Resorts complete with Golf Outings & “Door Prizes”, even paying the electrical bill for operating 
extravagant unneeded Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist electrical holiday decorations. Of course, 
there way are too many other abuses to fully enumerate such as Air Conditioned Golf Course Lawn 
Grooming Tractors, almost a dozen vehicles with up to half a dozen trucks at any one time, personal 
expenses including cell-phone reimbursements, and even an industrial grade Caterpillar CAT Front End 
Loader, etc. BTW: this is just the tip of the proverbial iceberg! Oh my goodness, is everyone shocked & 
surprised now! 
 
On the other hand, Capital Expenditures (CAPEX), is an outlay of additional non-trivial amounts of cash 
for long-term assets. These assets can be tangible, such as runway property expansions, upgrades of 
infrastructure and equipment, in addition to intangibles, such as patents and trademarks, legal cases & 
defense, research & studies, agreements, permissions & right of ways, etc. 
 
Regardless of the availability of one Unleaded Aviation Fuel let alone the availability multiple Unleaded 
Aviation Fuels the vast majority of these facilities have absolutely NOTHING to do with the future of 
ANYTHING! These are NOT taxpayer problems and should NOT utilize ANY taxpayer money at all. 
Certainly, no more funding or support than Hunting, Fishing, Boating, Golf, Bowling, National Parks & 
Camp Grounds or other personal hobby sport recreational social entertainment venues or pursuits 
receive. 
 
Aviation related protest & closure DOES have EVERTHING to do with the full litany of Negative Aviation 
Impacts (NAIs), Taxpayer & Community ROI and whom is “Footing the Bill”. As NASA has recently 
revealed the majority of Aviation infrastructure & facilities are completely underutilized. The vast 
majority of airstrips are NOT required, coupled with extreme hostile arrogant threats, intimidation, 
harassment, & abuse, with no demonstrable, actually Zero ROI and ZERO Socially Redeeming Values 
(SRVs) the Public reckoning and remedy seem obvious to Taxpayers already stretched to the limit: 
immediate closure. 
 
Remember, ALL these exorbitant costs for just a literal handful of “Elite Users” exploiting & gaming the 
FAA System, replete with a massive surplus of non-essential & un-needed Personal Hobby Sport 
Recreational Social Entertainment Venues, these FAA Codependent Enabled Uncontrolled (literally & 
figuratively) Protected Airstrip Fiefdoms have been running “Rough Shod” over communities, densely 
populated neighborhoods & schools all over the United States literally for decades, and should NO 
LONGER be propped-up, funded or use ANY taxpayer funds period. 
 
Just look around, not hard to find a glut of underutilized aviation infrastructure & facilities that should 
be taken off “Aviation Welfare” AKA “FAA Life Support”, artificially “Propped-up” that should be 
shuttered permanently to remove the unneeded ridiculous Additional Tax Burden to US Taxpayers 
“Once and For All”. 
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Time to begin using freed-up funds for cleanup, remediation, and disposal so communities can take back 
their neighborhoods, reclaim and reuse poisoned contaminated property for healthy use by all. Citizens 
are realizing the truth all across the United States. The General Aviation (GA) Charade is over, hopefully 
this is just the beginning for Taxpayer Remedy. Taxpayers are FED UP, there are many real examples 
across the United States that highlight this pivotal beginning. It’s truly a marathon NOT a sprint! 
 
So, How Long Will it Take to Actually Do Away With Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel With 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL)? 
 
Why Some Planes Still Run On Leaded Gas And Why That Might Finally Come To An End (html) 10-22-
2022 - The Autopian. SEE aviation community comments: 
 

• So, how long to actually do away with it? Legislate it completely away in the US? Anyone want 
to take any bets on 10 years? 15? 

• The way things are going, I expect to see ads funded by a generic-sounding PAC [Political Action 
Committee] on the health benefits of lead particles popping up shortly. 

• The EPA is just proposing an endangerment finding. It has to get published in the Federal 
Register, go through a comment period, then get published as a final finding, then it goes to rule 
making to determine a phase out date. 10-15 years sounds about right for the whole process. 
Hopefully GAMI ramps up production faster than that and by the time the final rule making 
happens, it is a non-issue since everyone switched already. The EPA has been talking about 
making an endangerment finding for decades, and has basically just been waiting for an 
alternative fuel [singular] to be available. G100UL isn’t at the pumps yet, but should be soon. 

• Curious about the environmental and health impact of G100UL itself. It’s pretty hard do worse 
than lead, but there must be some kind of additive in there to give G100UL the necessary anti-
knock properties, and there’s no reason to believe that it’s some foraged, artisanal, hand-
crafted blend of fairy farts and unicorn tears. I can’t find an MSDS [Material Safety Data Sheet] 
for it and (surprise surprise) toxicity is not addressed in GAMI’s Frequently Asked Questions 
press release. It’s a proprietary blend of something-or-other. What is it? 

 
Taxpayers Still NOT Willing to Gamble with Pregnant Moms, Babies, School Children & Elderly! Where 
are the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for All Candidate Proprietary Unleaded Chemical 
Compositions (PUCCs)? What is ANY of This Stuff Made of? 
 
Are any of the available or soon to be available proprietary fuels really safe for Communities, densely 
populated neighborhoods and schools full of vulnerable populations including pregnant moms, babies, 
school children & elderly? Sorry, there doesn’t seem to be any way to know. Once it’s deployed it will be 
too late to find out won’t it, or is that the intent? The latest expertly crafted ACRP only seems worried 
about “needed steps to accommodate and offer unleaded AvGas while maintaining 100-octaine [sp] 
low-lead (100LL) availability” until 2030 or sooner, right? Of course, they’re talking about “100LL Leaded 
Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL)” and always seem to leave out the full name or identification, 
have spelling errors, malformed URLs, or other errors that help to hide or obscure info to escape human 
detection. Can’t help but think much of this seeming carelessness stuff is really done purposely? 
 
Of course, simply eliminating Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) does NOT mean there are no remaining dangers or 
hurdles in deploying Proprietary Unleaded Chemical Compositions (PUCCs) that are NOT tested for ‘long 
term human exposure’ in the Health, Safety and Welfare (medical) sense especially amongst densely 
populated neighborhoods close to schools, there’s still much work to do to isolate any “Shiny New” 

https://www.theautopian.com/why-some-planes-still-run-on-leaded-gas-and-why-that-might-finally-come-to-an-end/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.theautopian.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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lead-free panacea’s. What about THAT testing? Are ALL of these efforts about only protecting Flying 
Junk Piles (FJPs) owners and operators? 
 
The real questions is: how come NOBODY is studying Safety & Suitability of Long Term Human Exposure 
of any Shiny New Aviation Savior Sustainable Proprietary Unleaded Chemical Compositions (PUCCs) 
touted as the next Lead Free General Aviation (GA) Savior Fuel Chemical Mixture Du Jour? 
 
Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Contamination Abatement, 
Remediation, Cleanup, Removal and Disposal 
 
And finally, what about the Cleanup, Remediation & Disposal of the existing General Aviation (GA) 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) contamination mess? Who is going to fund that? Yet another massive non-
taxpayer problem without a solution. Shouldn’t users AND associated Cartels for Avgas AKA 100LL 
Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) s pay for their past, present and continued usage? Any 
reasonable person might think so? 
 
Hey wait a minute! What if someone lives or goes to school in an “Active” Aviation Related Brownfield? 
Let’s not forget about Human Lives, especially the Vulnerable Populations including Pregnant Moms, 
Babies, School Children and Elderly living very near, or going to school some right on top of 
contaminated poisoned areas directly under 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) daily 
use. How will the 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) 
Debacle and its associated mess going to be cleaned up? TEL + EDB won’t disappear by themselves, 
right? 
 
Brownfields (html) | Overview of EPA's Brownfields Program (html) | US Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). A brownfield is a property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be 
complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant 
including 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene dibromide (EDB). It is 
estimated that there are more than 450,000 brownfields in the U.S. Cleaning up and reinvesting in these 
properties increases local tax bases, facilitates job growth, utilizes existing infrastructure, takes 
development pressures off of undeveloped, open land, and both improves and protects the 
environment. 
 
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) (html) | US EPA. Approximately 542,000 underground storage tanks 
(USTs) nationwide store petroleum or hazardous substances. This includes all of or almost all of the 
20,000 So-called Aviation Facilities across the United States using 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene dibromide (EDB). The greatest potential threat from a leaking UST is 
contamination of groundwater, the source of drinking water for nearly half of all Americans. EPA, states, 
territories, and tribes work in partnership with industry to protect the environment and human health 
from potential releases. 
 
Lead Scavengers AKA Ethylene dibromide (EDB) Compendium: Overview of Properties, Occurrence, and 
Remedial Technologies (pdf) May 2006 | US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The compendium is 
the first of three phases of work EPA, along with state and regional UST programs, are undertaking to 
determine the scope and magnitude of lead scavengers at leaking UST sites nationwide. Investigations 
have revealed that lead scavengers may persist for long periods of time in certain groundwater 
environments. Consequently, EPA and states are continuing their investigation into the potential 
presence of lead scavengers at UST sites. 

https://www.epa.gov/brownfields?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/overview-epas-brownfields-program?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/ust?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-03/documents/compendium-0506.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Leaded-Gasoline ADDITIVES Still Contaminate Groundwater (pdf) September 15, 2005 | Environmental 
Science & Technology (EST) | American Chemical Society (ACS). Ethylene dibromide (EDB) and 1,2 
dichloroethane (EDC) persist at high levels despite a phaseout in the late 1980s, but they get little 
attention. As of the early 2000s, only 11 states require testing for Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) in 
groundwater at sites contaminated by leaded gasoline including 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) that contains equal amounts of Ethylene dibromide (EDB) as a chemical scavenger. 
How to Evaluate Alternative Cleanup Technologies for Underground Storage Tank Sites: A Guide for 
Corrective Action Plan Reviewers (html) | US EPA. Learn about 14 alternative cleanup technologies, 
including soil vapor extraction (SVE), air sparging, biosparging, landfarming, and more. The original 
guide, developed in 1994 (EPA 510-B-94-003), addressed eight alternative technologies. EPA has 
updated the guide several times. 
 
SEE: example of Guide for Corrective Action Plan Reviewers with information regarding Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL) e.g. How to Evaluate Alternative Cleanup Technologies for Underground Storage Tank Sites - A 
Guide for Corrective Action Plan Reviewers, Chapter 8, Biosparging (pdf). 
 
SEE: Federal Remediation Technologies Roundtable (FRTR): 
 

• FRTR Agency Program Links - Resources (html). 

• FRTR Technology Screening Matrix (html). 
 
Seems to be a lack of current, contemporary codified up to date “Best Practices” or Guidelines regarding 
strategies or tactics for dealing with 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene 
Dibromide (EDB) contamination: 
 

• Dynamic Geochemistry of Tetraethyl Lead Dust during the 20th Century: Getting the Lead In, 
Out, and Translational Beyond (html) 04-26-2018 | (IJERPH) | MDPI. Int. J. Environ. Res. Public 
Health 2018, 15(5), 860; https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph15050860. 

• Heavy Metals in Contaminated Soils: A Review of Sources, Chemistry, Risks and Best Available 
Strategies for Remediation (html) 10-24-2011 | 

• Feasibility study for the remediation of groundwater contaminated by organolead compounds 
(html) 12-23-2007 – PubMed Central (PMC) | National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI) | National Library of Medicine (NLM) | National Institute of Health (NIH) | U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) | USA.gov. Assess the effectiveness of chemical 
oxidation, Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) and adsorption on granular activated carbon 
(GAC) for the ex situ remediation of groundwater contaminated by organolead compounds, 
including Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 

 
NOTE: It's important when defining or discussing ‘heavy metals’ & related topics including Lead (Pb): 
Metallic lead, which usually includes all Inorganic lead compounds (e.g., laboratory reagents, products 
such as lead-based paint, solder, sometimes lead soaps etc.) to realize ALL other Organic lead 
(organolead) compounds, such as Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), are usually excluded from those definitions and 
discussions. 
 
The handling of organoleads or Organic Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) are addressed much differently than 
Inorganic Lead. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) does NOT address Tetraethyl 
Lead (TEL) in their rules, regulations or best practices. ALL armed forces & military branches and the DoD 
also address Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) separately, all do so very very quietly with minimal to zero fanfare. 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/es053352k?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubs.acs.org/journal/esthag?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.acs.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/ust/how-evaluate-alternative-cleanup-technologies-underground-storage-tank-sites-guide-corrective?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2014-03/documents/tum_ch8.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://frtr.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://frtr.gov/resources.cfm?StopMDOTLeadPoisoing&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://frtr.gov/matrix/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/15/5/860?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph15050860?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/isrn/2011/402647/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18242831/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Seems to be pretty complicated stuff that should vetted by appropriate Medical SMEs for any safety and 
operational concerns to ensure the Health, Safety & Welfare  as well as the Economic Health of the 
surrounding community or communities and should be compartmentalized for easy replication and re-
use by any unsophisticated, perhaps inept, local airport administrator / manager whose base 
qualification appears to be groundskeeper that can operate Air Conditioned Golf Course Lawn Grooming 
Tractors, some interest in or experience with or even owning a Flying Junk Pile (FJP) and the multitude of 
local municipalities & governmental bodies at site locations stuck er that host facilities with unwanted 
Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs) once they figure out er justify to get rid of er eliminate er 
decommission, redevelop and reuse / repurpose the property or properties for community use by all 
residents that appear to be happening across the United States with increasing frequency. 
 
Enact Federal MANDATES for Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Key Airport Guides  
 
Taxpayers demand Federally MANDATED Request for Proposals (RFPs) to conduct research for new 
Airport Guides as part of the Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) promoted, sponsored & 
championed by the Transportation Research Board Cooperative Research Programs (TRBCRP) | 
Transportation Research Board (TRB) | National Academies (NA) Sciences (NAS), Engineering (NAE), 
Medicine (NAM) to develop reusable standard operating procedures, framework & decision matrix and 
that addresses the multitude of potential unique site properties to: 
 

• Evaluate, Verify and Validate Medical Implications of Long-Term Exposure to Unleaded Aviation 
Fuels with Proprietary Unleaded Chemical Compositions (PUCCs) 

• Implement 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Contamination Abatement, 
Remediation, Cleanup, Removal, Disposal Best Practices, Protocols & Knowledge Base. 

 
The final deliverables for both projects should be Identical or very similar to ACRP 03-73 [Pending] 
Airport Guide for Transitioning to Unleaded Aviation Gasoline, and should include:  a 10-15 page Primer; 
Guide; Tools and resources; Final report documenting the entire research effort and results; Technical 
memo titled, “Implementation of Research Findings and Products”; Summary of Key Findings; and 
Further Recommended Research Memo, and adhere to the same or similar research plan and should 
include, at a minimum, interim deliverables and also include, at a minimum, the same or similar 
checkpoints and final deliverables. 
 
Waiting for the So-called Industry to do the right thing on its own timeline is NOT an option. 
 

The four pillars of Negative Aviation Impacted Communities: 
Politics. Money. Lobbyists. Special Interests. 
It’s not rocket science . . . 

 
It’s all about the Politics and Following the Money! This specifically refers to the lobbying power of Big 
Oil Companies, refiners of leaded avgas, along with Special Interest & Industry Lobbyists groups that 
pump a lot of money into the pockets of political people. Many politicians are recipients of money from 
combined Big Oil & Lead and General Aviation Lobbyist Organizations, e.g. General Aviation Avgas 
Coalition (GAAC).  Many of those political members are on the Congressional General Aviation Caucus. 
NOT one has spoken out about eliminating 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 
 

https://www.trb.org/ACRP/ACRP.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/programs/cooperative-research-programs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/transportation-research-board?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nasonline.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nae.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=5401&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/advocacy/congressional-ga-caucus/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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EPA knows what it must do: End the use of leaded aviation fuels (html) 12-14-2022 | The Seattle Times. 
Opinion: Nathan Donley is the Center for Biological Diversity (CBD) Environmental Health (EH) Science 
Director. 
 

• About 3 million children attend schools located within a mile of one of those airports. 
Assessments of children have found that the closer they lived to an airport, the higher the 
concentrations of lead in their blood. Those risks include not only inhaling lead directly from the 
air but from exposure to lead that settles into soils and dust. 

• Airborne lead concentrations exceed the EPA’s safety standards for humans at distances of 
more than a half mile downwind of airports frequented by prop planes. 

• As has always been the case with efforts to remove lead, there will be pushback from the 
aviation and fuel industries. Alternatives to leaded gasoline have been available since 2012 for 
80% to 83% of the nation’s small plane fleet and a new unleaded alternative was just given 
blanket approval by the Federal Aviation Administration for all piston aircraft. 

• The alternatives are there, but producing new fuels to scale and transitioning airports across the 
country to unleaded alternatives will take excruciatingly long without pressure to move quickly. 
Waiting for the industry to do the right thing on its own timeline is NOT an option. 

• New study shows Autogas [Mogas] can power 80% of piston aircraft (html) 07-12-2012 — 
General Aviation News. 

 
 
 
Let’s Not Continue to Be Fooled by Aviation Related Pariah, Their Fan Clubs & Cheerleaders! 

 
“Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me! Continue to Fool me for almost 
Sixty Years or Six Decades, Shame on Everyone!” 

  

https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/epa-knows-what-it-must-do-end-the-use-of-leaded-aviation-fuels/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.seattletimes.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/environmental_health/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2Farticles%2FPMC3230438%2F&data=05%7C01%7Coped%40seattletimes.com%7Cff994a13b2e34ab8a5fa08dadd5a7c2a%7Cfc2b8476b7f0473d82fbe0a89fd99855%7C0%7C1%7C638065677992652958%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=E6b%2BGso8sBNXZHh0gOdDL%2Bo6cvjnOuAHigWEsDSzp08%3D&reserved=0&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.leg.wa.gov%2FReportsToTheLegislature%2FHome%2FGetPDF%3FfileName%3DCommunity%2520Health%2520and%2520Airport%2520Operations%2520Related%2520Pollution%2520Report_c7389ae6-f956-40ef-98a7-f85a4fab1c59.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Coped%40seattletimes.com%7Cff994a13b2e34ab8a5fa08dadd5a7c2a%7Cfc2b8476b7f0473d82fbe0a89fd99855%7C0%7C1%7C638065677992652958%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vBWTmN3Mlt66symWh9TzeT3zChDlYWuE2TaLQZL%2FT9c%3D&reserved=0&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgeneralaviationnews.com%2F2012%2F07%2F12%2Fnew-study-shows-autogas-can-power-80-of-piston-aircraft%2F&data=05%7C01%7Coped%40seattletimes.com%7Cdeaae759e17e4d925f7808daddf905be%7Cfc2b8476b7f0473d82fbe0a89fd99855%7C0%7C1%7C638066358906913062%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=llpbTBCvwNAsk2CHAc66L4WCBmiTr6p8UiQjckYT9P4%3D&reserved=0&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/2012/07/12/new-study-shows-autogas-can-power-80-of-piston-aircraft/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Summary: Eliminate Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs): Finalize Endangerment Finding & Enact 

Complete Ban of Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 

There is truly a proven need for the small percentage of real airports with real aircraft that actually 
provide real demonstrable transportation needs, real jobs and real tax revenues, many others are simply 
self-perpetuating personal hobby, sport, recreational entertainment social venues cleverly protected & 
mostly hidden by the world’s largest groups of Special Interests & Industry Lobbyists amongst overall 
aviation statistics that enable increased non-essential aircraft, including helicopter take-offs, landings, 
accidents & crashes, regularly flying aircraft with improperly configured or broken, tampered with or 
disabled ADS-B coupled with “disturbing the peace” and “public nuisance” revenge fly-bys intended to 
bully, harass and intimidate providing Communities utterly ZERO Socially Redeeming Values (SRVs) 
including unnecessary Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs): 
 

• Adverse Health, Safety and Welfare impacts 
• Environmental impacts of toxic pollution & noise pollution 
• Diminished quality of life 
• Reduced Community desirability & property valuation 
• Wasted taxpayer money 

 
The American Public deserves truth, protection, accountability and justice provided by action, answers 
and comprehensive information including environmental and public health impacts, rather than 
continued myopic, self-serving and unquestioned Aviation Industry, Special Interest and Industry 
Lobbyist Propaganda, influence peddling and artificial delays. 
 
The Scientific and Medical Facts regarding Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs) are simply NOT debatable: 
 

• NO safe level of lead in a child's blood with adverse irreversible impacts, even small amounts 
contribute to an elevated risk of IQ loss, ADHD / Autism, juvenile delinquency, impulse control, 
developmental delay, learning and behavior problems, increased violence, etc. 

• Newborns exposed to lead can experience premature birth, low birthweight, slowed growth, 
etc. 

• Adults exposed to lead are at greater risk of cancer, coronary heart disease, premature death, 
high blood pressure, strokes, kidney disease, reduced fertility, reproductive problems, childbirth  
birthing delivery problems miscarriages, etc. 

• Aviation noise can interfere with reading comprehension, cognitive functioning, sleep 
disturbances and many other related health problems, etc. 

 
It’s time to stop living in the past as a crutch to protect current investments in outdated toxic, dangerous 
aircraft & practices once and for all. Seems like true “Multiple Conflicts of Interest” from the “Gate 
Keepers” on many levels across the Aviation Industry, Special Interests & Industry Lobbyists. 
 
Piston-Engine Aircraft (PEA) including Piston-Engine Helicopters, collectively AKA Flying Junk Piles (FJPs), 
have an average age of 50 years old! Taxpayers don’t care about personal 1930s & 1940s Piper Cubs, 
1950s Aeroncas, 1960s Mooneys, 1970s Cessnas or Pipers, 1980s Beechcraft Bonanzas, home garage 
(clown) built Experimental Amateur Built (E-AB), WWI or WWII Bombers, Bell 47s, Robinson R22s or 
Sikorsky H34s, museum pieces, collectors’ items or other flying toys for the wealthy, and certainly NOT 
for any FJPs that cannot utilize existing Unleaded Fuels. 
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50 year old Flying Junk Piles (FJPs) have absolutely nothing to do with the future of anything!!!! 
 
Time to RETIRE 1/3 of the so-called General Aviation (GA) “Fleet” of personal hobby, sport, recreational 
entertainment social Flying Junk Piles (FJPs) that cannot utilize existing Unleaded Fuels and remove 
Associated “Government Handouts, Entitlements and Grant Assurance Obligations” from associated 
personal hobby, sport, recreational entertainment social venues / airstrips / facilities / infrastructure. 
 
These are NOT taxpayer problems and should NOT utilize ANY taxpayer money at all. Certainly, no more 
support than Hunting, Fishing, Boating, Golf, Bowling, National Parks & Camp Grounds or other personal 
hobby sport recreational social entertainment venues or pursuits receive. 
 
Taxpayers Saddled with Thousands of Unnecessary Non-Essential Hobby, Sport, Recreational 
Entertainment Social Venues That Are NOT Taxpayer Problems That Are Sources of Negative Aviation 
Impacts (NAIs) Shamelessly Bloating the United States (US) Tax Burden with ZERO ROI 
 

 
 
General Aviation (GA) airports & airstrips in the Tragically Out-of-Date, Out-of-Touch United States (US) 
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS). Small public airports & airstrips with few or no 
scheduled passenger flights. NOTE: FAA classified 2,903 airports, 10 heliports, and 39 seaplane bases 
largely serving General Aviation (GA) eligible for federal support AKA “Aviation Welfare” via Airports 
Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) AKA “Government Handouts”. More than 13,100 airports & airstrips, 
many little more than tiny parcels of mostly private properties with a clear grass area, serve piston-
engine aircraft (PEA) including piston-engine helicopters (PEH) nationwide. Clearly the Root & Source of 
Negative Aviation Impact (NAIs) Protected Fiefdoms across the United States are NOT Taxpayer 
problems at all! 

https://twitter.com/MJ_Coren/status/1538199448114802689?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Executive Summary, Conclusion & Taxpayer Demands 

Millions of Taxpayers deserve Accountability, Justice and Protection from Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded 
Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) “Involuntary Poisoning” violating individual “Bodily Integrity” 
rights protected by the United States Constitution including vulnerable populations such as pregnant 
moms, babies, school children & elderly and DEMAND: 
 

• Immediate Full Endangerment Finding for Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl 
Lead (TEL) 

• Immediate Ban on Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 

• Immediate Distribution of Multiple Existing Unleaded Aviation Fuel’s including Mogas per 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Regional Air Mobility (RAM) Blueprint 
with Back to Basics "Targeted Investments" at an enormous number of readily available Local 
Municipal, County, State or Federally owned Commercial Grade Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) Towered facilities Across Entire United States 

• Remedy & Right-size ridiculous ancient phony Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
justifications / ROI calculations, Budgeting and Bloated “Government Handouts” AKA “Aviation 
Welfare” AKA Airports Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) 

• Terminate & Right-size outrageous Subjective Monopolistic Protectionist Arbitrary Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) manufactured Bureaucratic Grant Assurance Obligations, harmful 
Protections & Red Tape 

• Remove & Right-size ANY Federal Support and or subsidies and or “Government Handouts” AKA 
“Aviation Welfare” for non-essential & un-needed Personal Hobby Sport Recreational Social 
Entertainment Venues & Privately Owned Commercial Businesses 

• Enact Federal MANDATES with stringent requirements eliminating Loopholes and “Multiple 
Conflict(s) of Interest” on Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to expedite the process of 
eliminating Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) “Once and for All” 

• Enact Federally MANDATED Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Key Airport Guide to: 
Evaluate, Verify and Validate Medical Implications of Long-Term Exposure to Unleaded Aviation 
Fuels with Proprietary Unleaded Chemical Compositions (PUCCs) 

• Enact Federally MANDATED Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Key Airport Guide to: 
Implement 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Contamination Abatement, 
Remediation, Cleanup, Removal, Disposal Best Practices, Protocols & Knowledge Base 

• Extricate RAMPANT Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist Pariah Political Agendas, Multiple 
Conflicts of Interest, Mis-Information, Dis-Information, Propaganda & Influence Peddling 

• Enact Federally MANDATED U.S. Government Accountability (GAO) Avgas AKA 100LL 
Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) Transition Investigation 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Further Reading 
 
NOTE: SEE EPA Particulate Matter PM2.5 comparison (image) showing combustion particle relative size, 
e.g. particulate matter less than < 2.5µ (microns) for metals such as Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), almost thirty 
times smaller than human hair. 
 
SEE Four Part Series: How Leaded Aviation Gasoline Is Poisoning a new Generation of Americans (html) 
06-16-2022| Pulitzer Center. 
 

• Do You Live Close Enough to a Small U.S. Airport to Have Lead Exposure? Check Our Maps (html) 

• Leaded Airplane Fuel Is Poisoning a new Generation of American Children (html) 

• 50 Years of Research Shows there is No Safe Level of Childhood Lead Exposure (html) 

• Living with the Risks of Childhood Lead Exposure: A Day in the Life (html) 
 
Also available from: Toxic Fuel AKA Avgas AKA 100LL Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) (html) — Quartz. 
 

• Leaded airplane fuel is poisoning a new generation of Americans (html) 

• Living with risks of childhood lead exposure: a day in the life (html) 

• Do you live near enough to a small airport to have lead exposure? (html) 

• Research finds there is no safe level of childhood lead exposure (html) 
 
Getting the lead out — at long last (html) 09-23-2022 – Center for Public Integrity (home). The 
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) described the decision as “a major step forward” to safely 
phase out leaded aviation fuel, which contains a highly toxic additive known as Tetraethyl lead (TEL). 
Earlier this year, the EPA announced plans to issue a finding that would classify leaded aviation gasoline 
air pollution as a danger to public health and the environment, but even then, the process of enacting 
regulations could take years. Time is not on the side of children exposed daily to lead, which harms their 
developing brains and nervous systems. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) needs to start caring 
about kids with poison in their blood. They’ve been indifferent. They’ve been dragging their feet. 
They’ve been unresponsive, and it’s outrageous. That needs to change. It’s wrong that almost 6 million 
people — many children — are still exposed near airports to leaded fuel in this country. 
 
Frontiers | Investigation of pollutant metals in road dust in a post-industrial city: Case study from 
Detroit, Michigan (html) (pdf) 09-22-2022 | Frontiers in Environmental Science (html). 
(DOI https://doi.org/10.3389/fenvs.2022.974237). 
 
Lead in Air, Soil, and Blood: Pb Poisoning in a Changing World (html) (pdf) 08-02-2022 – PubMed Central 
(PMC) | National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) | National Library of Medicine (NLM) | 
National Institute of Health (NIH) | U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) | USA.gov. 
 
Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) AirVenture Oshkosh Fly-in & Convention: Lead in aviation fuel 
among topics at Oshkosh, Wisconsin fly-in (html) 07-28-2022 | Oshkosh Northwestern. Among the 
thousands of aviation enthusiasts at the Experimental Aircraft Association's AirVenture convention this 
week are a few who are discussing an oft frowned-upon topic in the general aviation (GA) community: 
the environmental impacts of their activities. But the issue with general aviation (GA) aircraft isn't 
greenhouse gas emissions. It's lead emissions. Leaded fuel has been illegal in cars in the United States 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-09/pm2.5_scale_graphic-color_2.jpg?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!
https://pulitzercenter.org/projects/how-leaded-aviation-gasoline-poisoning-new-generation-americans?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/stories/do-you-live-close-enough-small-us-airport-have-lead-exposure-check-our-maps?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/stories/leaded-airplane-fuel-poisoning-new-generation-american-children?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/stories/50-years-research-shows-there-no-safe-level-childhood-lead-exposure?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/stories/living-risks-childhood-lead-exposure-day-life?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/se/avgas/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2173461/leaded-airplane-fuel-is-poisoning-a-new-generation-of-americans?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2174558/living-with-risks-of-childhood-lead-exposure-a-day-in-the-life?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2158594/do-you-live-near-enough-to-a-small-airport-to-have-lead-exposure?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2174870/research-finds-there-is-no-safe-level-of-childhood-lead-exposure?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://publicintegrity.org/environment/public-health/getting-the-lead-out-at-long-last/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://publicintegrity.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.frontiersin.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fenvs.2022.974237/full?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fenvs.2022.974237/pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/environmental-science?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.3389/fenvs.2022.974237?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9368099/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9368099/pdf/ijerph-19-09500.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/airventure?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ci.oshkosh.wi.us/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.doj.state.wi.us/news-releases/ag-kaul-calls-epa-strengthen-protections-against-childhood-lead-poisoning?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thenorthwestern.com/story/news/2022/07/28/eaa-airventure-lead-aviation-fuel-among-topics-oshkosh-fly/10111637002/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thenorthwestern.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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for decades. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has dropped the ball on stopping that in 
aviation. A 2021 study by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine using EPA data 
from 2017 found that piston-engine general aviation aircraft accounted for about 70% of lead air 
emissions in the United States. Although the EPA has been looking into regulating airborne lead 
emissions from avgas since the 1990s, it wasn't until this year that the EPA announced it would 
review whether lead emissions from piston-engine aircraft threaten the health of those who live close to 
airports where these aircraft operate. “They’re not doing anything revolutionary. They’ve been studying 
this issue for decades. Literally decades of studies and meetings.” “Politics has become the controlling 
factor, not the technology.” "You can't get a straight answer out of anybody as to how this is really 
supposed to work." 
 
Airborne Lead Pollution and Infant Mortality (pdf) June 2022 | 9th IZA Workshop: Environment, Health 
and Labor Markets (html) | IZA Institute of Labor Economics. Environment, Health and Labor Markets: 
Session E (html) video at 30:21m – YouTube. 
 
Improving Regulatory Science: A Case Study of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (html) (pdf) 
January 2017: Supreme Court Economic Review (html) : Vol 24 | University of Chicago Press Journals 
(html). Explores the root of stalemate and acrimony all too present in the regulatory system today with 
analysis of a case study of the procedures for developing National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) under the Clean Air Act (CAA), and attempt to identify procedural approaches that bring 
greater diversity (in data, expertise, experience, and accountability) into the decision process. 
 
Michigan Residents Exposed to More Industrial Contaminants Than Most States Making Michigan One 
of the Most Toxic Environmental Exposure Areas in Entire Nation. Witness the ‘Slow-Motion Battle’ to 
Protect ANY Michigan Residents, Especially from the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) 
 
U-M researchers need 100,000 participants for massive study (html) 09-19-2022 | Detroit Free Press. 
From nonstick PFAS compounds to lead in water to soot and smog, Michigan residents are exposed to 
more industrial contaminants than most states, and those contaminants are known to cause adverse 
health effects, including cancer. But how much exposure, for how long, causes those illnesses? When 
do the warning signs arise, and how do changes occur over time? How do race, nutrition and other 
factors influence health outcomes? A critical window of susceptibility is pregnancy, for example. When a 
person is pregnant, are they differentially affected by environmental exposures? When a person 
becomes pregnant, we need to be able to understand the impact of exposures during that time. 
 
MI-CARES: the Michigan Cancer and Research on the Environment Study | School of Public Health (SPH) 
| University of Michigan (UMich). Michiganders experience some of the most toxic environmental 
exposures in the nation. Join MI‑CARES to help understand how our environment is harming us. Let's 
take back our health! 
 
With $13M grant, U-M researchers will track cancer risk from environmental exposures (html) 10-20-
2021 | University of Michigan News | Office of the Vice President for Communications | University of 
Michigan (UMich) | Regents of the University of Michigan. Heavy metals like lead [Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL)], industrial pollution from steel mills, coal-fired power plants or oil refineries, “forever chemicals” 
called PFAS that don’t break down in the environment—how much are Michigan residents exposed to 
these environmental contaminants and what does this mean for their risk of developing cancer? 
 

https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/26050/options-for-reducing-lead-emissions-from-piston-engine-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-evaluate-whether-lead-emissions-piston-engine-aircraft-endanger-human-health-and?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-evaluate-whether-lead-emissions-piston-engine-aircraft-endanger-human-health-and?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://conference.iza.org/conference_files/environ_2022/severnini_e8895.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://conference.iza.org/conference_files/environ_2022/program?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.iza.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://youtu.be/ga3UNN99-D0?t=1821&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.youtube.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/696956?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/epdf/10.1086/696956?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/journal/scer?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/scer/2016/24?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/naaqs/lead-pb-air-quality-standards?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-clean-air-act?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2022/09/19/university-michigan-health-study-pollution-contaminants/69498703007/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.freep.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.micares.health/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://sph.umich.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://umich.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://news.umich.edu/with-13m-grant-u-m-researchers-will-track-cancer-risk-from-environmental-exposures/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://news.umich.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://vpcomm.umich.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://umich.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://regents.umich.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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NOTE: this is just the “Tip of the Michigan POLLUTION Iceberg” when it comes to Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & 
Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) contamination at up to 448 aviation sites in Michigan that continuously use 
Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) while the Michigan Department of 
Transportation (MDOT) has known for well over a decade and continues to acquiesce. 
 
It’s no longer the issue of the wrong-doing, what’s done is done, it’s MDOT’s continued & concerted 
effort to acquiesce, conceal & cover-up, no public mention anywhere, no public effort to protect anyone 
in Michigan, a clear dereliction of duty to protect all residents of Michigan, complete unadulterated 
incompetence coupled with professional negligence & social indifference while the Transportation & 
Mobility industry including Aviation, Aerospace & Automobile / Truck related technologies move away 
from Michigan without massive incentives to re-locate or remain. 
 
Issues of the Environment: Ann Arbor-based Ecology Center applies new methodology to detecting 
spread of toxic chemicals (html) 12-07-2022 | WEMU-FM. Michigan is in the top five states for diseases 
linked to air quality, racking up $1.5 billion per year in excess health care costs, with Southeast Michigan 
having some of the most polluted air. 
 

 
The State of Michigan Does NOT warn or mention Toxic Dangers or Harms  

from Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL)  
in use at up to 448 Michigan Aviation Facilities or airstrips! 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Tetraethyl-lead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/1_2-Dibromoethane?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ecocenter.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.wemu.org/show/issues-of-the-environment/2022-12-07/issues-of-the-environment-ann-arbor-based-ecology-center-applies-new-methodology-to-detecting-spread-of-toxic-chemicals?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.wemu.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mileadsafe?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Appendix - Input Provided to US Congress & the National Academies 
 
The https://close1d2.org Team: 
 
#1 - Provided a Statement for the Record: to members of the House Committee on Oversight and 
Reform, Subcommittee on Environment, Hearing on: “Toxic Air: How Leaded Aviation Fuel Is Poisoning 
America’s Children” dated 08-28-2022 
 
and 
 
#2 - Provided a Statement for the Record: in response to a Congressional request, a National Academies 
appointed committee conducted a study, including the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as 
reviewer and issued a report on lead emissions from piston-powered general-aviation aircraft. The 
committee’s report included consideration of existing non-leaded fuel alternatives, environmental 
concentrations of lead near airports where piston-powered aircraft are used, and potential mitigation 
measures to reduce environmental lead concentrations with the first committee meeting commencing 
November 19, 2020: 
 
Lead Emissions from Piston-Powered General Aviation Aircraft (html) | Transportation Research Board 
Cooperative Research Programs (TRBCRP) | Transportation Research Board (TRB) | National Academies 
(NA) Sciences (NAS), Engineering (NAE), Medicine (NAM). 
 
****Both “Statement for the Record” PDFs have been concatenated below for useful reference **** 

 
Particulate Matter PM2.5 comparison showing combustion particle relative size, e.g. particulate matter 
less than < 2.5µ (microns) for Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) and other metals, almost thirty times smaller than 
human hair. 
 

 

https://close1d2.org/
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/lead-emissions-from-piston-powered-general-aviation-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/programs/cooperative-research-programs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/transportation-research-board?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nasonline.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nae.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/aeronautics/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!!!!
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https://www.michigan.gov/ag/news/press-releases/2022/03/21/ag-nessel-calls-on-epa-to-strengthen-protections-against-childhood-lead-poisoning?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Even the tiniest amounts, minuscule trace amounts of Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) permanently alter brain 
development in kids. Blood Lead Levels (BLLs) as low as one microgram—less than a thimble in a large 
backyard swimming pool—can double the odds of developing ADHD. Nobody is willing to gamble with 
their children any longer! 
 
Exposures to Environmental Toxicants and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in U.S. 
Children (html) (pdf) 09-16-2006 - PubMed Central (PMC) | National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) | National Library of Medicine (NLM) | National Institute of Health (NIH) | U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) | USA.gov. 
 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1764142/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1764142/pdf/ehp0114-001904.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/about/commissions-councils-committees/michigan-aeronautics-commission/data/mac-appointed-commissioners?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!!!!
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/about/commissions-councils-committees/michigan-aeronautics-commission/data/mac-statutory-commissioners?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!!!!
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https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/aeronautics/contact-aero?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!!!!
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https://www.michigan.gov/whitmer/contact?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://www.stabenow.senate.gov/contact?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://www.peters.senate.gov/contact/email-gary?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Arsenal of Democracy: There’s Enough, actually MASSIVE amounts of, Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation 
Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) to “Go Around” (no pun intended) for the Whole Family PLUS 
Surrounding Communities, Densely Populated Neighborhoods and Schools within a 10 mile radius and 
then some! 
 
****Both “Statement for the Record” PDFs have been concatenated below for useful reference **** 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

https://www.willowrunairport.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://yankeeairmuseum.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Statement for the Record 
House Committee on Oversight and Reform 
Subcommittee on Environment 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Hearing on: “Toxic Air: How Leaded Aviation Fuel Is Poisoning America’s Children” 
Submitted by: Matthew A. Grisius, a Concerned Father, Grandfather and Angry Taxpayer - 
(http://close1d2.org) 08-28-2022 #6 FINAL 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Let’s be perfectly honest, there is truly a proven need for the small percentage of real airports with real 
aircraft that actually provide real demonstrable transportation needs, real jobs and real tax revenues, 
many others are simply self-perpetuating personal hobby, sport, recreational entertainment social 
venues cleverly protected & mostly hidden by the world’s largest groups of Special Interests & Industry 
Lobbyists amongst overall aviation statistics that enable increased non-essential aircraft, including 
helicopter take-offs, landings, accidents & crashes, coupled with “disturbing the peace” and “public 
nuisance” revenge fly-bys intended to bully, harass and intimidate providing Communities utterly ZERO 
Socially Redeeming Values (SRVs) including unnecessary Negative Aviation Impacts (NAIs): 
 

• Adverse Health, Safety and Welfare impacts 

• Environmental impacts of toxic pollution & noise pollution 

• Diminished quality of life 

• Reduced Community desirability & property valuation 

• Wasted taxpayer money 
 
The So-Called General Aviation (GA) “Fleet” 
 
The So-Called “General Aviation Fleet” of ~170,000 Predominantly Personal Hobby, Sport, Recreational 
Social Entertainment Piston-Engine Aircraft (PEA): 
 

• Burn about 192 million gallons of 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas yearly 

• Average over 1,120 gallons per each Piston-Engine Aircraft (PEA) yearly 

• Average 50 year age of Piston-Engine Aircraft (PEA) AKA Flying Junk Piles (FJPs)  

• 2.2 grams of Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) per gallon 

• 2.2 grams of Ethylene Dibromide (EDB), a chemical scavenger, per gallon 

• From 1970 to 2007, General Aviation (GA) aircraft emitted about 34,000 tons of lead into the 
atmosphere [*1]. 

• Releases 468 tons of Lead byproducts yearly into the atmosphere based on current US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates 

• Represent an on-going “192 million gallon a year” Public Health, Safety & Welfare loophole – 
nightmare across the United States for absolutely no rhyme or reason defying logic 

• Besides the immeasurable toll on Human, Health, Safety & Welfare the Societal cost estimates 
of $10.00 per gallon of 100LL Leaded Aviation fuel AKA Avgas sold [*2], or almost $2 Billion 
dollars to minimally address the on-going Human damage, AND this doesn’t include ANY existing 
cleanup or remediation effort(s) anywhere. 

• Toxic Air: How Leaded Aviation Fuel Is Poisoning America’s Children (html) 07-28-2022 | House 
Committee on Oversight and Reform. YouTube – Thursday, July 28, 2022, at 2:00 p.m. ET. The 

http://close1d2.org/
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Tetraethyl-lead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/1_2-Dibromoethane?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=scavenger+in+chemistry&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oversight.house.gov/legislation/hearings/toxic-air-how-leaded-aviation-fuel-is-poisoning-america-s-children?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://youtu.be/WiCCLa98uSg?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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hearing is well worth listening to. It runs for 106-minutes, listening time is only 76-minutes, due 
to a 30-minute recess (starts at minute-24, skip ahead to minute-54) for a House Vote. 

▪ “Toxic Air: How Leaded Aviation Fuel Is Poisoning America’s Children” (html)| Congress.gov | 
Library of Congress SEE: Video of Proceedings, Witness Testimony, Supporting Documentation, 
etc. 

 
20,000 aviation facilities in the US use 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas, within 1 kilometer of 
those facilities, there are over 16 million people, including 3 million children [*1]. Over 600 schools are 
located within half a kilometer of such sites. This includes three Michigan Plymouth Township & Canton 
Township area Schools, two which are Plymouth Canton Community Schools (PCCS) all within hundreds 
of feet of both “Run Up” areas at Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) owned non-essential 
Personal Hobby, Sport, Recreational Social Entertainment Venue Canton Plymouth Mettetal 1d2 airstrip 
in Canton Township Michigan. 
 
Of the 20,000 facilities in the United States, the “Majority” of these facilities, using the 80/20 rule 
(Pareto Principal), have: 
 

• NOTHING to do with real transportation needs, real jobs or real taxes, real prosperity or the 
future of anything in the entire Nation! 

• NOTHING remotely to do with ‘Critical Infrastructure’ in any sense of the word. 

• Perform ZERO, absolutely NO Mission Critical Functions for Local, County, State or Federal 
taxpayers. 

• NOTHING that would be missed by anyone except Special Interests + Industry Lobbyists that use 
them, ZERO ROI. 

• NOTHING, absolutely ZERO to do with Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts or Math (STEAM). 
 
General Aviation (GA) 50 Year Old Flying Junk Piles (FJPs) & Safety 
 
Taxpayers don’t care about personal 1930s & 1940s Piper Cubs, 1950s Aeroncas, 1960s Mooneys, 1970s 
Cessnas or Pipers, 1980s Beechcraft Bonanzas, home garage (clown) built Experimental Amateur Built 
(E-AB), WWI Bombers, museum pieces, collectors’ items or other flying toys for the wealthy. 
 
50 year old PEA AKA Flying Junk Piles (FJPs) have absolutely nothing to do with the future of anything. 
 
Many FJPs are barely capable of Visual Flight Rules (VFR) | SKYbrary Aviation Safety while Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) certified mechanics have a difficult time personally signing off 
airworthiness due to airframe fatigue & stress, corrosion, dry-rotted wire harnesses, poor, including 
amateur hack DIY, powerplant maintenance, etc. not to mention the lack of any contemporary let alone 
modern avionics. While many Ford Pinto’s and GM Corvair’s are still “drivable” we don’t send our 
children out to drive them to school or retrofit National Highway Traffic Safety Administration  (NHTSA) 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) to accommodate these antique “Driving Junk Piles” for 
good reason. 
 
General Aviation (GA) is uniquely hazardous. Between 1984 and 2017, the GA sector accounted for 94% 
of all aviation accidents in the US – 1,143 in 2014 alone. NOTE: General Aviation (GA) has not benefited 
from any real improvements in safety over the past three and a half decades with respect to crash 
rates. Meanwhile, Commercial Aviation witnessed a crash reduction of 16% between 1986 and 1995 and 
a further 6% reduction between 1996 and 2005 [*3]. 

https://www.congress.gov/event/117th-congress/house-event/115056?s=1&r=1&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=Pareto+Principal&oq=Pareto+Principal&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=Experimental+Amateur+Built&biw=1349&bih=702&ei=w8XxYumOI5iZptQPwqOviAM&ved=0ahUKEwip_I2_2rj5AhWYjIkEHcLRCzE4ChDh1QMIDg&uact=5&oq=Experimental+Amateur+Built&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://skybrary.aero/articles/visual-flight-rules-vfr?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://skybrary.aero/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/mechanics?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nhtsa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nhtsa.gov/laws-regulations/fmvss?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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What Are the Community of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) Including Owners, Pilots, Students, 
Instructors and Aviation Professionals Really Saying? 
 
[*7] Reddit | Flying. Created September 3, 2008. 197,513 members. About Community: This community 
is for discussion among pilots, students, instructors and aviation professionals. Someone has it out for 
1D2... (html) 09-07-2018: 
 

• I also feel like inaction by GA in general hasn't helped. 100LL is a health hazard. Most General 
Aviation companies seem happy to just leave things as they are, with the vague hope that the 
FAA will approve a suitable alternative soon. The vast majority of new certified single-engine 
piston aircraft still rely on 100LL; that seems like an industry with its head in the sand to me. 

• Likewise, very little seems to be being done to reduce aircraft noise. The design of modern 
aircraft should adapt to modern conditions - flying in or out of a lot of airports nowadays causes 
a fair bit of noise pollution for literally thousands of people. Is a modern C172 any quieter than a 
1960s one? Why not? 

• A modern day 172 is a 1960’s 172 for the most part. 
 
General Aviation (GA) Decline & Irrelevance 
 
America's General Aviation sector has witnessed significant demographic shifts since the turn of the 
century. The number of certified, private pilots, non-fatal aircraft accidents, fatal aircraft accidents, and 
number of General Aviation (GA) hours flown are all in decline. Meanwhile, the average age of an 
American private pilot has increased by several years. All of these factors indicate that the General 
Aviation (GA) Industry is in decline. The average age of the private pilot demographic is increasing, as 
the overall size of the demographic decreases. These findings prove ominous for a shrinking community 
that relies on its size to leverage [dupe] the government & public for support and recruitment [*3]. 
 
Aviation Training, Mechanic or Flight Schools, any Flight Training & Privately Owned Public Landing 
Facilities are Privately Owned Businesses, while other problems or issues such as Personal or Financial 
constraints, Commercial Airline Pilot Shortages, any flight training, increasing General Aviation (GA) 
Popularity & Access, flying clubs AKA social clubs are Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist problems. 
NONE of these are taxpayer problems and should NOT utilize ANY taxpayer money at all. Certainly, no 
more support than Hunting, Fishing, Boating, Golf, Bowling, National Parks & Camp Grounds or other 
personal hobby sport recreational social entertainment venues or pursuits receive. 
 
True General Aviation (GA) Total Addressable Market (TAM), Industry Reach, Revenues 
  
"Lies, damned lies, and statistics" is an old saying describing the persuasive power of statistics (e.g. 
baffle with BS numbers) used to bolster weak arguments, the General Aviation (GA) Total Addressable 
Market (TAM), influence, reach and revenues are no different. Loaded with typical Special Interest & 
Industry Lobbyist rhetoric, grandiose smug self-congratulatory wishful thinking & hyperbole. 
 
State of the Industry: General Aviation Market Strong Heading into 2022 (html) 02-23-2022 | NBAA - 
National Business Aviation Association. General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) General 
Aviation Shipments Report 2021 - Year End (pdf). Earth Shattering, oops Paltry PEA growth, summarized 
here: 
 

https://www.reddit.com/r/flying/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.reddit.com/r/flying/comments/9duk3h/someone_has_it_out_for_1d2/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning=
https://nbaa.org/news/state-of-the-industry-general-aviation-market-strong-heading-into-2022/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nbaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/wp-content/uploads/2021ShipmentReport-02-23-2022-0730.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/facts-and-statistics/quarterly-shipments-and-billings/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://gama.aero/wp-content/uploads/2021ShipmentReport-02-23-2022-0730.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• Airplane shipments in 2021, when compared to 2020, saw Piston Engine Aircraft (PEA) deliveries 
increase 5.5%, with 1,393 units; 

• Piston Engine Helicopter (PEH) deliveries for 2021, when compared to 2020, saw an increase of 
27.5%, with 181 units; 

 
General Aviation (GA) Market (html) | 2022 - 27 | Industry Share, Size, Growth - Mordor Intelligence. 
The General Aviation (GA) Market was valued at USD 19.91 billion in 2020 and is projected to reach USD 
24 billion by 2026, registering a CAGR of about 3% during the forecast period (2021 - 2026). Most of the 
orders for fixed-wing Piston Engine Aircraft (PEA) & Piston Engine Helicopter (PEH) are from commercial 
pilot training institutes & commercial flight training activities, while a handful of them are purchased by 
private aviation enthusiasts and aircraft racing enterprises, while demand for civil helicopters is also 
witnessing growth due to rotorcraft services such as privately owned air taxis and air ambulances. NOTE: 
predominately PRIVATELY owned Businesses (Commercial) are responsible for the minute volume & 
growth. It should also be noted that many of the PEA manufacturers are now located off-shore. 
 
NOTE: the major US Aerospace & Aviation industry players have increasingly turned directly to Defense 
related dollars for diversification & stability in areas such as Space Systems cubesat/nanosat, or just to 
name a few others, which btw none have anything to do with General Aviation (GA) PEA, realizing there 
is ZERO to little market growth to truly grow “Best in Class” Global competitive companies with 
outdated dead-end toxic technologies: 
 

• Future Vertical Lift (FVL) Family of Systems (html) – USAASC United States Acquisition Support 
Center. Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is a family of vertical lift solutions that will deliver next 
generation capabilities at the tactical, operational and strategic levels. They will enable joint 
force mission effectiveness in the transregional multidomain and multifunctional threat 
environment. The FVL Family of Systems seeks to improve vertical lift dominance by improving 
performance and optimizing affordability, life cycle management, interoperability and 
supportability. The U.S. Army is the lead service for the development of Future Long Range 
Advanced Aircraft, a medium size Assault/Utility aircraft, and the first of five Capability Sets that 
will provide improved speed, range, agility, endurance and sustainability over current rotorcraft. 

o Future Long-Range Assault Aircraft (FLRAA) (html) (pdf) 09-24-2020 | Article | The 
United States Army. 

o Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft (FARA) (html) (pdf)| Article | The United States 
Army. 

o Future Tactical Unmanned Aircraft System (FTUAS) (html) (pdf) | Article | The United 
States Army. 

• U.S. GAO – Weapon Systems Annual Assessment: Knowledge Gaps Pose Risks to Sustaining 
Recent Positive Trends 04-25-2018 (html) (Highlights pdf) (Full Report pdf). We report annually 
on the programs DOD uses to buy its 86 major weapon systems— which are worth $1.66 
trillion. We looked at changes to DOD’s weapon system portfolio since our 2017 report, 
including DOD’s progress implementing purchasing reforms. 

 
Global Aviation Gasoline (Avgas) Market to Reach USD 2.32 Billion (html) 07-05-2021 | GlobeNewswire | 
Fortune Business Insights. The market was worth USD 1.52 billion in 2020. Additionally, 100LL Leaded 
Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas variety is available for consumption across the globe, predominantly in the US. 
100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas is largely adopted in small-sized and old Piston Engine Aircraft 
(PEA). 
 

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/general-aviation-market?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://asc.army.mil/web/portfolio-item/aviation_gray-eagle-uas-2/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/article/239362/future_long_range_assault_aircraft_flraa?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://api.army.mil/e2/c/downloads/2020/09/24/131b0663/flraa-v2.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/article/239359/future_attack_reconnaissance_aircraft_fara?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://api.army.mil/e2/c/downloads/2020/09/24/26c63010/fara-v1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/article/239411/future_tactical_unmanned_aircraft_system_ftuas?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://api.army.mil/e2/c/downloads/2020/09/25/57b24c00/ftuas-v4.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.army.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-18-360SP?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/691472.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/691473.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2021/07/06/2257883/0/en/Aviation-Gasoline-Avgas-Market-to-Reach-USD-2-32-Billion-by-2028-Increasing-Number-of-Air-Travelers-in-North-America-to-Augment-Growth-Fortune-Business-Insights.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/enquiry/request-sample-pdf/aviation-gasoline-avgas-market-103446?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Total operating revenues of the U.S. airline industry 2021 (html) | Statista. Using only about 6,000 
aircraft the combined operating revenue of U.S. airlines increased each year since 2015, reaching an all-
time high of 248 billion U.S. dollars in 2019. In 2020, due to the coronavirus pandemic, U.S. airlines 
generated only 131 billion U.S. dollars in operating revenue. Air cargo market in the U.S. - Statistics & 
Facts (html) | Statista. Cargo revenue for Commercial carriers accounted for over 40 percent of their 
total revenues for a total $43 Billion dollars. 
 
Airport-Generated Revenue or Operating Revenue (html) – Aligning Community Expectations with 
Airport Roles | Transportation Research Board (TRB) Cooperative Research Program (CRP) | National 
Academies of Science Engineering Medicine (home). GA airports generate revenue from user fees 
associated with aircraft parking and storage, aviation-related ground and building rent, landing fees, and 
fuel flowage fees. It is not uncommon for GA airports to operate at a loss. Airports are capital-intensive 
enterprises, and the amount of money needed to meet FAA safety and operational requirements 
generally far outweighs the ability of General Aviation (GA) airports to generate revenue. This fact alone 
highlights the need to invest in Municipal or Governmental owned Local, County, State or Federally 
owned Commercial Grade facilities to ensure long term ROI using taxpayer dollars. 
 
The Future of the Airline Industry After COVID-19 (html) 04-02-2021 | McKinsey. As they look beyond 
the pandemic, airlines need to grapple with five new realities—and devise strategies to adapt: 
 

1. Leisure trips will fuel the recovery 
2. Staggering debt levels will lead to ticket price increases and a larger role for government in the 

sector 
3. We will see a greater disparity of performance among airlines in the future 
4. Aircraft markets may be oversupplied for some time to come 
5. Air freight will see undersupply for some time. Among these 21 airlines, cargo revenue 

accounted for over 40 percent of total revenues on average. Overall air freight is expected to 
stay smaller than before the pandemic for several years. 

 
It is interesting to note that any required real revenues to support real aviation facilities have absolutely 
nothing to do with the General Aviation (GA) Market paltry Piston Engine Aircraft (PEA) growth at all. 
 
General Aviation (GA) Analysis Paralysis – A Starting Point – Over 3,000 County or Regional Level 
Airports Need Investment NOT Privately Owned Businesses Including the More than 10,000 Private 
Airstrips, Private Flight Schools or Private Venues Devoted to Hobby, Sport Recreational Social 
Entertainment Looking for Increased “Government Handouts” 
 
While the Industry’s goal is to find a drop-in 100-octane fuel that can be safely be used by all piston 
powered aircraft in the exaggerated General Aviation (GA) “Fleet” is a noble goal, and is replete with 
typical Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist “Greenwashing” and “Hand Waving”, it is still just that, a 
goal, and maybe NOT so noble after all. 
 
In reality, it’s an aggressive, unrealistic, unreachable false goal with ZERO plans & ZERO commitments & 
ZERO methods of attainment or compliance identical to the previous 50 year Special Interest & Industry 
Lobbyist pipedream of artificial delays all while incinerating taxpayer money at will with ZERO progress 
for a half of a Century. Wow, say that again so it’s clear, no progress in “Half a Century!” 
 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/197680/total-operating-revenues-in-us-airline-industry-since-2004/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.statista.com/topics/2815/air-cargo-market-in-the-united-states/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.statista.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://crp.trb.org/acrpwebresource1/airport-generated-revenue-or-operating-revenue/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.trb.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.trb.org/ACRP/ACRP.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.national-academies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-infrastructure/our-insights/back-to-the-future-airline-sector-poised-for-change-post-covid-19?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mckinsey.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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What Are the Community of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) Really Saying About Recent 
Developments? 
 
At the July 28, 2022 House Committee on Oversight and Reform Hearing on Toxic Air: How Leaded 
Aviation Fuel Is Poisoning America’s Children referenced above, Congresswoman Yvette Herrell, newly 
appointed Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on the Environment submitted a “Statement for the 
Record” from the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) (pdf) that states: 
 

“As I stated previously, EAGLE’s single mission is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for 
piston-engine aircraft in the United States no later than December 31, 2030, hopefully sooner, 
and without adversely impacting the existing GA fleet.” 

 
At the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) 2022 AirVenture Oshkosh | Oshkosh, Wisconsin | Fly-In & 
Convention Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions (EAGLE) 
Forum on unleaded fuel the newly appointed FAA Head of Certification Lirio Liu: 
 

“expressed optimism that the finish line could come sooner” than the group’s published target 
date of 2030 but would not promise a detailed timeline. [*4] 
 

Unleaded fuel update draws crowd (html) 07-26-2022 -  Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA).   
100LL Transition to No Lead V2 (html) |  AOPALive – YouTube. Retired AOPA Senior Vice President 
stated: 
 

“We only have one chance to get this right. We want it to be done quickly but safely; I, like all of 
you, do not want to put my family in an unsafe situation.”  

 
GA Pilots Press Committee on Lead-Free Fuel (html) 07-25-2022 - FLYING Magazine. 
 

More delays now blaming “economic ripple effects created by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine”. FAA 
acknowledged that the program’s goal of 2030 is “aggressive.” This EAGLE program is going to 
take $100 million of taxpayers money, and it won’t guarantee anything. 

 
A few thoughts on the Industry SME, Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist comments: 
  

• Few would argue that “optimism” and “hope” are certainly NOT the way to administer Public, 
Health, Safety or Welfare policies, guidelines, decisions or plans with millions of expendable 
Human “Guinea Pigs”, “Cannon Fodder” and “Collateral Damage” at stake including pregnant 
moms, babies & school children. 

• A Retired AOPA Senior Vice President is worried about HIS family and the families of HIS 
organizational members. What about the millions of other families subjected to “Involuntary 
Poisoning”? 

• More Excuses, delays and yet another “aggressive” “one chance” $100 million dollar spend of 
taxpayer money with no project plan, no timeline, no phases, no milestones, no deliverables, or 
even ANY real commitments? Zero oversight? How is this even possible? It seems like amateur 
night with Government Regulations 101 with every Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist, literally 
the alphabet soup of “Who’s Who” in Aviation, lining up for more taxpayer funded “Government 
Handouts”, but no action plan just a lot of hand waving, head nodding, back slapping, fear 
mongering and “Greenwashing”. 

https://herrell.house.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.congress.gov/117/meeting/house/115056/documents/HHRG-117-GO28-20220728-SD003.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/airventure/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/unleaded?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/headquartersoffices/avs/lirio-liu?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2022/july/26/ga-faa-leaders-provide-eagle-update?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdudMannJOg&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.youtube.com/c/AOPALive?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.youtube.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.flyingmag.com/ga-pilots-press-committee-on-lead-free-fuel/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.flyingmag.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• Please remember we’re talking about predominantly Personal Hobby Sport Recreational Social 
Entertainment FJPs, venues and pursuits vs pregnant moms, babies & school children. 

 
General Aviation (GA) Analysis Paralysis – Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Special Interests & 
Industry Lobbyists Leading Team of 1000s Try to Boil the Ocean Again for Sixth Decade and Counting 
 
Previous Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) elimination effort cycles appear to take roughly about a decade, give or 
take a few years. At this rate this is roughly the sixth iteration over the last fifty years and might be done 
by 2030. Six Decades to get this right? With NO real end in sight? Really? 
 
Besides, eliminating 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel should NOT be a ONE time or ALL or NOTHING 
proposition which would be irresponsible, negligent and harm many millions of people for the next eight 
years until 2030 or sooner? “Sooner”, what does that mean? Is this some sort of game? We’re talking 
about people’s lives, pregnant women, babies school children and their health, right? 
 
It should also be time to immediately focus on priority exceptions for mission critical operations to 
identify, isolate, plan and budget for the “So-Called” mission critical operations & locations, stop the 
“hand waving” and artificial delays, get this important topic “Out in the Open” to determine exactly 
what missions where truly need Government supplied Taxpayer Money and on-going support including: 
 

• Natural disaster front-line relief support, humanitarian assistance, search, rescue & recovery 

• Transport of emergency medical personnel & medical supplies 

• Agricultural aviation activities AKA “Crop Dusting” 

• Law Enforcement, Border Control, Fire Fighting, etc. 

• Wildlife surveys, map wetland losses and soil erosion, detect pipeline spills, etc. (displaced by 
drones soon) 

 
It is apparent to many that there doesn’t seem to be ANY ‘requirement’ or ‘mandate’ that ‘requires’ the 
use of 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas for these “missions” to be successful for any of these 
endeavors. Instead, it seems obvious it’s time to invest & update mission critical operations & locations 
with modern or at least contemporary aviation capabilities that DO NOT require 100LL Leaded Aviation 
Fuel AKA Avgas. Let’s not “Throw out the baby with the bathwater” AKA Avgas!  It should also be noted 
that many of these missions will be displaced by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) AKA drones, sooner 
rather than later. 
 
It’s time to stop living in the past as a crutch to protect current investments in outdated toxic, dangerous 
aircraft & practices once and for all. Seems like true “Multiple Conflicts of Interest” from the “Gate 
Keepers” on many levels across many Special Interests for sure. 
 
Time to ban 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas and if necessary, retire 1/3 personal, hobby, sport, 
recreational social entertainment FJPs of the so-called GA “Fleet” that cannot utilize existing Unleaded 
Fuels on behalf of the millions being “Involuntarily Poisoned” violating individual “Bodily Integrity” 
protected by the US Constitution including vulnerable populations such as pregnant moms, babies, 
school children & elderly. 
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General Aviation (GA) Analysis Paralysis - Summary: A Constructive Way Forward - Time to Shift 
General Aviation (GA) Focus to End Entitlements, Grants & Government Handouts to Private Entities, 
Businesses & Companies 
 
The real question everyone appears to be asking: How to plan, deploy and execute an enormous roll out 
of already existing Unleaded Aviation Fuels immediately & without delay? 
 
Time to shift taxpayer focus to long term investment in Municipal & Governmental Owned Public Access 
Regional Airports capable of supporting Commercial Aviation instead of DUPING Taxpayers into 
supporting Personal Hobby Sport Recreational Social Entertainment General Aviation (GA) “One-Size-Fits 
All” venues justified with Special Interest & Industry Lobbyist statistics, double-talk & gibberish. 
 
A good starting point would be to designate at least one regional level airport / development facility per 
each US County as a minimum. To receive ANY taxpayer dollars these locations should be responsible, 
accountable enforceable Local Municipal, County, State or Governmental owned Facility, and as many as 
possible that are FAA Towered to bolster Public confidence & acceptance. BTW: this is NOT a new idea 
at all. 
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) realized that 90 percent of the population 
live within a 30-minute drive of a regional airport, with only 60 percent in the same proximity to a Large 
Commercial Airport. More passengers might opt for air transport for mid-distance journeys of 50 to 500 
miles via Regulated Regional Commercial Grade Airports, an accessible and underused resource for any 
future air mobility needs. 
 
NASA Seeks to Increase Accessibility of Regional Air Travel (html) 04-23-2021 | National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA). America is home to more than 5,000 airports, yet just 30 of these airports 
serve more than 70% of all travelers. The majority of airports are underutilized due to air transportation 
services trending towards putting more people into larger aircraft on well-traveled routes. 
 
Regional Air Mobility (RAM) (html) (pdf) – Systems Analysis and Concepts Directorate (SACD) | National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Regional Air Mobility (RAM) will increase the safety, 
accessibility, and affordability of regional travel while building on the extensive and underutilized 
[governmentally owned and/or FAA Towered] Federal, State, and Local investment in our nation’s 
airports & infrastructure AKA National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS). 
 
SEE: what few would argue is a hopelessly antiquated National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems 
(NPIAS) | Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that focuses on a handful of ~30 mega airports 
complete with inadequate & outdated Air Traffic Control (ATC). The National Plan of Integrated Airport 
Systems (NPIAS) identifies nearly 3,310 existing and proposed airports that are included in the national 
airport system. The bloated unrealistic wasteful NPIAS contains all Commercial Service Airports, many 
true Reliever Airports, and selected Public-owned General Aviation (GA) airports. Order 5090.5, 
Formulation of the NPIAS-ACIP. Establishes guidelines for managing and maintaining two federal plans 
that are essential to airport development: the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) and 
the Airports Capital Improvement Plan (ACIP) AKA “Government Handouts”. SEE Evaluating the 
Formulation of the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) (pdf) November 2015, 
Formulation of the NPIAS and ACIP, Order 5090.5 (html) (pdf) September 3, 2019, Formulation of the 
NPIAS and ACIP Summary (pdf) August 2019. 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/langley/nasa-seeks-to-increase-accessibility-of-regional-air-travel?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nasa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://sacd.larc.nasa.gov/ram/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://sacd.larc.nasa.gov/sacd/wp-content/uploads/sites/167/2021/04/2021-04-20-RAM.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://sacd.larc.nasa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nasa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/npias?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/npias_acip_order?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/planning_capacity/npias/evaluating-formulation-npias.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/orders_notices/index.cfm/go/document.current/documentNumber/5090.5?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/Order-5090-5-NPIAS-ACIP.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/planning_capacity/npias_acip_order/Order-5090-5-Summary.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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BTW: 100% of the Continental US population is within 100km (62.1371 miles) of an international airport 
according to: Future of Aviation (html) International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 
 
What Are the Community of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) Including Owners, Pilots, Students, 
Instructors and Aviation Professionals Really Saying About Eliminating 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel 
Government, Special Interest and Industry Lobbyist Delays & Disinformation? 
 
[*4] AirVenture EAGLE Forum On Unleaded Avgas Drew A Large Crowd (html) 07-26-2022 – Avweb. A 
main driver to remove Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) from 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA avgas is an expected 
“Endangerment Finding” proposal from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) expected in October 
2022. A final finding is not expected until a year later 2023, based on past performance and urgency it 
could take five to eight years before the finding is acted upon — thus the 2030 projected deadline for 
FAA to Eliminate Aviation Gas Lead Emissions (EAGLE) program. SEE Subject Matter Expert (SME) 
comments:  
 

• The problem I see with the STC route is gaining the on airport infrastructure to support the sale 
of a new fuel. FBOs will not invest in the infrastructure until there is a crystal clear path and 
even then they may resist spending the money (ie. wait on a path to apply for a government 
grant that currently doesn’t exist). Because of this I think an STC for an alternative fuel is a 
bridge to no-where. 

• Unfortunately AvFuel is not very bright about helping people find G100UL. They could work for 
FAA. :-o) 

• Still not hearing WHY E0 mogas, whatever octane, cannot work. It only took auto industry a 
couple years to get rid of lead. It’s taken, so far, over 40 YEARS, and the FAA still has nothing but 
hype and hyperbole. 

• The hurdle is that fuel distributors don’t want to sell a third fuel. 

• FAA should immediately approve GAMI’s STC package or specify the safety reason for continuing 
to withhold approval. 

• I noticed that their goal is not to streamline processes or reduce prices. I would expect that from 
a 100 member government/industry collaboration. 

• The FAA and over 100 member alphabet groups team up against GAMI’s G100UL. Wow…, if 

G100UL is so bad at least one of these elite experts should be able to inform the public of why     

• Does anyone really believe that a 100 person committee will be able to agree on anything? Pure 
nonsense! 

• So what is the legal holdup to widespread use? 

• SEE: EPA to Evaluate Whether Lead Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft Endanger Human 
Health and Welfare (html) 01-12-2022 | US EPA plans to issue a proposal for public review and 
comment in 2022 and take final action in 2023. A Finalized EPA Endangerment Finding for 
Leaded Aviation Fuel will form the basis for regulatory control & phase-out of Leaded 100LL 
Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 

▪ SEE: Supporting Petitions and EPA Response Memorandums related to Lead Emissions from 
Aircraft (html) | US EPA. 

 
[*5] The Catch-22 of unleaded avgas (html)  05-10-2021 — General Aviation News. But lead can be a 
health hazard if it enters a person’s bloodstream. So why is it so widely used? The main answer is that 
lead, in most forms, will not enter the bloodstream, so is safe to use — if done properly. The interesting 
part is that no one really knows how the metals work. There were a lot of studies done to prove the 

https://www.icao.int/Meetings/FutureOfAviation/Pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.icao.int/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.avweb.com/aviation-news/airventure-eagle-forum-on-unleaded-avgas-drew-a-large-crowd/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.avweb.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.avfuel.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-evaluate-whether-lead-emissions-piston-engine-aircraft-endanger-human-health-and?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/petitions-and-epa-response-memorandums-related-lead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/2021/05/10/the-catch-22-of-unleaded-avgas/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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health hazard of leaded gasoline, but none proved any thing conclusive. As it turned out, all of the 
people who called for an unleaded fuel stayed away in droves. But science is based on data, not what 
sounds good.  So, what should we do based on the facts and data that we have? That answer is very 
simple: Nothing. Make no change at all. SEE Subject Matter Expert (SME) comments regarding 
Disinformation: 
 

• What kind of pseudo-scientific garbage is this? Does this “publication” even have a chief editor? 
If so, is that individual aware of being employed here? Permanently removed from my news 
feed. 

• Lead is incredibly dangerous as has been shown by numerous scientific studies. Please stop 
spreading misinformation. I’m also a GA enthusiast and a pilot, but I would never argue that 
lead is harmless. 

• Secondly, lead is quite toxic. Pregnant women are advised against eating fish due to lead in the 
fish from environmental contamination. Numerous studies have shown developmental 
problems in children from environmental lead contamination. I believe that there are significant 
proven risks to the use of lead in fuels. This is not a manufactured theory: it is real. 

• After reading this, I’m blocking General Aviation News from my feed. 
 
[*6] Getting the lead out of avgas will require a concerted effort among pilots, FAA, fuel providers, and 
more (html) 01-21-2021 — General Aviation News. A new congressionally mandated report from the 
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine states: “While efforts are underway to 
develop an unleaded aviation fuel that can be used by the entire gasoline-powered fleet, the uncertainty 
of success means that other steps also should be taken to begin reducing lead emissions and exposures.” 
SEE Subject Matter Expert (SME) comments: 
 

• It’s plain and simple MONEY! TEL works. TEL is CHEAP. Operators and pilots won’t change 
anything until they have to. The only way lead will go away is if the Feds simply outlaw it. Either 
ban it or ignore it. This cat and mouse game is embarrassing and childish. For the record I’m a 
GA pilot and aircraft owner. I’ve been listening to this BS for 30 years. It can be done. 

• It’s astounding that this neurotoxin is still allowed anywhere. If necessary, retire the 1/3 of the 
fleet which won’t run without the neurotoxic fuel. 

• 2/3 of all GA aircraft can use mogas. Mogas has no lead so why don’t they? First it is drummed 
into their heads that mogas is bad for the engines, nonsense. Secondly you have to buy a STC to 
use it in certified aircraft. Many won’t. Most airports do not carry mogas, so their thinking is if I 
only have the equipment for one it will be a fuel everyone can use. 

• So the short of it is 2/3 of general aviation is subsidizing the aircraft that can’t use current 
mogas. 

• The reality is that removal of lead from motor vehicle gasoline reduced lead in the air by 98 
percent between 1980 and 2014. That was the low hanging fruit. Eliminating the remaining lead 
sources in the environment in effect become a lower priority. 

• However once should keep in mind that the NAAQS threshold is somewhat arbitrary in the 
sense that it’s been shown that there’s no “safe” amount of lead below which it’s fine – in all 
cases the more lead the worse. So even though I fly planes that use 100LL I’ll still be happier 
when we get to a zero lead solution. 

• They do not mention that the soil located underneath a busy GA airport may become polluted 
as well. For most that may not be a biggie, but for a family with young kids that play in the yard? 

• It sounds to me that it’s nothing more than greed ! It always has and always will be. 

https://generalaviationnews.com/2021/01/21/getting-the-lead-out-of-avgas-will-require-a-concerted-effort-among-pilots-faa-fuel-providers-and-more/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://generalaviationnews.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/26050/options-for-reducing-lead-emissions-from-piston-engine-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• Availability is hindered by the political clout of the minority that uses the majority of the avgas. 

• I downloaded and read the “Consensus Study Report” (CSP) and was extremely disappointed by 
the lack of research used to present the state of AVGAS. A typical waste of money by 
government. The valuable information could have been condensed to about 20 pages. 

• I am guessing most don’t want to go to that level of trouble just to help the environment. 
 
Remember, There are NO General Aviation (GA) Silver Bullets, “Easy Buttons” or Panaceas 
 
Of course, simply eliminating Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) does NOT mean there are no remaining dangers or 
hurdles in deploying Proprietary Unleaded Chemical Compositions (PUCCs) that are NOT tested for ‘long 
term human exposure’ in the Health, Safety and Welfare (medical) sense especially amongst densely 
populated neighborhoods close to schools, there’s still much work to do to isolate any “Shiny New” 
lead-free panacea’s. What about THAT testing? Are ALL of these efforts about only protecting Flying 
Junk Piles (FJPs) and owners? 
 
And finally, what about the Cleanup, Remediation & Disposal of the existing General Aviation (GA) 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) contamination mess? Who is going to fund that? Yet another massive non-
taxpayer problem without a solution. Shouldn’t users of 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas pay for 
their past, present and continued usage? Any reasonable person might think so? 
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Further Reading 
 
Bioaccumulation of lead (Pb) and its effects on human: A Review (html) (pdf) August 2022  – 
ScienceDirect. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.hazadv.2022.100094. Journal of Hazardous Materials Advances, 
Volume 7, August 2022. Details the health effects in humans due to long-term exposure to lead. Lead 
poisoning affects most organs in both children and adults. Preventing exposure to lead is the primary 
therapy. Keeping in mind that once lead enters the body, it cannot be totally removed. 
 

• Toxic Fuel — Quartz.  06-16-2022 – A special report regarding Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation 
Fuel. 

• Do you live near enough to a small airport to have lead exposure? (html). Families need to know 
that living within 13 blocks of a small airport will likely result in an elevation of their child’s 
blood lead level. The searchable library of maps showing the areas surrounding 95 of the top 
lead-emitting airports in the US includes Michigan Oakland County International Airport (KPTK). 

• Leaded airplane fuel is poisoning a new generation of American children (html). Dr. Sammy 
Zahran turned to Michigan to analyze lead levels in 1 million children living around Michigan civil 
aviation airports. Not only did the levels of lead in children’s blood rise in proximity to airports, 
they tracked the monthly peaks and valleys of air traffic. It was as close a link to avgas and lead 
exposure as scientists had ever found! 

• Living with the risk of childhood lead exposure: A day in the life (html). 

• 50 years of research shows there is no safe level of childhood lead exposure (html). 

• Leaded Airplane Fuel Is Poisoning a new Generation of American Children (html) 07-16-2022 
| Pulitzer Center. 

 
Cardiovascular Mortality and Leaded Aviation Fuel [100LL AKA Avgas]: Evidence from Piston-Engine Air 
Traffic in North Carolina (html) (pdf) 04-22-2022| International Journal of Environmental Research and 
Public Health (IJERPH) Special Issue Effect of Air Pollution Exposure on Children and Elderly’s Health and 
Neurological Functions. Leaded fuel used by piston-engine aircraft is the largest source of airborne lead 
emissions in the United States. We found higher rates of cardiovascular mortality within a few 
kilometers downwind of single- and multi-runway airports. We also found significantly higher 
cardiovascular mortality rates within a few kilometers and downwind of single-runway airports in years 
with more piston-engine air traffic. These results suggest that (i) reducing lead emissions from aviation 
could yield health benefits for adults, and (ii) more refined data are needed to obtain more precise 
estimates of these benefits. 
 
Cardiovascular Mortality and Leaded Aviation Fuel: Evidence from Piston-Engine Air Traffic in North 
Carolina (html) (pdf) 05-13-2022 – PubMed Central (PMC) | National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) | National Library of Medicine (NLM) | National Institute of Health (NIH) | U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) | USA.gov. Similar articles in PubMed (html). 
 
Identifying sensitive windows of airborne lead exposure associated with behavioral outcomes at age 12 
(html) April 2021 |. Environmental Epidemiology. Official Journal of the International Society for 
Environmental Epidemiology (ISEEPI). Exposure to very low concentrations of airborne lead during 
childhood is associated with poor behavioral outcomes. Sensitive windows of exposure to airborne lead 
are identified in mid- and late childhood for increased anxiety and atypicality scores and sensitive 
windows for increased aggression and attention problems immediately following birth. Observed 
associations between exposure to airborne lead concentrations and poor behavioral outcomes at 
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https://qz.com/se/avgas/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2158594/do-you-live-near-enough-to-a-small-airport-to-have-lead-exposure/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.oakgov.com/aviation/airports/ocia/Pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2173461/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/691686?journalCode=jaere&&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/691686?journalCode=jaere&&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2174558/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://qz.com/2174870/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/stories/leaded-airplane-fuel-poisoning-new-generation-american-children?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pulitzercenter.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/19/10/5941?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/19/10/5941/pdf?version=1652680877&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph/special_issues/pollution_cognitive?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph/special_issues/pollution_cognitive?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9140422/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9140422/pdf/ijerph-19-05941.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?linkname=pubmed_pubmed&from_uid=35627477&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://journals.lww.com/environepidem/Fulltext/2021/04000/Identifying_sensitive_windows_of_airborne_lead.8.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://journals.lww.com/environepidem/pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.iseepi.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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concentrations 10 times lower than the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) (Wikipedia) 
(NAAQS Table) set by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The increased vulnerability to 
ambient airborne lead exposure and behavioral problems in 12-year-old youth whose exposure to 
airborne lead NEVER exceeded the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard. 
 
Electron microscopic characterization of exhaust particles containing lead Dibromide beads expelled 
from aircraft burning leaded gasoline (html) (pdf) September 2020. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apr.2020.05.026 – ScienceDirect. Jack D.Griffith, Lineberger Comprehensive 
Cancer Center (html), Departments of Microbiology and Immunology (html) (html), and Biochemistry 
and Biophysics (html), School of Medicine (html) University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), 
Chapel Hill, NC, 27955, USA. Lead dibromide particles from aircraft exhaust are much smaller than from 
motor vehicle exhaust. Lead dibromide particles from aircraft exhaust may be highly toxic to the lungs. 
Of significant concern, the smaller aircraft particles could penetrate mucosal barriers in the lung and be 
readily taken up by epithelial cells. NOTE: SEE EPA PM2.5 comparison (image). 
 
Crime of the Century: The Lead Pandemic (html) 10-25-2018 - Little Things Matter. Research has found 
that lead accounts for about 185,000 deaths every year, making lead the leading cause of fatal heart 
attacks in the United States. Lead toxicity affects people over their entire life. Children who have higher 
lead exposure never reach the same peak ability as children with lower exposure. Even after Tetraethyl 
Lead (TEL) was declared a known toxin it continues to be added to 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA 
Avgas. Children’s exposures to lead are reflected roughly 21 years later in life. 
 
Little Things Matter: The Impact of Toxins on the Developing Brain (html) 7:01m – YouTube. We’ve been 
studying the impact of toxins on children for the past 30 years and reached the inescapable conclusion: 
little things matter. NOTE: “Distribution of IQ Scores in Lead Exposed Children” at 4:43m that correlates 
to the alarming 47% increase of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD) in Plymouth Canton Community School System (PCCS) students (html) 07-17-2019. SEE 
report: The Impact of Toxins on the Developing Brain (html) (pdf) March 2015, Dr. Bruce P. Lanphear | 
Annual Review of Public Health. 
 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Details: Strategy to Reduce Lead Exposures and Disparities in 
U.S. Communities Related to EPA “Endangerment Finding” 
 
16 organizations and 146 individual signatories from across the US sent urgent email 05-23-2022 to EPA 
Michael Regan (pdf) in support of both an “Endangerment Finding” for leaded aviation gasoline (Avgas) 
AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel, as well as a complete ban on Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel. 
The request asked the EPA to expedite the elimination of 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel AKA Avgas at the 
earliest possible opportunity to protect vulnerable populations from continued harm. 
 
Some background: In a March 21, 2022 letter to EPA  Administrator, Michael Regan (pdf), the local and 
regional governments listed below announced their support for the petition urging the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "to make a long-overdue endangerment finding for leaded 
aviation gasoline ('avgas')." They are joining with 57 organizations and 146 medical professionals, 
professors, advocates, and other individuals who endorsed the October 12, 2021 updated petition (pdf) 
(pdf). The initial August 24, 2021 filing (pdf) included Alaska Community Action on Toxics (ACAT), Center 
for Environmental Health (CEH) (html), Friends of the Earth (FoE), Montgomery-Gibbs Environmental 
Coalition (home) San Diego California, and Oregon Aviation Watch (home) Washington County Oregon.  
 

https://www.epa.gov/naaqs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Ambient_Air_Quality_Standards?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/criteria-air-pollutants/naaqs-table?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1309104220301331?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1309104220301331/pdfft?md5=33ae2b76fa74b129d83b6beb0bb0087a&pid=1-s2.0-S1309104220301331-main.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apr.2020.05.026?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://unclineberger.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.med.unc.edu/microimm/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://catalog.unc.edu/undergraduate/departments/microbiology-immunology/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.med.unc.edu/biochem/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.med.unc.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unc.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-09/pm2.5_scale_graphic-color_2.jpg?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!
http://littlethingsmatter.ca/2018/10/25/crime-of-the-century/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6KoMAbz1Bw&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=asd&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?q=adhd&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hometownlife.com/story/news/2019/07/16/increase-autistic-students-creates-challenges-school-districts/1490091001/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev-publhealth-031912-114413?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-publhealth-031912-114413?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://oregonaviationwatch.org/docs/AvgasBanSupportLetter-23-May-2022.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sfcityattorney.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022-03-21-Section-231-Rulemaking-Public-Agency-Letter-of-Support.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/2021.10.12_leadedavgas_signonletter.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-01/aviation-leaded-avgas-petition-exhibits-final-2021-10-12.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/2021.08.23_-_leaded_avgas_petition_final_with_exhibits.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.akaction.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ceh.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ceh.org/?s=aviation+lead&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://foe.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mgecsd.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.oregonaviationwatch.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Per the letter, "We write to urge the EPA to make an affirmative finding on the announced timelines 
that leaded avgas contributes to air pollution that endangers public health and welfare, and to swiftly 
issue emissions standards that will eliminate this last remaining leaded transportation fuel. Daily 
exposure to lead from avgas causes severe and avoidable harm to vulnerable communities across this 
nation, and eliminating it should be treated as an environmental justice priority of this federal 
Administration." The signatories include: 
 

• Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) 

• County and City of San Francisco (home). 

• City of Oakland (home). 

• City of Santa Monica (home). 

• County of Santa Clara (home). Reid-Hillview Airport Airborne Lead Study (html) - Office of 
Communications and Public Affairs - County of Santa Clara. SEE: Pilot Response to EPA re 
Aviation Lead Study at Reid Hillview Airport (pdf) 02-28-2022. Questionable pseudo-science that 
sounds good to some that for unknown reason(s) want to ‘protect’ Avgas AKA 100LL Leaded 
Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) over the Health, Safety & Welfare of human beings. 

• Dane County Towns Association – Advocate for town government in Dane County (home), 
Wisconsin. Request for Dane County Towns Association (DCTA) Letter of Support for Petition to 
the EPA regarding Leaded Aviation Gas (pdf). 

• Town of Middleton (home), Wisconsin. City of Middleton (home) Municipal Airport - Morey 
Field (C29) Updates (html). 

 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Draft Strategy to Reduce Lead Exposures and Disparities in 
U.S. Communities 
 
Draft Strategy to Reduce Lead Exposures and Disparities in U.S. Communities (html) (pdf) October 28, 
2021 | US EPA. The EPA sought input from communities affected by lead contamination through virtual 
workshops nationwide. The public comment period closed on March 16, 2022. 
 
Strategy to Reduce Lead Exposures and Disparities in U.S. Communities (html) Docket EPA-HQ-OLEM-
2021-0762, Posted by the Environmental Protection Agency on Oct 28, 2021 | Regulations.gov. The 
number of public comments received was 51,945. 
 
Comment submitted by Office of the Attorney General of the State of New York et al. The Attorneys 
General of New York, California, the District of Columbia, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Michigan (AG) (html) 03-21-2022, Minnesota, New Mexico, 
North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont and Wisconsin submit the attached comments to on 
EPA’s Draft Strategy to Reduce Lead Exposures and Disparities in U.S. Communities (html) (pdf) 03-16-
2022. NOTE: Lead in Air: The Lead Strategy does not adequately address leaded aviation gasoline (avgas) 
AKA 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel. 
 
Comment submitted by Earthjustice et al (html) 03-18-2022 (pdf) 03-16-2022. It is long past time to 
finally end lead exposure to prevent the irreversible harms it causes. These comments are submitted by 
126 groups and 53 individuals on EPA's Draft Lead Strategy. 23,771 members of the public submitted 
personalized comments. EPA has a major opportunity to transform federal environmental protections 
from lead exposure as a result of statutory deadlines, court orders, settlement agreements, and 
voluntary commitments that require it to adopt numerous rules related to lead over the next several 

https://www.baaqmd.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://sf.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.oaklandca.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.santamonica.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://home.sccgov.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://news.sccgov.org/newsroom/reid-hillview-airport-airborne-lead-study?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://download.aopa.org/advocacy/2022/Response_to_EPA_regarding_Lead_Final20220228.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://danecotowns.net/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://danecotowns.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Leaded-Aviation-Gas.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://town.middleton.wi.us/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://cityofmiddleton.us/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://cityofmiddleton.us/93/Airport?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://middletonwi.govoffice3.com/airport?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/lead/draft-strategy-reduce-lead-exposures-and-disparities-us-communities?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-11/updated-public-comment-draft-lead-strategy-11-16-2021.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0001?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/docket/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/docket/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/ag?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.michigan.gov/ag/news/press-releases/2022/03/21/ag-nessel-calls-on-epa-to-strengthen-protections-against-childhood-lead-poisoning?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0083?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0083/attachment_1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0086?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0086/attachment_1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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years. In accord with this Administration’s environmental justice commitments, EPA should commit to 
specific and swift revisions to existing policies, considering cumulative exposures to lead across all 
routes and pathways. Earth Justice made the final set of comments submitted to EPA available (pdf). 
SEE: Groups Ask EPA to Regulate Lead Pollution Around Nation’s Airports (html) 08-24-2022. 
 
Comment submitted by County of Santa Clara (html) (pdf) 03-24-2022. Ongoing Exposures to Lead from 
Avgas Should be Treated as a Public Health and Environmental Justice Crisis. EPA must move swiftly to 
eliminate use of leaded aviation fuel [AKA Avgas or 100LL] nationwide under Section 231 of the Clean Air 
Act. EPA Should Use its Stated “Whole of Government Approach” to Mitigate Impacts on Lead Emission 
While Regulatory Action is Pending.  
 
Comment submitted by Oregon Aviation Watch (home) Miki Barnes (html) (pdf) 03-16-2022 |. Airports 
Servicing Piston-Engine Aircraft Serve a Miniscule Minority. NAAQS Levels for Lead Fail to Protect Public. 
Inadequate Blood Lead Level Testing standards & efforts. 
 
National Academies: Lead emissions from small aircraft can be reduced, benefiting public health and 
Options for Reducing Lead Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft 
 
Lead emissions from small aircraft can be reduced, benefiting public health (html) 2021 | National 
Academies. 
 
Options for Reducing Lead Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft (html) 2021 |The National Academies 
Press (NAP). Smaller lead beads would rapidly transit the lung defenses and gain access to the epithelial 
cells. Such particles have the potential of rapidly penetrating the lung defenses. In addition, in the nasal 
passage, such small particles could gain direct access to the brain. Based on grams of lead emitted into 
the air for the particle size range considered by Griffith (2020) (html) (pdf), there may be 5 to 10 times 
more single lead-containing particles from Piston Engine Aircraft (PEA) using 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel 
AKA Avgas than from legacy [automobile] motor-vehicle emissions. NOTE: SEE EPA PM2.5 comparison 
(image). 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
[*8] Appendix - Input Provided to the National Academies of Science Project: Lead Emissions from 
Piston-Powered General Aviation Aircraft TRB-CAAS-18-03: September 14, 2020 
 
The https://close1d2.org Team Provided Input to the National Academies of Science (NAS) Project: Lead 
Emissions from Piston-Powered General Aviation Aircraft TRB-CAAS-18-03 (html) September 14, 2020 
v5.1. 
 
NOTE: in September 2020 the EPA system was in BETA testing transition, some of the URLs are no longer 
valid and are in the process of being updated. New information for 2020 forward also needs to be 
added. However, there are many useful URLs that are of value referencing the distinct, disappointing 
and shocking lack of ANY progress over the last 50 years, literally a “Half Century” of wasted time & 
taxpayer money, and most importantly continued Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) damage to millions of people. 
Very sad results based on the number of resources that have been applied and are currently still being 
applied to the 100LL Leaded Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) epidemic in 2022! 
 

**** The pages of the NAS PDF input have been concatenated here as reference **** 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

https://earthjustice.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/comments_submitted_to_epa_public_comment_draft_of_the_epa_strategy_to_docket_epa-hq-olem-2021-0762__0.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2021/groups-ask-epa-to-regulate-lead-pollution-around-nations-airports?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0323?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0323/attachment_1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.oregonaviationwatch.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0061?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OLEM-2021-0762-0061/attachment_1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/blog/lead-emissions-from-small-aircraft-can-be-reduced-benefiting-public-health?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/26050/options-for-reducing-lead-emissions-from-piston-engine-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!!
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1309104220301331?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1309104220301331/pdfft?md5=33ae2b76fa74b129d83b6beb0bb0087a&pid=1-s2.0-S1309104220301331-main.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-09/pm2.5_scale_graphic-color_2.jpg?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning!!
https://close1d2.org/
http://www.nasonline.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/lead-emissions-from-piston-powered-general-aviation-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Subject: Updated References from the https://close1d2.org Team re Leaded 
Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) and Ethylene Dibromide (EDB), Monday 
September 14, 2020 v5. Latest version of this document (html). 
 
With Reference to Project: Lead Emissions from Piston-Powered General 
Aviation Aircraft TRB-CAAS-18-03. Project: (html). Our Work: (html) | Projects 
(html). 
 
National Academies Public Access Records Office (PARO) Dropbox: TRB-
CAAS-18-03 (html). 
 

• National Academies (NA) [Wikipedia] 

• National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
o Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), official 

journal of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
o Organization of the National Research Council (NRC) (html) 
o Articles of Organization of the National Research Council (NRC) 

(html) 
o The Research Council's Permanent Status and the Academy's New 

Home - The National Academy of Sciences (html) (pdf) - NCBI 
Bookshelf (html). Chapter: 9 The Research Council's Permanent 
Status and the Academy's New Home (html) 

• National Academy of Engineering (NAE) 

• National Academy of Medicine (NAM) 

• National Academies Press (NAP) 
o Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Featured Reports 

& Resources from ACRP (html) 

• Transportation Research Board (TRB) - TRB.org 
o Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) 
o All Projects (html) | ACRP 
o Airport (ACRP) | Publications (html) 
o Webinars (html) 
o Webinars about Aviation (html) 

• TRB Webinar: Reducing the Impact of Lead Emissions at Airports April 25, 
2017 (html) (vimeo) (pdf). ACRP Report 162: Guidebook for Assessing 
Airport Lead Impacts. The guidebook also provides a history of lead in 
aviation gasoline and EPA regulations. The strategies examine how the 
impact from lead emissions may be minimized. The report includes 
a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) document about aviation and lead, 
and the Contractor’s Final Report (docx). DOI: 10.17226/23625  

• International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
o Environmental Protection (html) 
o 2019 Environmental Report - Aviation and Environment (html) (pdf). 

 
 
 

https://close1d2.org/
https://close1d2.org/epa-aircraft-lead/
https://www8.nationalacademies.org/pa/projectview.aspx?key=51647&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/lead-emissions-from-piston-powered-general-aviation-aircraft?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www8.nationalacademies.org/pa/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/about/institutional-policies-and-procedures/project-comments-and-information?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0f6m1a2f5qqtqbk/AABIbxyvc_0GRTD9s5Zufpsja?dl=0&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Academies_of_Sciences,_Engineering,_and_Medicine?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nasonline.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pnas.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nasonline.org/about-nas/history/archives/milestones-in-NAS-history/organization-of-the-nrc.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/about/institutional-policies-and-procedures/articles-of-organization?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK217883/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/nap579/pdf/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/read/579/chapter/10?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nae.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nam.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/author/ACRP/transportation-research-board/airport-cooperative-research-program?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/transportation-research-board?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://trb.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.trb.org/ACRP/ACRP.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.trb.org/ACRP/ACRPProjects.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.trb.org/Publications/PubsACRPPublications.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://webinar.mytrb.org/Webinars?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.trb.org/Aviation1/ElectronicSessions.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.trb.org/Aviation1/Blurbs/175821.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://vimeo.com/214914600?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/webinars/170425.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/174934.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/acrp/acrp_rpt_162FAQ.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/acrp/acrp_rpt_162.docx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://dx.doi.org/10.17226/23625?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.icao.int/Pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/envrep2019.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Documents/ICAO-ENV-Report2019-F1-WEB%20(1).pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
PubChem (html) | National Library of Medicine (NLM), National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL). 
Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) 1,2-Dibromoethane. 
Ethylene Dichloride (EDC) 1,2-Dichloroethane. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) 
 
Toxicological Profile: Lead, CAS: 7439-92-1, August 2020 (html) (pdf). Updates 
for organic lead, e.g. Tetraethyl Lead (TEL), CAS: 78-00-2, absorption via 
inhalation exposure, oral exposure, dermal exposure, metabolism, etc. 
 
Toxicological Profile: 1,2-Dibromoethane (Ethylene Dibromide EDB) CAS: 106-
93-4, 09-2018  (html) (pdf) (pdf) (July 1992 pdf). 
 
Toxicological Profile: 1,2-Dichloroethane (Ethylene Dichloride EDC) CAS: 107-
06-2, 09-2001 (html) (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) | Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) | Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health 
(IDLH). 
 
Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) Value Profile: Ethylene 
Dibromide (EDB) (CAS: 106-93-4) July 2020 (html) (pdf). 
DOI: 10.26616/NIOSHPUB2020125. 
 
Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) Concentrations: Tetraethyl lead 
(TEL) (as Pb) (CAS:  78–00–2) May 1994 (html). 
 
Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health Concentrations (IDLH): 1,1-
Dichloroethane (Ethylene Dichloride EDC) (CAS: 107-06-2) May 1994 (html). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Tetraethyllead (Tetraethyl Lead TEL) (html) – Wikipedia. 
1,2-Dibromoethane (Ethylene Dibromide EDB) (html) – Wikipedia. 
1,2-Dichloroethane (Ethylene Dichloride EDC) (html) – Wikipedia. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
 

• US EPA 

• Lead (Pb) Air Pollution (html) 
o Basic Information about Lead Air Pollution (html) 

• Airport Lead Monitoring and Modeling | Regulations for Emissions from 
Vehicles and Engines (html) 

• National Service Center for Environmental Publications (html) 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Tetraethyllead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/1_2-Dibromoethane?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/1_2-Dichloroethane?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/tp.asp?id=96&tid=22&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/tp13.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/ToxProfiles/tp.asp?id=726&tid=131&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/ToxProfiles/tp37.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/roc/content/profiles/dibromoethane.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/htdocs/chem_background/exsumpdf/dibromoethane_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/tp.asp?id=592&tid=110&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/tp38.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/index.htm?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/idlh/default.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2020-125/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2020-125/pdfs/2020-125.pdf?id=10.26616/NIOSHPUB2020125&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.26616/NIOSHPUB2020125?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/idlh/78002.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/idlh/75343.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetraethyllead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1,2-Dibromoethane?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1,2-Dichloroethane?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/lead-air-pollution?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/lead-air-pollution/basic-information-about-lead-air-pollution?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/airport-lead-monitoring-and-modeling?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/nscep?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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o Simple Search (html) 
o Advanced Search (html) 
o Fields Search (html) 
o Browse Publications (html) 

• Fuels Registration, Reporting, and Compliance Help (html) 
o Registered Fuels & Fuel Additives Under 40 CFR Part 79 (html) 
o Alphabetical List of Registered Gasoline and Diesel Additives (html) 
o List of Registered Gasoline Additives (html) 

 
For access to the rulemaking docket containing documents relevant to the EPA’s 
evaluation & proposed finding on the question of endangerment visit either: 
 

• regulations.gov and enter EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294 

• regulations.gov Legacy EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294 (html) 

• regulations.gov Beta EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294 (Beta html) 
 
NOTE: NEW regulations.gov is in ‘Beta test’, URLs may change in the future. 
 
Sunday 09-13-2020: “Regulations.gov will start redirecting users to the Beta 
at https://beta.regulations.gov on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays for 24 
hours starting at 8am ET. Please note that all comments that are submitted 
through the Beta, both during the redirect and regular operations are provided to 
agencies.” 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Two Current Ambient Air Quality Standards for Lead 
 

Current Ambient Air Quality Standards for Lead 

 30-Day Average Rolling 3-Month 

Average   

National Ambient Air Quality Standard None 0.15 µg/m3 

California Ambient Air Quality Standard 1.5 µg/m3 None 

 
Some experts suggested revising average limits as low as 0.025 µg/m3 in 2007, 
this is even more urgent based on contemporary knowledge of Tetraethyl Lead 
(TEL) poisoning of vulnerable populations. 
 
Decision on Lead Emissions Weighs Heavily on EPA 05-18-2007 (html) | Science 
| American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
 
Lead & Health (html) | California Air Resources Board (ARB). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Intellectual Property (IP) Search 
 

• Google Patents (html) 
o unleaded aviation gasoline    (html) (csv). About 654 results. 
o "unleaded aviation gasoline"  (html) (csv). About 114 results. 

https://nepis.epa.gov/Simple.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Advanced.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Fields.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/EPA/html/pubindex.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/fuels-registration-reporting-and-compliance-help?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/fuels-registration-reporting-and-compliance-help/registered-fuels-fuel-additives-under-40-cfr-part?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www3.epa.gov/otaq/fuels1/ffars/web-addt.htm?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www3.epa.gov/otaq/fuels1/ffars/web-gas.htm?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.regulations.gov/searchResults?rpp=25&po=0&s=EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294&fp=true&ns=true&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://beta.regulations.gov/search?filter=EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&source=hp&ei=jdFcX4XMCsqMtgW0zKrABA&q=beta+test&oq=beta+test&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIFCAAQsQMyBQgAELEDMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIADIFCAAQsQMyAgguMgIIADICCAA6DgguELEDEMcBEKMCEJMCOgsILhCxAxDHARCjAjoICC4QsQMQgwE6CAguEMcBEKMCOgUILhCxAzoLCC4QxwEQowIQkwI6BAguEAo6BAgAEApQ1hBYtxxgvR9oAHAAeACAAV6IAasFkgEBOZgBAKABAaoBB2d3cy13aXo&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwjFxoHk4OPrAhVKhq0KHTSmCkgQ4dUDCAw&uact=5&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://beta.regulations.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/316/5827/973.2.abstract?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://science.sciencemag.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aaas.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/lead-and-health?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.google.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.google.com/?q=unleaded+aviation+gasoline&oq=unleaded+aviation+gasoline&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.google.com/xhr/query?url=q%3Dunleaded%2Baviation%2Bgasoline%26oq%3Dunleaded%2Baviation%2Bgasoline&exp=&download=true&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.google.com/?q=%22unleaded+aviation+gasoline%22&oq=%22unleaded+aviation+gasoline%22&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.google.com/xhr/query?url=q%3D%22unleaded%2Baviation%2Bgasoline%22%26oq%3D%22unleaded%2Baviation%2Bgasoline%22&exp=&download=true&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) 
o Search for patents (html) 

• World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). International and National 
Patent Collections. 

o WIPO – Simple Search (html) 
o WIPO – Advanced Search (html) 

• Justia Patents Search (html) 
o Search Patents – unleaded aviation fuel (html) 
o Search Patents – “unleaded aviation fuel” (html) 

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

• U.S. Government Publishing Office (GPO) 
o govinfo (html) 

• Electronic Code of Federal Regulations (eCFR) 
o Title 40: Protection of Environment (html) 
o PART 80—Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives (html) 

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aviation Fuels Technical Review (pdf). See chapters 7 thru 12  for overview info 
re Aviation Gasoline and Aircraft piston engines | Chevron Aviation Fuels (html) 
— Chevron.com 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Avgas (html) – Wikipedia 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
  

https://www.uspto.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.uspto.gov/patents-application-process/search-patents?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.wipo.int/portal/en/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/search.jsf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/advancedSearch.jsf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.justia.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.justia.com/search?q=unleaded+aviation+fuel&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://patents.justia.com/search?q=%22unleaded+aviation+fuel%22&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gpo.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.govinfo.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ecfr.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?gp=&SID=9b8a84618d1723bf95a4beb85414434b&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title40/40tab_02.tpl&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=315e9b5a8ae1c6e8d47ca31d11f8827b&mc=true&node=pt40.17.80&rgn=div5&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.chevron.com/-/media/chevron/operations/documents/aviation-tech-review.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.chevron.com/operations/products-services/aviation?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.chevron.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avgas?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;2020s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is evaluating the impact of lead 
emissions from aircraft using leaded aviation gasoline in order to make a 
determination regarding whether aircraft lead emissions cause or contribute to air 
pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or 
welfare. 
 
The EPA currently intends to issue a proposed finding on the question of 
endangerment in 2017. This proposed finding will then undergo public notice and 
comment. After evaluating comments on the proposal, EPA plans to issue a final 
determination in 2018 (html) (still delayed as of September 2020). 
 
Fact Sheet: Technical Update for Reports on the Impact of Lead Emissions from 
Piston-Engine Aircraft on Air Quality Near U.S. Airports (pdf) (4 pp, 140 K, 
February 2020, EPA-420-F-20-008). 
 

• Model-extrapolated Estimates of Airborne Lead Concentrations at U.S. 
Airports (pdf) (144 pp, 4.1 MB, February 2020, EPA-420-R-20-003). This 
report provides estimated ranges of lead concentrations at and near 
airports where leaded aviation gas is used.  

o EPA Response to External Peer Review Comments on the EPA 
Report: Model-extrapolated Estimates of Airborne Lead 
Concentrations at U.S. Airports (pdf) (67 pp, 1.4 MB, February 
2020, EPA-420-R-20-004) 

 
• National Analysis of the Populations Residing Near or Attending School 

Near U.S. Airports (pdf) (28 pp, 1 MB, February 2020, EPA-420-R-20-
001). This report provides a national-scale analysis of the number of 
people who live or attend school within 500 meters (one half kilometer) of 
airport runways in the U.S.  

o EPA Response to External Peer Review Comments on the EPA 
Report: National Analysis of the Populations Residing Near or 
Attending School Near U.S. Airports (pdf) (135 pp, 2.7 MB, 
February 2020, EPA-420-R-20-002) 

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Leaded Aviation Fuel May Present Long-Term Effects on Campus Life from the 
Adjacent Albert Whitted Airport, 08-25-2020 (html) (pdf) | ChemRxiv (html). 
AirNav: KSPG - Albert Whitted Airport (html). Albert Whitted Airport (html) – 
Wikipedia. Albert Whitted Airport (html) - St. Petersburg. University of South 
Florida, St Petersberg. City of St Petersburg: Albert Whitted Airport (html) - 
Google Maps.  
 
Medical & University Facilities dangerous distance’s from KSPG airport: 
 

• University of South Florida, St. Petersburg - 100 m 

https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/advance-notice-proposed-rulemaking-and-related-materials?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100YG46.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100YG52.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100YIWD.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100YG4A.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100YISM.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://chemrxiv.org/articles/preprint/Leaded_Aviation_Fuel_May_Present_Long-Term_Effects_on_Campus_Life_from_the_Adjacent_Albert_Whitted_Airport/12824741?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://chemrxiv.org/ndownloader/articles/12824741/versions/1/export_pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://chemrxiv.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://chemrxiv.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.airnav.com/airport/KSPG?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Whitted_Airport?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.stpete.org/visiting_the_city/airport/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/maps/place/City+of+St+Petersburg:+Albert+Whitted+Airport/@27.7638574,-82.6346502,1771m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x88c2e190b146c28f:0xe0880afd08de68cf!8m2!3d27.7641043!4d-82.6285728?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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• Johns Hopkins All Children's Hospital - 575 m 

• Johns Hopkins All Children's Child Development and Rehabilitation Center - 
655 m 

• Ronald McDonald House - 530 m 

• All Children's Hospital Outpatient Care Center - 629 m 

• Bayfront Health St. Petersburg - 779 m 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Lead emissions from the use of leaded avgas in Turkey 08-06-2020 (html) | 
Aircraft Engineering and Aerospace Technology (html) | Emerald Insight (html). 
DOI: 10.1108/AEAT-05-2020-0108 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Review of DoD’s Proposed Occupational Exposure Limits for Lead 2020 DELS-
BEST-18-05. Project: (html). Our Work: (html). | Projects (html) | NAS | NAP. 
Consensus Study Report. 
 
Introduction - Review of the Department of Defense Biokinetic Modeling 
Approach in Support of Establishing an Airborne Lead Exposure Limit (html) (pdf) 
| NCBI Bookshelf (html), National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI), U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Measuring Quality of Life in Communities Surrounding Airports 2020 (html) NAP. 
ACRP Research Report 221. 
 
Guidance for Using the Interactive Tool for Understanding NEPA at General 
Aviation Airports 2020 (html) | NAP. ACRP Research Report 211. 
 
Airport Environmental Research Roadmap Narrative Report 2020 (html) | NAP. 
Web Only Document 45. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;2010s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Progress Report on the Federal Action Plan to Reduce Childhood Lead 
Exposures and Associated Health Impacts, EPA October 2019 (pdf) (48 pp, 20 
MB) 
 
Implementation Status Report for EPA Actions under the December 2018 
Federal Action Plan to Reduce Childhood Lead Exposures and Associated 
Health Impacts (pdf) (32 pp, 8 MB, April 2019, EPA 100-R-19-003) 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Airport Management Guide for Providing Aircraft Fueling Services 2019 (html) | 
NAP. ACRP Research Report 192. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
The concurrent decline of soil lead and children’s blood lead in New Orleans 
(html) (pdf). PNAS October 29, 2019 116 (44) 22058-22064; first published 
October 14, 2019 | PNAS. Author comment: other researchers, however, have 
indicated that Pb contamination of soil from TEL [Tetraethyl Lead] is at least as 

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/AEAT-05-2020-0108/full/html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.emerald.com/insight/publication/issn/0002-2667?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.emerald.com/insight?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1108/AEAT-05-2020-0108?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www8.nationalacademies.org/pa/projectview.aspx?key=dels-best-18-05&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/review-of-dods-proposed-occupational-exposure-limits-for-lead?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www8.nationalacademies.org/pa/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.nationalacademies.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK556467/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/nap25683/pdf/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25918/measuring-quality-of-life-in-communities-surrounding-airports?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25735/guidance-for-using-the-interactive-tool-for-understanding-nepa-at-general-aviation-airports?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25732/airport-environmental-research-roadmap-narrative-report?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2019-10/documents/lead_action_plan_booklet_v8_004.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2019-04/documents/leadimplementationbooklet_april2019.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25400/airport-management-guide-for-providing-aircraft-fueling-services?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pnas.org/content/116/44/22058?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/116/44/22058.full.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pnas.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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important, if not more so, than lead-based paint as a source of children’s Pb 
exposure. 
DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1906092116 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Recent Increases in Air Pollution: Evidence and Implications for Mortality (html) 
Karen Clay & Nicholas Muller, NBER Working Paper, October 2019. Air quality 
has worsened since 2016, associated with more premature deaths in U.S. The 
health implications of this increase in PM2.5 between 2016 and 2018 are 
significant. The increase was associated with 9,700 additional premature deaths 
in 2018. At conventional valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 
billion. 
 
Air quality has worsened since 2016, associated with more premature deaths in 
U.S. (html) (pdf) 11-27-2019 | Phys.org. Decreases in enforcement of the Clean 
Air Act: Enforcement of this law may influence compliance by firms, and the 
study found that the most frequent type of enforcement of the Clean Air Act fell 
from 2009 to 2016 and continued to fall from 2016 to 2018. 
 
Rethinking the Value of Life: A Critical Appraisal of the Value of a Statistical Life 
(html) (pdf) January 2020 | Center for Growth and Opportunity (html) at Utah 
State University (html). Given that current estimates of the Value of a Statistical 
Life (VSL) used in regulatory impact analysis are in the range of $10 million 
dollars, and that these values are attached to the lives of the elderly, it seems 
likely that the EPA’s benefits estimates are off.  Therefore, it’s worth considering 
how alternative metrics might change policy conclusions. This change alone 
would likely wipe out most of the benefits of EPA air regulations. 
 
The Young, the Old, and the Economists: Rethinking How Agencies Account for 
Age in Cost-Benefit Analysis (html) (pdf) 2015 Yale Journal of Health Policy, 
Law, and Ethics (html) Volume 14 Issue 2 Article 3 | Yale Law School (html). 
 
It might be time to re-examine EPA formulas for calculating the Value of a 
Statistical Life (VSL) and how this realistically relates to Health, Safety and 
Welfare of actual human lives, especially with respect to pregnant women, 
babies and school children. 
 
For more details re EPA formulas see: Mortality Risk Valuation (html) | 
Environmental Economics (html) | US EPA. 
 
A Critical Assessment of the EPA’s Air Program at Fifty and a Suggestion for 
How It Might Do Even Better 2020, E. Donald Elliott. Case Western Reserve Law 
Review (html) | Vol 70 | Issue 4 (html) | Article 6 (html) (pdf) | Case Western 
Reserve University School of Law (html) | Case Western Reserve University 
(html). 
 

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1906092116?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nber.org/papers/w26381?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/news/2019-11-air-quality-worsened-premature-deaths.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/pdf494066725.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://phys.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thecgo.org/research/rethinking-the-value-of-life/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thecgo.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/policy-paper-2020.002.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thecgo.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.usu.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjhple/vol14/iss2/3/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1222&context=yjhple&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjhple/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://law.yale.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/environmental-economics/mortality-risk-valuation?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/environmental-economics?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/caselrev/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/caselrev/vol70/iss4/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/caselrev/vol70/iss4/6/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4876&context=caselrev&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://case.edu/law/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://case.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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U.S. GAO - Environmental Regulation: EPA Should Improve Adherence to 
Guidance for Selected Elements of Regulatory Impact Analyses (RIA) (html) (pdf) 
(highlights pdf). GAO-14-519: Published: Jul 18, 2014. Publicly Released: Aug 
11, 2014. First, EPA did not monetize certain benefits and costs related to the 
primary purposes or key impacts of the rules GAO reviewed, such as reducing 
hazardous air pollutants and water quality effects. EPA officials said resource 
and data limitations constrained the agency's ability to monetize these effects. 
OMB guidance acknowledges that monetizing effects is not always possible.  
 
However, without doing so, the public may face challenges understanding the 
trade-offs associated with regulatory alternatives. Second, EPA estimated effects 
of its regulations on employment, in part, using a study that, according to EPA 
officials, represented the best reasonably obtainable data when they conducted 
their analyses. However, the study was based on data that were more than 20 
years old and may not have represented the regulated entities addressed in the 
RIAs. NOTE: as of March 2020 the GAO is keeping two Recommendations in 
OPEN status: 
 

• #1 As of March 2020, GAO is keeping this recommendation open to ensure 
the transparency and clarity of information presented for selected 
elements in and across EPA's Regulatory Impact Analyses (RIA)s. 

• #4 As of March 2020, GAO is keeping this recommendation open until it is 
clearer how EPA is using the Science Advisory Board's (SAB) work to 
develop its regulatory impact analyses. 

 
See ‘Recommendations’ tab (html) for details. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
SocArXiv Papers | The social cost of leaded gasoline [Leaded 100LL Aviation 
Fuel]: Evidence from regulatory exemptions (html) (pdf) 92 pages, submitted 
September 22, 2019, last edited: October 23, 2019. 
DOI 10.31235/osf.io/rdy6g 
 
Paper was updated, renamed, and resubmitted: The effect of leaded gasoline on 
elderly mortality: Evidence from regulatory exemptions. Alex Hollingsworth and 
Ivan Rudik, June 8, 2020. 
 
Original paper: The social cost of leaded gasoline: Evidence from regulatory 
exemptions (html) (pdf) | Semantic Scholar. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) in Optimization of Performance and 
Exhaust Emissions of RON 97, RON 98, and RON 100 (Motor Gasoline) and 
AVGAS 100LL (Aviation Gasoline) in Lycoming O-320 Engine (html) 08-19-2019 
(03-12-04-0029 Journal Article) - SAE Mobilus. Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA)’s 20 years of research and development with 200 unleaded blends and 
full-scale engine tests on 45 high-octane unleaded blends has not found a “drop-

https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-14-519?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/670/664872.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/assets/670/664873.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-14-519?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/rdy6g/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/rdy6g/download?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/rdy6g?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-social-cost-of-leaded-gasoline%3A-Evidence-from-Hollingsworth-Rudik/a0616d310b6ba0aa6e68e722bdf88309e7e424b2?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/3631/ca8e74f8a2a1abe6f6b05f8055c92614c380.pdf?_ga=2.152945274.2124831539.1599159887-1015068867.1599159887&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://saemobilus.sae.org/content/03-12-04-0029/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://saemobilus.sae.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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in” unleaded replacement for aviation gasoline (AVGAS) 100 low lead (100LL) 
fuel. 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.4271/03-12-04-0029 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aggressive Canton Plymouth Mettetal 1d2 airstrip expansion & growth by 
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) in densely populated 
neighborhoods surrounded by schools directly correlates to 47% increase 07-19-
2019 (html) |  Hometown Life - in the number of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 
and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) students at Plymouth-Canton 
Community Schools (PCCS) over the last decade. 
 
NOTE: run-up areas at Canton Plymouth Mettetal 1d2 airstrip (html) 
are dangerously close between 190m to 950m to THREE schools and TWO 
elderly assisted living & rehabilitation facilities! PCCS Hulsing Elementary School 
(html), Plymouth Christian Academy (html), PCCS East Middle School (html). 
Canton-Plymouth Mettetal Airport (1D2) (html) - Google Maps. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Curtailing Lead Aerosols: Effects of Primary Prevention on Declining Soil Lead 
and Children’s Blood Lead in Metropolitan New Orleans (html) (pdf). Int J Environ 
Res Public Health (html) 06-12-2019; 16(12): 68. TEL is a still a legal product in 
the U.S. and used as an additive to aviation gas or LL100 avgas (containing 0.56 
g Pb per L). The U.S. EPA estimates that avgas now accounts for about 60% of 
the current Pb aerosol in the U.S. An outcome of avgas is that BPb is higher for 
children living within 0.5–1 km of airports where avgas is used compared with 
children living 1 km beyond these airports. Particularly concerning is the fact that 
all grades of fuel, leaded and unleaded gasoline, are transported through the 
same pipelines. To protect petroleum industry from liability due to lead 
contamination of fuel an allowable amount of TEL is permitted in unleaded 
gasoline. 
 
IJERPH (html) | Free Full-Text | Curtailing Lead Aerosols: Effects of Primary 
Prevention on Declining Soil Lead and Children’s Blood Lead in Metropolitan 
New Orleans. (html) (pdf). DOI: 10.3390/ijerph16122068 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Elemental characterization of general aviation aircraft emissions using moss 
bags | SpringerLink. Received: 01-13-2019 / Accepted: 3 July 2019 / Published 
online: 15 July 2019 # Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature 
2019 (html) (PubMed). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Airport Air Quality Management 101 2018 (html) | NAP. ACRP Research Report 
185. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
A review of phase separation issues in aviation gasoline fuel and motor gasoline 
fuels in aviation 2018 (html) (pdf)  – IOPscience 
DOI: 10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012007 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

https://doi.org/10.4271/03-12-04-0029?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hometownlife.com/story/news/2019/07/16/increase-autistic-students-creates-challenges-school-districts/1490091001/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning_
https://www.pccsk12.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1324&bih=946&ei=5wocX_GqD9nVtAaLob6ABg&q=piston+engine+run-up+area&oq=piston+engine+run-up+area&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIFCCEQqwIyBQghEKsCOgQIABBHOgcIIRAKEKABOgUIIRCgAVDYwQZY-dgGYMTjBmgAcAF4AIABV4gB-wKSAQE1mAEAoAEBqgEHZ3dzLXdpesABAQ&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwixuvyqmujqAhXZKs0KHYuQD2AQ4dUDCAs&uact=5&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.canton-mi.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.plymouthtwp.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
canton%20plymouth%20mettetal%201d2%20airport%20-%20Google%20Search%20https:/www.google.com/search?hl=en&ei=m0FRX43UO8GztAbJ1LzYCw&q=canton+plymouth+mettetal+1d2+airport&oq=canton+plymouth+mettetal+1d2+airport&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIGCAAQCBAeOgQIABBHOg0ILhDHARCvARANEJMCOggIABAIEAcQHlDthAFYoosBYL2PAWgAcAJ4AIABTIgBqAKSAQE0mAEAoAEBqgEHZ3dzLXdpesABAQ&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwjNjfn62c3rAhXBGc0KHUkqD7sQ4dUDCAw&uact=5
https://www.pccsk12.com/our-schools/elementary-schools/hulsing?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.plymouthchristian.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pccsk12.com/our-schools/middle-schools/east?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Canton-Plymouth+Mettetal+Airport+(1D2)/@42.3529525,-83.46288,2841m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xe86a0bfb10bd82b!8m2!3d42.348509!4d-83.4574059?hl=en&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6617018/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6617018/pdf/ijerph-16-02068.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/16/12/2068?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/16/12/2068/pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://dx.doi.org/10.3390%2Fijerph16122068?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11356-019-05910-8?shared-article-renderer&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31309420/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25180/airport-air-quality-management-101?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012007?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012007/pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012007?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Ethanol content concerns in motor gasoline (mogas) in aviation in comparison to 
aviation gasoline (avgas) 2018 (html) (pdf) – IOPscience. 
DOI: 10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012009 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Emissions of piston engine aircraft using aviation gasoline (avgas) and motor 
gasoline (mogas) as fuel – a review 2018 (html) (pdf) - IOPscience 
DOI: 10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012012 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Concerns over use of leaded aviation gasoline (avgas) fuel, Chemical 
Engineering Transactions Vol. 63, 2018 (pdf) | (html) Semantic Scholar. 
DOI: 10.3303/CET1863031 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
A new bottom-up emissions estimation approach for aircraft sources in support of 
air quality modelling for community-scale assessments around airports (html) 
(pdf) | Europe PMC 
International Journal of Environment and Pollution, 12-31-2018, 65(123):43-58. 
DOI: 10.1504/ijep.2019.101832 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Emission Due to Motor Gasoline Fuel in Reciprocating Lycoming O-320 Engine 
in Comparison to Aviation Gasoline Fuel 07-10-2018 (pdf). Environment & 
Ecosystem Science (EES) 2(2) (2018) 20-24. 
DOI : 10.26480/ees.02.2018.20.24 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Pro-inflammatory responses to PM0.25 from airport and urban traffic emissions 
(html) | Europe PMC 
The Science of the Total Environment, 06-04-2018, 640-641:997-1003. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2018.05.382 
Chemical composition measurements confirmed that aircraft emissions were the 
major source to LAX PM0.25. Results demonstrated considerable toxicity of 
airport-related particles, even at low exposure concentrations, suggesting that 
airport emission as source of PM0.25 may also contribute to the adverse effects 
on public health attributable to PM. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Review of Alternative Fuel Initiatives for Leaded Aviation Gasoline (AVGAS) 
Replacement, 05-01-2018 (html) (pdf) | Chemical Engineering Transactions 
(html). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
News release: Trump Administration Unveils Federal Action Plan to Reduce 
Childhood Lead Exposure EPA 12/19/2018 (html). 
 
Federal Action Plan to Reduce Childhood Lead Exposures and Associated 
Health Impacts, EPA December 2018 (pdf) (24 pp, 9 MB). 
 
The information EPA and others have been collecting is part of a broad set of 
information that EPA expects to consider when evaluating the question of 
whether aircraft lead emissions cause or contribute to air pollution which may 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012009?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012009/pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012009?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012012?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012012/pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012012?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aidic.it/cet/18/63/031.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Concerns-over-use-of-leaded-aviation-gasoline-fuel-Thanikasalam-Rahmat/e6a26649fdbf3d2d8aba776b092c9b029aa08a2f?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aidic.it/cet/18/63/031.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/31534305?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/backend/ptpmcrender.fcgi?accid=PMC6750720&blobtype=pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1504/ijep.2019.101832?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://environecosystem.com/archives/2ees2018/2ees2018-20-24.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://environecosystem.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://doi.org/10.26480/ees.02.2018.20.24?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/30021333?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2018.05.382?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cetjournal.it/index.php/cet/article/view/CET1863030?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cetjournal.it/index.php/cet/article/view/CET1863030/2420?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cetjournal.it/index.php/index?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://archive.epa.gov/epa/newsreleases/trump-administration-unveils-federal-action-plan-reduce-childhood-lead-exposure.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-12/documents/fedactionplan_lead_final.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare. This evaluation 
has been identified as a long-term action in the current Unified Agenda of 
Regulatory and Deregulatory Actions, EPA RIN: 2060-AT10, Publication ID: Fall 
2018  (html). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Piston Aviation Fuel Initiative (PAFI) – A Review 2017  (html) (pdf) – IOPscience. 
DOI: 10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012010 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Controlled Human Inhalation-Exposure Studies at EPA 2017 (html) | NAP 
Consensus Study Report. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Development of an inhalation unit risk factor for ethylene dibromide, Inhalation 
Toxicology, International Forum for Respiratory Research, Volume 29, 2017 - 
Issue 7, 09-17-2017 (html) (pdf) DOI: 10.1080/08958378.2017.1369603 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
NIOSH Skin Notation Profiles: Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) (2017-190) August 2017 
(html) (pdf) | National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) | 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
PEW – The Health Impact Project, a collaboration of the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation and The Pew Charitable Trusts | 10 Policies to Prevent and Respond 
to Childhood Lead Exposure: An assessment of the risks communities face and 
key federal, state, and local solutions, August 30, 2017 (html) (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Lead (Pb) Toxicity: Key Concepts, CE Original Date: 06-12-2017, CE Expiration 
Date: 06-12-2021 (html) (pdf) | Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry (ASTR) - Environmental Medicine & Environmental Health Education 
(html) - Case Studies in Environmental Medicine (CSEM). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for Lead (Pb). Rule Summary – 
EPA September 16, 2016, based on its review of the air quality criteria for lead 
(Pb), the Environmental Protection Agency issued a decision to retain the 
existing 2008 standards without revision. The primary and secondary Pb 
standards are 0.15 micrograms per cubic meter Pb in total suspended particles 
as a 3-month average. 
 
EPA Lead Compounds (pdf), September 2016. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Fuels and Combustion Technologies for Aerospace Propulsion, September 2016 
Final Report (pdf) AFRL-RQ-WP-TR-2016-0144. 11 December 2009 – 30 
September 2016 
 

• University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) : University of Dayton (html), 
Ohio 

• Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Aerospace Systems Directorate 
(RQ) - The Aerospace Systems Directorate brings together world-class 

https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201810&RIN=2060-AT10&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012010?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012010/pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iopscience.iop.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/370/1/012010?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24618/controlled-human-inhalation-exposure-studies-at-epa?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/08958378.2017.1369603?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08958378.2017.1369603?needAccess=true&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning#aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudGFuZGZvbmxpbmUuY29tL2RvaS9wZGYvMTAuMTA4MC8wODk1ODM3OC4yMDE3LjEzNjk2MDM/bmVlZEFjY2Vzcz10cnVlQEBAMA==
https://doi.org/10.1080/08958378.2017.1369603?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2017-190/default.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2017-190/2017-190.pdf?id=10.26616/NIOSHPUB2017190&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/index.htm?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.pewresearch.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/health-impact-project?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.rwjf.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.rwjf.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2017/08/10-policies-to-prevent-and-respond-to-childhood-lead-exposure?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/assets/2017/08/hip_childhood_lead_poisoning_report.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/csem.asp?csem=34&po=0&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/lead/docs/CSEM-Lead_toxicity_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/emes/index.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/index.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/lead-air-pollution/national-ambient-air-quality-standards-naaqs-lead-pb?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/lead-compounds.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD1031932.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://udayton.edu/udri/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://udayton.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.wpafb.af.mil/afrl/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.wpafb.af.mil/afrl/rq/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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facilities including a fuels research facility, structural testing labs, 
compressor research facility, rocket testing facilities, supersonic and 
subsonic wind tunnels, flight simulation lab, and many other cutting-edge 
research labs. 

• Wright-Patterson AFB (WPAFB) 

• Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) 

• U.S. Air Force (AF), U.S. Air Force (USAF) 
 
See § 3.3.8 Unleaded Avgas. The Air Force utilizes leaded avgas (100LL) to fuel 
the MQ-1 Predator UAV to help carry out its mission. There are several problems 
with using 100LL: 1) a future ban on lead in avgas from the EPA, 2) there is only 
one supplier of the octane-enhancer additive tetraethyl lead (TEL), 3) lead 
deposits can decrease performance, increase maintenance, and shorten engine 
lifetime and 4) its costs outside the continental US are quite high. One solution to 
solving these problems is to find an unleaded high-octane replacement fuel that 
is lower in cost. This solution would align with USAF’s Energy Strategic Plan in 
multiple ways. First, it could improve resiliency by negating the need for TEL and 
avoiding a ban on 100LL. Second, it could reduce demand by providing a 
solution that consumes less fuel. Third, it could ensure supply by utilizing a 
renewable fuel. The objective of this project was, therefore, to find an available 
low-cost unleaded fuel that is suitable for operation in the MQ-1 engine. 
 
Conclusion: All of the four options available have the ability to solve the problems 
associated with 100LL and save the USAF millions of dollars annually. 
 

• MQ-1B Predator September 23, 2015 (html) > U.S. Air Force > Fact Sheet 
Display 

• Air Force announces official retirement date for iconic MQ-1 Predator drone 
02-16-2018 (html) | Air Force Times (html) 

• General Atomics MQ-1 Predator (html) – Wikipedia 

• Air Force to Retire MQ-1 Predator Drone, Transition to MQ-9 Reaper 02-27-
2017 (html) > U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD) > Defense 
Department News (html) 

 
Department of Defense (DOD) Standard Practice Quality Assurance/Surveillance 
for Fuels, Lubricants and Related Products 03-28-2016 (pdf). MIL-STD-3004D 
w/Change 1 28 MAR 2016, Superseding MIL-STD-3004D 10 October 2014. 
 
Toward cleaner burning, better performing engines June 25, 2015 (html): 
University of Dayton (html), Ohio. The award included an initial work order for 
basic research in combustion. Researchers will design, fabricate, assemble, 
instrument and develop tests and apparatus to perform experiments in research 
areas including flame chemistry, turbulence-chemistry interaction, emissions 
formation, alternative fuel combustion and more. Developing a better 
understanding of combustion processes will enable the development of higher 
performing, less polluting engines. 
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https://www.afmc.af.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.af.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.airforce.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/104469/mq-1b-predator/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2018/02/16/air-force-announces-official-retirement-date-for-iconic-mq-1-predator/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.airforcetimes.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_MQ-1_Predator?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/1095612/air-force-to-retire-mq-1-predator-drone-transition-to-mq-9-reaper/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.defense.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://dod.defense.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/Energy/Quality%20and%20Technical%20Support/E_MilSTD3004_1603.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://udayton.edu/udri/news/15-06-25-toward-cleaner-burning-engines.php?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://udayton.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://udayton.edu/udri/capabilities/energy_and_power/fuels_and_combustion/combustion.php?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Impact assessment of Aviation gasoline formulation change on aircraft operating  
limitation, 05-04-2017 (html) (pdf) | TU Delft Repositories (html). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
The Effect of Fuel Additives in a Natural Gas and Gasoline Engine (pdf) , Fall 
2016 | Mountain Scholar (html). Thomas Falloon, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering (html) , Colorado State University (html), Fort Collins, Colorado, Fall 
2016. Master’s Committee Advisor: Anthony J. Marchese, Ph.D., Associate Dean 
for Academic and Student Affairs (html) CV (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
14th Report on Carcinogens (html) U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services released the 14th Report on Carcinogens on November 3, 2016. The 
Report on Carcinogens is a congressionally mandated, science-based, public 
health document that National Toxicology Program (NTP) prepares for the U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) Secretary (html). 
 

• Complete 14th Report on Carcinogens (zip) 

• 1,2-Dibromoethane, Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) (pdf) 

• Lead and Lead Compounds (pdf) including Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) 

• 1,2-Dichloroethane, Ethylene Dichloride (EDC) (pdf) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Myths & Realities of Leaded Aviation Fuel September 2016 (html) (html) (pdf) | 
Prepared by Center for Environmental Health (CEH) for Friends of the Earth 
(FoE), funding provided by The New York Community Trust (html). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Costs of IQ Loss from Leaded Aviation Gasoline Emissions (html) (pdf). Environ 
Sci Technol. 2016 Sep 6; 50(17): 9026–9033. Published online 08-23-
2016. doi: 10.1021/acs.est.6b02910 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Spatial Differences and Costs of Emissions at U.S. Airport Hubs (html) |  Europe 
PMC. Southeast Michigan shows annual airport damages of $25 - $50 million 
dollars annually. As the U.S. aviation system grows, it is possible to minimize 
human and environmental costs by shifting aircraft technologies and expanding 
service into airports where fewer impacts are likely to occur. Environmental 
Science & Technology, 03-23-2016, 50(8):4149-4158. 
DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.5b04491 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Past, present, future of Fuelling [sp?] (html) | News and views (html) | Air BP. 
Initially developed as an unleaded fuel, a lead additive – Tetra Ethyl Lead (TEL) - 
was introduced around 80 years ago. TEL has been a vital ingredient in 
achieving the high octane quality of Avgas. The current grade Avgas 100LL (low 
lead), which was introduced in the 1970s, is still widely available around the 
world. 
 

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3Ad7c5a6f6-f49f-432b-b489-c4796bb454f4?collection=education&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/whatwestudy/assessments/cancer/roc/index.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.hhs.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.hhs.gov/about/leadership/secretary/index.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/roc/content/profiles/dibromoethane.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/roc/content/profiles/lead.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/roc/content/profiles/dichloroethane.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://foe.org/news/2014-04-groups-press-epa-to-address-lead-air-pollution-from-avgas/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://foe.org/resources/myths-realities-of-leaded-aviation-fuel/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://foe.org/wp-content/uploads/wpallimport/files/archive/FOE_Avgas_report_FINAL.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ceh.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://foe.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5338738/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5338738/pdf/nihms850255.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021%2Facs.est.6b02910?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/27007187?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.est.5b04491?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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However, environmental pressures to eliminate the use of lead and seek cleaner, 
greener fuels now face the industry. Air BP introduced unleaded Avgas (UL91) in 
2016 and will continue to explore and develop unleaded fuel options to satisfy 
demand. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Guidebook for Assessing Airport Lead Impacts 2016 (html) | NAP. ACRP 
Research Report 162. 
 

Methodology to Improve AEDT Quantification of Aircraft Taxi/Idle Emissions 
2016 (html) | NAP. ACRP Web Only Document 26. 
 

Exhaust Emissions from In-Use General Aviation Aircraft 2016 (html) | NAP. 
ACRP Research Report 164. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Atmospheric lead monitoring at Moorabbin Airport, Melbourne, Australia 04-06-
2016 (html) (pdf) - RMIT University Library (html) | RMIT University, formerly 
known as Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and Melbourne Technical 
College. 
 
Atmospheric lead monitoring at Moorabbin Airport, Melbourne, Australia 04-06-
2016   (html) (pdf) - CORE. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Fact Sheet: Program Overview on Airport Lead Monitoring (pdf) (4 pp, 215 K, 
EPA-420-F-15-003, January 2015). This Program Summary provides a final 
summary of the data on concentrations of lead measured at 17 airport facilities in 
the U.S. 
 
EPA Response Memorandum to the 2014 Petition from Friends of the Earth, 
Physicians for Social Responsibility, and Oregon Aviation Watch Regarding Lead 
Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft (pdf) (12 pp, 658 K, EPA January 23, 
2015). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Effect of Gasoline Fuel Additives on Combustion and Engine Performance (html) 
(pdf), Mart Mägi. Submitted for the degree of Doctorate of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in 
Mechanical Engineering, 2015 | University College London (UCL) Discovery 
(html). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Quantifying Aircraft Lead Emissions at Airports 2015 (html) | NAP. ACRP Web 
Only Document 21. 
 

Overview of Airport Fueling Operations 2015 (html) | NAP. ACRP Synthesis 63. 
 

Understanding Airport Air Quality and Public Health Studies Related to Airports 
2015 (html) | NAP. ACRP Report 135. 
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https://researchrepository.rmit.edu.au/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma9921864037801341&context=L&vid=61RMIT_INST:ResearchRepository&lang=en&search_scope=Research&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=Research&query=any,contains,Atmospheric%20Lead%20Monitoring&offset=0&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://researchrepository.rmit.edu.au/discovery/delivery?vid=61RMIT_INST:ResearchRepository&repId=12248321150001341&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning#13248365110001341
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https://core.ac.uk/display/43494316?recSetID=&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/43494316.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://core.ac.uk/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100LJDW.PDF?Dockey=P100LJDW.PDF&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/ltr-response-av-ld-foe-psr-oaw-2015-1-23.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1462024/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1462024/1/Thesis_Mart_Magi.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Best Practices Guidebook for Preparing Lead Emission Inventories from Piston-
Powered Aircraft with the Emission Inventory Analysis Tool 2015 (html) | NAP. 
ACRP Report 133. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Measurement, Modeling, and Mitigation of Lead Impacts from General Aviation 
12-15-2015  (html) (pdf) | Washington University Open Scholarship (html) | 
Washington University in St. Louis (html) | McKelvey School of Engineering 
(html). 
DOI: 10.7936/K7W37TKJ 
 
Measurement, Modeling, and Mitigation of Lead Impacts from General Aviation 
12-15-2015 (html) (pdf) - CORE. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Guidance on the Determination of Helicopter Emissions (html) Edition 2 - 
December 2015 (pdf), Helicopter Emissions Table (186 kB, 27.07.2017) (xls) | 
Swiss Federal Office of Civil Aviation (FOCA). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
The Effect of Leaded Aviation Gasonline [sp?] on Blood Lead in 
Children (html) (pdf) by Zahran, Sammy and Iverson, Terrence and McElmurry, 
Shawn (html), Wayne State University (WSU), Detroit, Michigan and Weilar, 
Stephan (2014). 
 
An updated version was published in the Journal of the Association of 
Environmental and Resource Economists (home): Vol 4, No 2, April 11, 2017 
(html) DOI: 10.1086/691686 with the corrected spelling of the title “The Effect of 
Leaded Aviation Gasoline on Blood Lead in Children”. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aircraft engine exhaust emissions and other airport-related contributions to 
ambient air pollution: A review (html) (pdf) | PubMed Central® (PMC) | National 
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) | U.S. National Library of Medicine 
(NLM). 
Atmos Environ (1994). 2014 Oct; 95: 409–455. Published online 2014 May 28. 
 
Aircraft engine exhaust emissions and other airport-related contributions to 
ambient air pollution: A review (html) -  Atmospheric Environment, Volume 
95, October 2014, Pages 409-455 | ScienceDirect. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.atmosenv.2014.05.070 
 
Aircraft engine exhaust emissions and other airport-related contributions to 
ambient air pollution: A review October 2014  (html) (pdf) (pdf) | Division of 
Environmental Health and Risk Management (html), School of Geography, Earth 
and Environmental Sciences (html), University of Birmingham (html) Edgbaston, 
Birmingham B15 2TT, United Kingdom. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/22143/best-practices-guidebook-for-preparing-lead-emission-inventories-from-piston-powered-aircraft-with-the-emission-inventory-analysis-tool?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/eng_etds/128/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1128&context=eng_etds&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://wustl.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://engineering.wustl.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://doi.org/10.7936/K7W37TKJ?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://core.ac.uk/display/233203980?recSetID&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://core.ac.uk/reader/233203980?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://www.bazl.admin.ch/bazl/en/home/specialists/regulations-and-guidelines/environment/pollutant-emissions/aircraft-engine-emissions/guidance-on-the-determination-of-helicopter-emissions.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://www.bazl.admin.ch/dam/bazl/it/dokumente/Politik/Umwelt/helicopter_emissionstable.xls.download.xls/helicopter_emissionstable.xls?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.bazl.admin.ch/bazl/en/home.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/62238/1/MPRA_paper_62238.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://wayne.edu/people/eb5549/?utm_source=Digital+sign&utm_medium=Direct&utm_campaign=Professors+Who+Do&utm_content=&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://engineering.wayne.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/jaere/current?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/691686?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1086/691686?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7108289/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7108289/pdf/main.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7108289/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1352231014004361?via%3Dihub&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13522310?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13522310/95/supp/C?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13522310/95/supp/C?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.sciencedirect.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2014.05.070?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://research.birmingham.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/aircraft-engine-exhaust-emissions-and-other-airportrelated-contributions-to-ambient-air-pollution(243f7120-d88a-48d1-aa4d-165d3942c4c7).html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://research.birmingham.ac.uk/portal/files/17510423/Aircraft_Engine_Exhaust_Emissions_V3_PostProof.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://iris.unive.it/retrieve/handle/10278/3724759/192868/Aircraft_Engine_Exhaust_Emissions_V3_PostProof.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/environmental-health/index.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/gees/index.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Gasoline toxicology: overview of regulatory and product stewardship programs  
2014 (html) | PubMed (html) | National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI), U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). 
 
Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology (html) | Supplement: Gasoline Health 
Effects (html) (pdf) | ScienceDirect.com by Elsevier. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.yrtph.2014.06.016 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aircraft engine exhaust emissions and other airport-related contributions to 
ambient air pollution: A review (html) (pdf) | Europe PMC. 
Atmospheric Environment (Oxford, England : 1994), 10-2014, 95:409-455. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.atmosenv.2014.05.070 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Petition from Friends of the Earth, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and 
Oregon Aviation Watch (pdf) (20 pp, 276 K, EPA April 21, 2014) 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Leads Continued Use in Avgas, Seton Hall University, 12-09-2013  (html) (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Blood Lead Level and Types of Aviation Fuel in Aircraft Maintenance Crew, 
Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, Volume 84, Number 10, 10-2013, 
pp. 1087-1091(5) (html) (PubMed) DOI: 10.3357/ASEM.3647.2013 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Aviation Gasoline – About Aviation 
Gasoline (html). FAA Timeline: 
 

• No clear indication re public declaration of ‘program’ start or estimated finish 
date, milestones, deliverables, financials, etc. or commitments / 
accountability. Appears to be a 50 year plus open-ended science fair 
project with no clearly defined boundaries or project plan(s). 

 

• June 10, 2013, FAA issued a request for candidate fuel producers to submit 
unleaded fuel formulations to be evaluated as replacements for 100LL. 

 

• Latest Status: August 20, 2020: Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI) 
Update. 

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Health Hazard Evaluation Report: Exposures to Lead and Other Metals at an 
Aircraft Repair and Flight School Facility, NIOSH #20042888 07-2013 (html) (pdf) 
| Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). Semantic Scholar | (html) (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Ethyl-leaded Gasoline: How a Classic Occupational Disease Became an 
International Public Health Disaster 07-19-2013 (html) (pdf): International Journal 
of Occupational and Environmental Health (html), Volume 11, 2005 - Issue 4: 
Corporate Corruption of Science. 
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https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/lead/default.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Exposures-to-lead-and-other-metals-at-an-aircraft-Chen-Eisenberg/ec5a2841313b7a8c42a806b1ce06c21de6a6d42a?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/ec5a/2841313b7a8c42a806b1ce06c21de6a6d42a.pdf?_ga=2.108248577.22379067.1599598142-1276902696.1599598142&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1179/oeh.2005.11.4.384?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://web.archive.org/web/20140711220018/http:/www.radford.edu/~wkovarik/ethylwar/IJOEH.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/yjoh20/current?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/yjoh20/11/4?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/yjoh20/11/4?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/yjoh20/11/4?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Guidebook for Preparing Airport Emissions Inventories for State Implementation 
Plans 2013 (html) | NAP. ACRP Report 84. 
 

Assessing Opportunities for Alternative Fuel Distribution Programs 2013 (html) | 
NAP. ACRP Report 83. 
 

Transitions to Alternative Vehicles and Fuels 2013 (html) | NAP. Consensus 
Study Report. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Fact Sheet: Program Update on Airport Lead Monitoring (pdf) (4 pp, 210 K, EPA-
420-F-13-032, June 2013). This Program Update provided a summary of the 
data on concentrations of lead measured at 17 airport facilities in the U.S. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Lead Memory in General Aviation Aircraft Engine Emissions, Journal of Aviation 
Technology and Engineering 1:2 (2012) 74–78 (html) (pdf) DOI: 
10.5703/1288284314660 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Low Level Lead Exposure Harms Children: A Renewed Call for Primary 
Prevention. Report of the Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead Poisoning 
Prevention of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 01-04-2012 
(html) (pdf) (pdf). CDC response to Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead 
Poisoning Prevention recommendations in "Low level lead exposure harms 
children: a renewed call for primary prevention." Atlanta, GA: US Department of 
Health and Human Services, CDC; 2012 (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
National Toxicology Program (NTP) Monograph On Health Effects of Low-level 
Lead, 06-13-2012 (html) (pdf) (PubMed) | National Toxicology Program (NTP) is 
at National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (html), part of the National 
Institutes of Health (html). 
 

• Appendices A-E: Human Studies (pdf) (includes all appendices). 
• Appendix A: Human Studies – Neurological Studies (pdf). 
• Appendix B: Human Studies – Immune (pdf). 
• Appendix C: Human Studies – Cardiovascular (pdf). 
• Appendix D: Human Studies – Renal (pdf). 
• Appendix E: Human Studies – Reproductive and Developmental (pdf). 

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Guidance for Quantifying the Contribution of Airport Emissions to Local Air 
Quality 2012 (html) | NAP. ACRP Report 71. 
 

Alternative Fuels as a Means to Reduce PM2.5 Emissions at Airports 2012 (html) 
| NAP. ACRP Web Only Document 13. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/22590/guidebook-for-preparing-airport-emissions-inventories-for-state-implementation-plans?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/22660/assessing-opportunities-for-alternative-fuel-distribution-programs?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/18264/transitions-to-alternative-vehicles-and-fuels?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100GNLC.PDF?Dockey=P100GNLC.PDF&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/jate/vol1/iss2/5/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1040&context=jate&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.5703/1288284314660?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6120a6.htm?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/acclpp/final_document_010412.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/acclpp/Final_Document_030712.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/acclpp/cdc_response_lead_exposure_recs.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/whatwestudy/assessments/noncancer/completed/lead/index.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/monographhealtheffectslowlevellead_newissn_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23964424/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/appendicesathrue_final_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/leadappendixa_final_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/leadappendixb_final_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/leadappendixc_final_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/leadappendixd_final_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/ohat/lead/final/leadappendixe_final_508.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/22757/guidance-for-quantifying-the-contribution-of-airport-emissions-to-local-air-quality?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/22763/alternative-fuels-as-a-means-to-reduce-pm25-emissions-at-airports?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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EPA Response to the 2006 Petition from Friends of the Earth Regarding Lead 
Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft (pdf) (2 pp, 135K, EPA-420-F-12-050, July 
2012) 
 
EPA Response Memorandum to the 2006 Petition from Friends of the Earth 
Regarding Lead Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft (pdf) (20 pp, 10 MB, EPA 
July 18, 2012) 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
ASTM D 910 - Standard Specification for Aviation Gasolines, 08-31-2011 (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Collective Knowledge on Aviation Gasolines, Purdue University, 7-10-2011 (html) 
(html) (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Comparison The Piston Air Engine Performance With Aviation Gasoline (Avgas) 
Or The E-85 Ecological Fuel Supply (pdf) | Instytut Techniczny Wojsk Lotniczych 
- Air Force Institute of Technology (html) | Journal of KONES Powertrain and 
Transport (html), Vol. 17, No. 3, 2010 (html). Semantic Scholar (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Final review of scientific information on lead (html) (pdf), December 2010. 
United Nations Environment Programme (html), Chemicals Branch (html), 
Division of Technology, Industry and Economics (DTIE). Aviation gasoline used 
in piston-engine aircraft is the highest emitting category, accounting for about 40 
percent of the total based on the 2002 inventory (U.S. EPA, 2008a). 
URI: http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11822/27635 
 
Convention on Migratory Species (CMS), also known as (aka) the Bonn 
Convention, aims to conserve terrestrial, aquatic and avian. Final review of 
scientific information on lead (html) (pdf). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Global mortality attributable to aircraft cruise emissions (html) (pdf) | Europe 
PMC. 
Environmental Science & Technology, 09-01-2010, 44(19):7736-7742. 
DOI: 10.1021/es101325r 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Final Report June 2010 (pdf), Research Results Unleaded High Octane Aviation 
Gasoline, CRC Report No. AV-7-07, CRC Project No. AV-7-07 | Coordinating 
Research Council (CRC). NOTE: Executive Summary issued April 24, 2008. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Analysis of Organometallic Gasoline Additives with the Composition-Explicit 
Distillation Curve Method (html) (pdf). Thermophysical Properties Division (html), 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Boulder, Colorado 80305 
Received May 25, 2010. Revised Manuscript Received August 17, 2010. Energy 
Fuels 2010, 24, 5508–5513: DOI: 10.1021/ef1006403 Published on Web 
09/09/2010. 
 

https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100F3YS.PDF?Dockey=P100F3YS.PDF&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/ltr-response-av-ld-petition.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.aviation-fuel.com/pdfs/avgas100llspecsastmd910_2011.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/techdirproj/43/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Collective-Knowledge-on-Aviation-Gasolines-Ziulkowski/93b95789a4ecc7c011b0d3e2d1ca670ff3a57781?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/93b9/5789a4ecc7c011b0d3e2d1ca670ff3a57781.pdf?_ga=2.155700478.416862920.1598703377-756246016.1598703377&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://kones.eu/ep/2010/vol17/no3/3.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.itwl.pl/en/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://kones.eu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://kones.eu/ep2010_3.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5b0b/c2d31516c32022ba667037874ec64223bdbb.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/27635?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/27635/LeadRev.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unenvironment.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/chemicals-waste?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11822/27635?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.cms.int/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
Final%20Review%20of%20Scientific%20Information%20on%20Lead%20(UNEP_GC26_Inf11_Add1)%20Dec.2010%20|%20CMS%20https:/www.cms.int/en/document/final-review-scientific-information-lead-unepgc26inf11add1-dec2010
https://www.cms.int/sites/default/files/document/UNEP_GC26_INF_11_Add_1_Final_UNEP_Lead_review_and_apppendix_Dec_2010.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/20809615?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/es101325r?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1021/es101325r?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://crcsite.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/AV-7-07-Final-Report-6-18-10.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://crcao.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nist.gov/publications/analysis-organometallic-gasoline-additives-composition-explicit-distillation-curve?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://tsapps.nist.gov/publication/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=905279&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nist.gov/mml/acmd/thermophysical-properties-fluids-group?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nist.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1021/ef1006403?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Analysis of Organometallic Gasoline Additives with the Composition-Explicit 
Distillation Curve Method (html) | Energy & Fuels. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Development and Evaluation of an Air Quality Modeling Approach for Lead 
Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft Operating on Leaded Aviation Gasoline 
(pdf) (86 pp, 6.5 MB, EPA-420-R-10-007, February 2010) 
This final report presents the results of EPA's study to develop a modeling 
approach to quantify how emissions from piston-engine aircraft affect ambient 
lead levels at the local scale. 
 

• Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (pdf) (30 pp, 719 K, EPA 
published April 28, 2010). Federal Register/Vol. 75, No. 81/Wednesday, 
April 28, 2010/Proposed Rules. 

o Extension of Comment Period (pdf) (2 pp, 141 K, EPA published 
June 24, 2010) 

 
Memorandum on Selection of Airports for the Airport Monitoring Study (pdf) (40 
pp, 15 MB, EPA November 18, 2010). 
 
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Lead Emissions from Piston 
Engine Aircraft Using Leaded Aviation Gasoline (pdf) (3 pp, 560 K, EPA-420-F-
10-013, April 2010) 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;2000s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
European Automobile Manufacturers' Association (ACEA) Position on Metal 
Based Fuel Additives (pdf), 11-16-2009. Policy makers have a duty to act 
proactively to prevent harm rather than reactively when the harm occurs.  
 
The precautionary principle was not applied to lead, and this failure yielded 
significant public health costs. As early as 1924, public health scientists including 
Yendell Henderson of Yale University stated that widespread use of tetraethyl 
lead constituted a “probable industrial and public health hazard”. Despite this 
awareness and the lack of scientific certainty on the matter, no restrictions were 
placed on tetraethyl lead. The cumulative mental health effects of lead exposure 
would have been avoided with the precautionary principle. 
 
In the 1970s, the US Court of Appeals applied the precautionary principle to a 
regulation on lead phase-out. It found that the EPA does not have to prove that a 
product is a public health hazard in order to prohibit its use. It merely should 
show that the product is likely to be dangerous. This finding allowed the phase-
out and the eventual ban on leaded gasoline [for automobiles]. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aircraft emission impacts in a neighborhood adjacent to a general aviation airport 
in southern California (html) | Europe PMC. 
Environmental Science & Technology, 10-01-2009, 43(21):8039-8045. 
DOI: 10.1021/es900975f 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ef1006403?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P1007H4Q.PDF?Dockey=P1007H4Q.PDF&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-04-28/pdf/2010-9603.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-06-24/pdf/2010-15340.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/memo-selc-airport-mon-stdy_1.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100AU0F.PDF?Dockey=P100AU0F.PDF&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.acea.be/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/NELIS/REL/77th2013/ExhibitDocument/OpenExhibitDocument?exhibitId=4942&fileDownloadName=ACEA%20MMT%20Paper.pdf&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/19924920?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1021/es900975f?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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The observation of highly elevated ultrafine particle concentrations in a large 
residential area downwind of this local airport has potential health implications for 
persons living near general aviation airports.  
 
BTW: Santa Monica( SMA) airport is officially closing 2028. SMO: Santa Monica 
Municipal Airport (html). Past, Present, Future disposition. 
 
FAA Caves In to City Demand To Close Santa Monica Airport 01-29-2017 (html) | 
General Aviation News: Aviation International News. 
According to FAA Administrator Michael Huerta, “Mutual cooperation between 
the FAA and the city enabled us to reach this innovative solution, which resolves 
longstanding legal and regulatory disputes. This is a fair resolution for all 
concerned because it strikes an appropriate balance between the public's 
interest in making local decisions about land-use practices and its interests in 
safe and efficient aviation services.” 
 
Santa Monica Airport will close in 2028 and be replaced by a park, officials say 
01-28-2017 (html) - Los Angeles Times. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
A Personal Perspective on the Initial Federal Health-Based Regulation to 
Remove Lead from Gasoline August 2009 (html) (pdf). Environ Health Perspect. 
August 2009; 117(8): 1195–1201. | National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI), U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). 
DOI: 10.1289/ehp.0800534 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aircraft hydrocarbon emissions at Oakland International Airport [Michigan] (html) 
| Europe PMC. Environmental Science & Technology, 02-12-2009, 43(6):1730-
1736. 
DOI: 10.1021/es801307m 
Using estimates of operational fuel flow rates at idle, this analysis suggests that 
current emission inventories at the temperatures encountered at this airport 
underestimate hydrocarbon emissions from the idle phase of operation by 16-
45%. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Methodology to estimate particulate matter emissions from certified commercial 
aircraft engines (html) (pdf) | Europe PMC. 
Journal of the Air & Waste Management Association (1995), 12-31-2008, 
59(1):91-100. 
DOI: 10.3155/1047-3289.59.1.91 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
USEPA (2008) Lead Emissions from the Use of Leaded Aviation Gasoline in the 
United States October 2008 (Beta html) (pdf) - Technical Support Document 
[EPA420-R-08-020]. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

https://www.smgov.net/departments/airport/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/general-aviation/2017-01-29/faa-caves-city-demand-close-santa-monica-airport?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-santa-monica-airport-20170128-story.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2721861/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2721861/pdf/ehp-117-1195.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2721861/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://dx.doi.org/10.1289%2Fehp.0800534?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/19368164?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1021/es801307m?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/19216192?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.3155/1047-3289.59.1.91?needAccess=true&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning#aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudGFuZGZvbmxpbmUuY29tL2RvaS9wZGYvMTAuMzE1NS8xMDQ3LTMyODkuNTkuMS45MT9uZWVkQWNjZXNzPXRydWVAQEAw
https://europepmc.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.3155/1047-3289.59.1.91?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://beta.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0163?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0163/content.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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USEPA (2008) Natural Attenuation of the Lead Scavengers EDB [Ethylene 
Dibromide] and 1, 2-DCA [Ethylene Dichloride EDC, DCE] September 2008  
(Beta html) (pdf) [EPA 600/R-08/107]. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Flight performance testing of ethanol/100LL fuel blends during cruise flight 05-
2008 (html) (pdf). Timothy James Compton, M.S. Thesis | Baylor University 
(html) | A Nationally Ranked Christian University, Undergraduate & Graduate 
Research Colleges Universities Schools in Texas. Approved by the Institute for 
Air Science (html), Maxwell E. Shauck, Jr., Ph.D. (CV pdf), Chairperson. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Executive Summary April 24, 2008 (pdf), CRC Research Results, Unleaded High 
Octane Aviation Gasoline, A Report to the CRC Unleaded Avgas Development 
Panel | Coordinating Research Council (CRC). 
 
Membership of the CRC Unleaded AVGAS Development Panel currently 
consists of over 60 individuals representing over 40 different organizations. 
Working in parallel with this panel, and with mostly a common membership, is the 
CRC Aviation Engine Octane Rating Panel. Members include: 
 

• Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) [Wikipedia] 

• Air BP (html) 

• Cessna Aircraft | Jet, Turboprop and Piston Models (html) | Textron 
Aviation (html) 

• Chevron Aviation Fuels (html) — Chevron.com 

• ConocoPhillips (html) | Phillips 66 Aviation (html) 

• Dixie Services 

• EAA Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) [Wikipedia] 

• Ethyl Corporation (html) 

• ExxonMobil Aviation (html) | Avgas (html) | ExxonMobil (html) 

• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) | William J. Hughes Technical 
Center (html) 

• GAMA General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) [Wikipedia] 

• LyondellBasell Fuels (html) | LyondellBasell Industries (html) [previously 
Lyondell Chemical] 

• Etc. 
 
Summary 
 

• Motor Octane Number (MON) Screening of 202 Unleaded Fuel Blends 

• Full Scale Engine Testing of 30 Unleaded Blends (2002) 

• Full Scale Engine Testing of 45 Unleaded Blends (2005 – 2007) 

• Engine Tests of Leaded Vs Unleaded Fuels of Similar MON 

• ASTM D 6424 was implemented in 1999 and applies to the octane rating 
of normally aspirated aircraft engines 

• NOTE: Final Report issued June 2010 

https://beta.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0136?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0136/content.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://baylor-ir.tdl.org/handle/2104/5150?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://baylor-ir.tdl.org/bitstream/handle/2104/5150/Timothy_Compton_masters.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.baylor.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.baylor.edu/aviation/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://easd.geosc.uh.edu/cv/maxwell_shauck_cv.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://crcsite.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/CRC-UL-AVGAS-Exec-Summary-FINAL-05132008.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://crcao.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.aopa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_Owners_and_Pilots_Association?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.bp.com/en/global/air-bp.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://cessna.txtav.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://txtav.com/en?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.chevron.com/operations/products-services/aviation?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.chevron.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.conocophillips.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.phillips66aviation.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/eaa?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experimental_Aircraft_Association?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.ethyl.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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2008 (html) | NAP. ACRP Report 9. 
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and presentation given to Coordinating Research Council (CRC) in 2006 
covering recent testing results. 
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• Executive Summary, Coordinating Research Council (CRC) Research 
Results Toward Development of an Unleaded High Octane Aviation 
Gasoline, April 1, 2003 (MS Word doc) 

• Presentation to Coordinating Research Council (CRC) Unleaded Avgas 
Development Group Meeting, May 1, 2006 (MS Powerpoint ppt) 
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Air Quality Management in the United States 2004 (html) | NAP. Consensus 
Study Report. 
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Full-Scale Engine Knock Tests of 30 Unleaded, High-Octane Blends September 
2004 (Beta html) (pdf), David Atwood and Julian Canizales, Final Report, 
DOT/FAA/AR-04/25. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Direct Identification of Trace Metals in Fine and Ultrafine Particles in the Detroit 
Urban Atmosphere 03-17-2004 Environ. Sci. Technol. 2004, 38, 8, 2289–2297 
(html) | Environmental Science & Technology (html). Most of the trace element 
particles detected in this study were within a range of 0.01−1.0 μm in size, which 
has the longest atmospheric residence time (∼100 days). Increased chemical 
reactivity owing to the size of nanoparticles may be expected for most of the 
trace metal particles observed.  
DOI: 10.1021/es035010p 
 
Direct Identification of Trace Metals in Fine and Ultrafine Particles in the Detroit 
Urban Atmosphere (html) | PubMed | (html) (pdf) | CiteSeerX. 
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Resources - Library Contents - FAA - FAASTeam - FAASafety.gov. 2002 - All 
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fuel, and that there are no problems operating an ethanol-converted airplane on 
aviation fuel. 
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Assessment of health effects in workers at gasoline station (html) (pdf). Bosnian 
Journal of Basic Medical Sciences(BJBMS) 2 (1-2) 2002. 
DOI: 10.17305/bjbms.2002.3579 
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Research Priorities for Airborne Particulate Matter: III. Early Research Progress 
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Global Air Quality: An Imperative for Long-Term Observational Strategies 2001 
(html) | NAP. Consensus Study Report. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Airports and the General Conformity Process 03-01-2001 (html) (pdf) | Institute of 
Transportation Studies (html) | UC Berkeley (html). 
Permalink: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/8nw2z88q  
 
Airports and the General Conformity Process 03-2001 (html) | Transport 
Research International Documentation (TRID) | Transportation Research Board 
(TRB). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Combustion aerosols: factors governing their size and composition and 
implications to human health (html) (pdf) | Europe PMC. 
Journal of the Air & Waste Management Association (1995), 08-31-2000, 
50(9):1565-618; discussion 1619-22. 
DOI: 10.1080/10473289.2000.10464197 
PM from internal combustion (IC) engines burning gasoline and diesel, are a 
significant source of primary particles smaller than 2.5 microns (PM2.5) in urban 
areas. Particles containing transition metals, ultrafine particles, and soot are 
emphasized because these types of particles have been studied extensively, and 
their emissions are controlled by the fuel composition and the oxidant-
temperature-mixing history from the flame to the stack. 
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Evaluation of Reciprocating Aircraft Engines With Unleaded Fuels, David Atwood 
and Kenneth Knopp, December 1999 (Beta html) (pdf), Final Report, 
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Development of the First Unleaded Aviation Gasoline ASTM Specification (1999-
01-1569) 04-20-1999 (html) Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).  
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Implementer's Guide to Phasing Out Lead in Gasoline (pdf) 160-B-99-001, March 
1999. United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Office of 
International Activities (html). This Guide is written for officials who are 
responsible for implementing the phase out of lead additives in gasoline. It 
assumes that their governments have already made the decision to eliminate the 
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use of lead additives, but have not yet determined how and when to accomplish 
this. 
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Research Priorities for Airborne Particulate Matter: II. Evaluating Research 
Progress and Updating the Portfolio 1999 (html) | NAP. National Research 
Council (NRC). 
 

Review of the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Fossil Energy's Research 
Plan for Fine Particulates 1999 (html) | NAP. National Research Council (NRC). 
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Proceedings of the First International Conference on Alternative Aviation Fuels 
(pdf), May 1996 Final Report, DOT/FAA/AR-96/42. Office of Aviation Research, 
Washington, D.C. 20591. 
 

• In about two years [~1998], the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) is going to banish TEL(tetra-ethyl-lead) form Avgas (aviation 
gasoline). 

 

• The EAA's (Experimental Aviation Association) Autogas program is a very 
good example of both. EAA showed great initiative in responding to the 
need for safety using Autogas. As a result many light aircraft now operate 
legally, economically and safely with Autogas. 
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occur at progressively lower levels of exposure, and all may be predictive of 
serious behavioral and other disorders later in life. 
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https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/89/3/815.full.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.pnas.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.89.3.815?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/1544/human-exposure-assessment-for-airborne-pollutants-advances-and-opportunities?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/sipa/envp/louchouarn/courses/env-chem/Pb-Rise&Fall%28Nriagu1990%29.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/science-of-the-total-environment?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.elsevier.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/1440/fuels-to-drive-our-future?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.tc.faa.gov/its/worldpac/techrpt/ct88-5.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/1033/air-pollution-the-automobile-and-public-health?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://beta.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0007?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0007/content.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ang/offices/tc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a174091.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ang/offices/tc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.transportation.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://discover.dtic.mil/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/841/epidemiology-and-air-pollution?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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A 'gift of God'?: The public health controversy over leaded gasoline during the 
1920s, April 1985 | PubMed (html) | PubMed Central  (html) (pdf) (pdf). Am J 
Public Health. 1985 April; 75(4): 344–352.  
DOI: 10.2105/ajph.75.4.344 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
1982, Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) successfully changed Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) policy to consider the use of automobile gasoline in 
aircraft. The EAA type certificate program resulted in an FAA Supplemental Type 
Certificate (STC) being issued for the use of automobile gasoline, rather than 
aviation gasoline, in the Cessna 150 aircraft, powered by a Continental O-200 
engine. 
 
Although it is not clearly stated or recorded when the first legal flight was 
performed, apparently an engine and airplane were approved to use automotive 
gasoline ("autogas") by supplemental type certificates (STC) SE634GL and 
SA730GL, respectively. Both STCs were held by the Experimental Aircraft 
Association (EAA). The STC documentation stated that compliance was attained 
"by installation of placards and airplane flight manual supplement." 
 
Auto Fuel (html) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Supplemental Type 
Certificate (STC) | Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). The first pilot to 
legally fly in an aircraft with automobile gasoline was then-FAA Administrator J. 
Lynn Helms [Wikipedia]. Since then, more than 24,000 STCs have been issued 
by EAA. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Aviation Gasolines and Future Alternatives (html) (pdf) | NASA Technical Reports 
Server (NTRS). NASA Conference Publication 2267, Proceedings of a workshop 
held at Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio. February 3-5, 1981. Participants 
included Mooney Aircraft, Cessna, Lycoming, EAA, FAA, GAMA, NATA, Shell, 
Philips, Exxon, NASA, etc. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;1970s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Recommendations for the Prevention of Lead Poisoning in Children 1976 (html) | 
NAP. National Research Council (NRC). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
38 FR 1254 (1973) First Regulation of Lead in Fuel (Beta html) (pdf), Federal 
Register, Volume 38, No. 6 – Wednesday January 10, 1973. 
 
Friday, September 21, 1973, Volume 38 Number 183, pages 26435 - 26593 
Title 40 Protection of environment. 
Chaper 1 Environmental protection Agency. 
Part 80 – regulation of fuels and fuel additives. 
Controls applicable to motor vehicle manufacturers (pdf). 
On January 10, 1973 (38 FR 154). 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
1970s – 100LL aviation fuel introduced,1940s piston propulsion technology 
virtually unchanged, e.g. basically the same technology used in 2020. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2579591/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1646253/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1646253/pdf/amjph00280-0026.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://core.ac.uk/reader/161442858?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://dx.doi.org/10.2105%2Fajph.75.4.344?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/eaa/pilots/EAA-STC-Program/auto-fuel-stc?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air_cert/design_approvals/stc/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.eaa.org/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Lynn_Helms?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19830014171?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/api/citations/19830014171/downloads/19830014171.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/18520/recommendations-for-the-prevention-of-lead-poisoning-in-children?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.nap.edu/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://beta.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0102?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://downloads.regulations.gov/EPA-HQ-OAR-2007-0294-0102/content.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-1973-09-21/pdf/FR-1973-09-21.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Octane - Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) concentration AMOUNT 

80 100 100LL  

0.13 1.06 0.56 (mL / L) 

0.49 4.02 2.12 (g / gal) 

 
NOTE: 100LL has over four times the amount of lead (in milliliters/liter) as 80. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;1960s;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). EAA began testing and evaluating 
alternate fuels for aircraft piston engines in 1964 (html). 
 
Other than bragging rights on who was first to start the alternate aviation fuels 
effort it is certainly not clear what has been really accomplished in 56 years. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Summary;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
Over a half century of massive amounts of resources, time, effort and money, not 
to mention the continuous destruction of the Health, Safety and Welfare via 
Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) poisoning of so many 
vulnerable populations in this protracted time-frame doesn’t sound like progress 
to many. There is still no end in sight as of September 2020 or any clear project 
plan, accountability, commitment or the demonstrated will to do so. 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
  

https://www.eaa.org/eaa/pilots/EAA-STC-Program/auto-fuel-stc?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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Additional Thoughts 
 
Thought #1 
 
Journal of Public Health Management and Practice (html) January/February 2019 
- Volume 25 – Issue (html) Commentary: Lead Elimination for the 21st Century 
(html) observes that: 
 
Over time, scientific evidence has accumulated and no safe level of lead for 
children has been identified. Why then has the elimination of lead hazards in the 
environment not been more of a priority for society as a whole? Lead poisoning is 
the longest-lasting childhood epidemic in the United States and has never been 
treated as one. 
 
Tetraethyl Lead(TEL) & Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) poisoning remains an urgent 
health crisis that requires action, not just calls for more evidence or further 
studies! 
 
Thought #2 
 
Reddit (html): Flying (html) is a community for discussion among pilots, students, 
instructors and aviation professionals created September 3, 2008, a small but 
dedicated community with roughly ~134k Members. 
After filtering through hostile, threatening, profane almost violent rhetoric from 
anonymous nom de guerre members, which btw appears to be a standard 
contemporary response mechanism, a chosen default modus operandi, a recent 
post appears to capture one view of the reality of modern flying quite succinctly 
(html): 
 
. . . I also feel like inaction by GA in general hasn't helped. 100LL is a health 
hazard. Most General Aviation companies seem happy to just leave things as 
they are, with the vague hope that the FAA will approve a suitable alternative 
soon. The vast majority of new certified single-engine piston aircraft still rely on 
100LL; that seems like an industry with its head in the sand to me. 
 
Likewise, very little seems to be being done to reduce aircraft noise. The design 
of modern aircraft should adapt to modern conditions - flying in or out of a lot of 
airports nowadays causes a fair bit of noise pollution for literally thousands of 
people. Is a modern C172 any quieter than a 1960s one? Why not? . . . 
 
NOTE: optimistically the threatening & violent rumblings against protecting the 
Health, Safety & Welfare of Vulnerable Populations do NOT generally represent 
aviation, aerospace & defense professionals & related workers, enthusiasts, 
devotees or responsible airmen and airwomen, or do they? 
 
Thought #3 

https://journals.lww.com/jphmp/pages/default.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://journals.lww.com/jphmp/toc/2019/01001?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://journals.lww.com/jphmp/Fulltext/2019/01001/Lead_Elimination_for_the_21st_Century.2.aspx?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.reddit.com/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.reddit.com/r/flying/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.reddit.com/r/flying/comments/9duk3h/someone_has_it_out_for_1d2/?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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A disappointing note is that Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) 1910.1025 App A - Substance data sheet for occupational exposure to 
Lead (html) notes that OSHA does NOT address Tetraethyl Lead (TEL)! Workers 
and the general public have rights to be protected or at least notified re TEL 
hazards. 
 
Thought #4 
 
Leaded 100LL Aviation Fuel with Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) & Ethylene Dibromide 
(EDB) is the unrecognized “Secondhand Smoke” of the first decade of the 21st 
century (html) (html), only ten times deadlier! The Lancet (html) paper Low-level 
Lead Exposure and Mortality in US Adults March 12, 2018 (html) (pdf), found that 
exposure to low levels of lead contributes to as many as 412,000 premature 
deaths (html) of residents across the United States each year. This places 
premature death from lead exposure almost on a par with deaths caused by 
smoking, which takes more than 480,000 American lives each year (html) | 
American Lung Association. 
 

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1910/1910.1025AppA?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=define:secondhand+smoke&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwirlKyEw6TrAhWHB50JHXyXBBsQBSgAegQIExAn&biw=1336&bih=905&MDOT=StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321203?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.lung.org/quit-smoking/smoking-facts/health-effects/secondhand-smoke?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/home?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/article/PIIS2468-2667(18)30025-2/fulltext?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lanpub/PIIS2468-2667(18)30025-2.pdf?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
http://chemicals.news/2018-04-07-lead-exposure-linked-to-412000-premature-deaths-in-the-u-s-yearly.html?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
https://www.lung.org/quit-smoking/smoking-facts?StopMDOTLeadPoisoning
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